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1408 ANGEL S,'CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 1971 

508 o*clock'a.m. 
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THE M11'4? Ma of the defendants are present 

except Mr. p.anson;_ . a c.c.st,inse.1.,and ail, . jurors are' present. 

l'ou may continue, Mr'. kanaiek. 

mu, DUREX:. Thaniv-you., 
• ; • 	 1 

Good morning, ladiei and gentlemen. I. TkOulLd 

like to,. if r-may„ try to veil, right,-"right 	. • • 
the words, possible innocence, because in .the absOlute 

discretion that the jury has in the penalty phase, 

POssible innocence is on of the. criteria that the jury 

may use in '.exercising 'its-absolute discretion, for the 

obVious reason that death is be final c.irld of fiction that' 

is irreversible. 

And ix that conneotiow; the .Court 	now, 

let me back -off a little bit... 

Once again, once again vie are Asking you to 

'consider, •eind you will be given by the Court, jury 

instructio01 aria these jury .instruetions that the Court 

is going. to give in this ca'se' I mean at this point 

in the proceedinga .-- axe j.uty instructions that refer 

to the matters that came out during, the penalty phase, 

that is, they refer as far aajir. Manson is OOnoerned to • 

tho nary Hinman matter and' too' the BernardCrovre  matter'.. 

And so the Court is, going to instruct us tx  
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connection with several typos 'of crimes, certain crizes 

i.nvolving assault, certain crimes involving murder. 

But these in►s.tructions and, if X may say this, 

don't let Anyone insult your intelligence. 

What I am saying is there are people -- there 

are People who would say, Well, juries made up of this 

that and the other type of person Are incapable Of under.. 

standing instructions." 

You heat people' say this from time to time. 

We think there is nothing about those instruc-.,  

tions:that make it impossible for them to be understood, 

and we think that those of us that ate on the jury here, 

certainty have as much gray matter as anybody on this side 

,of that particUlat partition (indicating) . 

• 

271262 
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.• 	, 
So/  those jury instructions' are ma e inthe 

English langtage and they are there, and they are the 

tools* 

These jury, instructions don't contain words 

like"monstrous," "mutation," they don't contain words of 

hatred. They:Containwords of analysis, words that 

should 'be used for deliberation*, 

- 

	

	 We might think: What does deliberation mean? 

Deliberation means when yOu sit down and discuss things, 

c),  n. o, 	up to emotion but playing up to intellect, • 

playing up to reason* • 

2  $o, there are really two sets of things you 

n 	might Say that the jury i going to analyze., 

Ilk 	.14 	 One set is :what we might call the pre penalty 

n  ' phase matters. 

16. 

	

	 Now, as for the pre-penalty phase matters, 

'what, we do is we apply, we suggest, that is, this I's 

within the absolute discretion of the jury; the jury has 

19 	many other things that the prosecution has for you to 

20 	considert  but we suggest that one of the things to be 

21 	considered is the possible innocence of 	Hanson. 

Now;  that is the criteria that is used or 

20 	that is'applicable to the pre penalty phase, the matters,  

24 	
that we have already supposedly decided. 

.25, . 

	

	 Now, we have another set. And this is the 

penalty phase matters. 

1 

2.: 

• 

4 

Cr 

7  
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;

d,AS to Mr. Manson, thp,r'e Pre tuo 
• . 	• 

,% 	 1:75 	 zii:v • Li*  
••, 

' 
Upw, as to- thcs' two tAters, theJtourt ia 

2 

3  

4- 

ping to give you a complete pet of iiistructionsom4. 

.don e t want to attempt to paraphrase it completely or 

anything like that, but there are going to-be instructions 

on what constitutes murder and assault, and included in 

these instructions there will be instructions as to 

accomplice, as to the-  law of accomplice, which will be 

-similar to. what we had before when we were debating the 

pilt,or innocence aspect of the case, except for an 

interesting. difference. And that 	the Court, instead 

of, ,sa in the case .of Linda Xasabian, saying that she was 

an accomplice as a matter of law.; the Court, right now, 

as to this penalty phase, is going to say it is up to the 

jury to decide. 

The members of the jury' 'will decide whether 

Or not a particular participant is an accomplice. 

For instance, you: will be given the definition 

of an accomplice. - 

"An accomplice is one .who is liable to be 

prgs.ccutre' 	 oftcrar_ chnrcy:e. 

aointa 	 uu 	"IX,  

the person must have knoWingly and wittt criakta 

intent aided, promoted,. encouraged or instigated by 
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1  • 

3 fls. 

I 

.27 „265,  

"a,ct Or device or by act and advice the commission• 

2 
	 of snob ,"an of 

. 	That is the definition of 'accotplice that 'the. 

.Court will give you. 

It is interesting.to. note that that is the 

label, that is Linda i(asabian. 

Linda Kasabian, as amatter'of 	in this 

case hat been: 'deemed an accomplice, and so she is a 

person 'who "knowingly and. with Criminal intent, aided, 

promoted, encouraged or instigated by act or device" the 

eight crimes that the jurY','has,dedided that certain 

results, nomely„,:firat degree murder should ensue 

-•? 
t  

'a 

20 

21 

22,  

24 

25 

,.. 	' 

1 	is 

14,  

.9 
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, 	• 

So it is interesting, when we weigh the. 

equities, whet we look at it, at this stage of the -proceed-

theAurors in their absolute discretion can tske 

into account things such as the fact that Linda Kasabisn 

is not Only -- she is not given life, she is given 

absolute complete 100 percent freedom• 

We know she is an accomplice as a matter of 

law. 
So read this type of langUage, and perhaps , it 

might give us some idea as to the benefits that Linda 

Kasabian received. 

Now, is this something to consider, the 

benefit she received with criminal intent, knowingly and 

all of that which she , did. 

She is home free Does that have any bearing 

on what shouldbe done to the rest of the defendants? 

So, getting into the Gary Hinman matter, we have the 

question:ofaccomplice; 

Preliminarily we will have to decide ithether-,.. 

when we arc analyzing this we are acting is judges in 

the jury, room-- we have to decide whether Mr. ilAnson has 

any criminal responsibility for the Gary Hinman matter 

becaUse everything that came out in this courtroom, we 

suggest, and other people 	I'm'sure Kr. Keith will have 

other suggestionstO you concerning LetliielfanBOuten; 

but the question is, is there any evidence before us? 
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Is there any evidonce before us that is 

untainted by way of evidence from accomplice, because the 

Court will also instruct us that if 7- that you cannot 

corroborate a accomplice on top of an adcopplice. 

In other words, one accomplice cannot 

corroborate another accomplice. 

And the 1=006=0= is advocating that 14r. 

Manson somehow or other 	some responsibility for MX • " 

that is, the passing away of! Mr. Hinman. 

• tharged. '4.-fr;yOu 	-get, .this .Jury instruc 

tion -- a series' of jury instructions, so we have the 	• 

interesting problem in logic: •to'porks14:11e,„ beCautie - fir'st of 

au Susan .,Atkins has testified that she did.,  certain things; 

she has testified that she in' fa'et'used the knife and 

caused Mr. Hinman to pass away. 

She also testified, we have the language .in. 

the transcript -- she also testified as to the fact that . 

Mr. Manson was there. 

Mr. Bugliosi -- 14r. BuglioSi says, -- indicated 

to us yesterday they did not put on although certainly 

this Juan Flynn and all of these people are still here, 

,still available for the .prosecution„ there was nothing.. 

there, nothing that the prosecution offered us to show 

that these girls are doing what Mr. Bugliosi suggests. 

Mr. 13ugli-osi ont . of whole cloth is saying you 

-cam Qt believe these girls; that they have done all of 
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Se I 	 4 
- 'And this iS bbarie ':ot ;der; this-Gary }VC 

- • 2. < 
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7, 
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Al LOCF 

this just because of some attempt .to.save Mr., Helmick 

-Well, let's look -at 'it; let's look at it. 

For instattee, Susan Atkins: 

' .Susan Atkins on that witness stand, on that 

Witness stand told you, told us- what place she said lair. 

Manson had in the Gary layman .matter. 

She did not lei* Mr. Manson out of it.' 

When Mr. ManSon hada 4ace,* 'its  according to, her. 

Viewpoint, ah'e:distlis6ed 'it; she spoke of it; she ,did not 

elitainate 

matter. 

So it is something" to' 

think 	it's very interesting• :to 

think about as toy I 

think abbut,' 

,So--whether.or not 	as to whether or not • 

. what these girls testified to is' based upon sheer fabrica-

tion,' because i such were the .case she would not mention 

in connection with the atriy Hinman matter. 

SO it is one 'of the things that we have to 

evaluate&  as far as the nary Hinman matter is concerned, 

as _far as 'the over-all result is concerned, - because we 
• 

suggest that there is the showing cf candor. 

That is the little bit,,thst, ,notwithtitanding 

the ,friendship' and :the relatiOnship -between these people, 

. there is something that shows that this girl is telling 

the truth from that 'witness stand., 
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But nevertheless, as lawyers and:as judges, 

which we are when we are on stile jury, we still have this 

law ,of accomplice that we must .• that we must think 

through before we can ,come to any kind of results as to .  

criminal culpability. 

• 

• 

111 ,7'11.:  
3 
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And of course the interesting point, is, 

Susan Atkins would be.,an accomplice ea. far as' Mr. Manson,. 

concerned -on the laninan matter.-  • 

Van,,Houten would be an accomplice as 

far as the, 'matter, of 	gitman is concerned,. 

..4,, 	.XLI;;)Iiii4,  interestingly enough, interestingly 

enottah the prosecution 	ay look at ,the,--testiukony 
• 

of Mary Brunner in this regail. 

- The .proseCution choitie not tO go. 140 
• 

into the testimony of Mari Brunner. 

When she we* here' we 'obierved that the prosecii-:: 

'atm chose not to question here in connection with certain 

matters which they could ,have, and the reasdn, 	because 

.'the' prosecution once . again has suborned perjury as' to the 

Gary fiinman Matter. 

The prosecution Mary Brunner testified that 

= 'She teatilied before the Grand Jury. She said that she 

placed herself 	she •p raced herself where ideslie.Van- 

Htditen.vaa.„ 

She said that from the'vitness stand. 

Now, what it, means is, remembering again this 

laCk of' truthfulness before the Grand Jury, it Means that 

:this witness, Mary Brunner, was "before the Grand Jury 

with only the prosecution, present, only the court reporter 

Present and only the' Grand Jury present. 

And so if, if 	if Mary Brunner were not ILQW 
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.5 

.6 

7 

a 

telling the story truthfully, the prosecution had the • 

capability by virtue of the testimony at the Grand Jury 

and otherwise to'bringbefore'us something to showthitt 

Mary' flrann'er is nOt telling the truth. 

So the posture of the evidence is clear that 

at to the Gary U'inman matter Ht. Manson -- 14r. Manson Juts 
culpability as a matter of law, because the only 

testimony against Mt. Manson in the .Gary Hinman matter- is 

by virtue of accomplices'who are• purported to be, and 

see and do. 'whatever. 

But these people 	these people, are aceom- 

plices, and the law that the' Court is giving us in thiS 

case will show cleaxly that they are accomplices, and if 

the testimony of an accomplice is not corroborated, then 

that means that we must coxspletely disregard the Gary 

Hinman matter. 

Now, we.  sought through the transcript, -we 

tried' to find some kind of corrobOration. • There isn't 

any, because we go baCk to the discussiOns that we had 

previously Concerning accomplie,• concerning Linda Kasabian 

There ,is nothing here.. •There is nothing here 

to corroborate P.C.  testimony of these two accomplices, , 
Linda Kasabian 'ilnd Leslie Van 'Hoiiten.' • - :* 

And so, since we are in thd penalty phase type 
t 

ct,f discus-sion., it is apparent. it is ;apparent :that theJ 

Gary Airiman matter cannot be.usted-against Itt.-lionson for 
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7: 

4 

6 

any purpose because of this lack of corroboration, 

Now, I'm sure. the prosecution 	they will 

Certainly try.to• present some ,other viewpoint on this. 

We cannot fOretell exactly what the prosecution 

will say but we knew -- we know for instance Leslie Van 

Route-tea testimony 	I, believe ,she Mentioned something - 

'about Mary Brunner and Pooh Bear, being Mary Brunner's • 

little child, Mr. Manson's child by'Ma.ry Brunner, 

Michael Manson, and we can certainly infer because of what 

we know that the prosecution has done in connection with 

.these. natters, and what law enforcement bat done 'with these 

'matters, we can certainly infer that Mary Brunner wag 

threatened that if she did not testify a certain way, 

they woult‘,  take away her child and we could certainly.  

infer 'thait,  the prosecution ,told Mary iWunner 
. 	. 

Ma. BUGLIOSI: 'Your honor, '1!.0 objecting to this. 

There is no evv*dencq. 64.'41ita. • • 
MUREX:X. -  It's a fair inference, your Rotor. 
 - f .̀  • 	 ; 

XR • , BtIGLIOSX: He: is' diotisa, an inferetlee, in a , 

Vacnuni.,. your Honor. 

MR.. KANAREK: 1 will' aht* you the record."' 

TEE -canal Counsel mat proceed,.. 

MR. MR. XANAREK: We •can certainly 'infer that the 

relationahip of ':Oooh Bear- being the child of-Mr. Manson, 

. Michael Manson, the child, we can certainly infer that 

the proiecution threatened Nary Brunner at. the time she 
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testified to the Grand Jury and before, that at the time 

.they 'wanted to get Mr. Manson that she would have to do 

certain things LE  they were to accomplish some kind of 

result as fax as she were concerned. 

.9.' 

',33  

14 • 
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These are things, the prosecution can 

certainly aro* that this isn't sox 

All we have to• do islook'skt what Sergeant 

Gutierrez, told Dianne Bluestein,„ And there is no reason 

'to expect that it would.be any different with, Mary 

Brunner than Anyone else. 

And this' is all important in this particular 

phase a the case because 9f the absolute discretion, that 

is vested in the ury in deciding it, 

It is fair and reasonable to ,accept that such 

is the ease. We think 'that there is no question, no-

questton,' but what it is fair end reasonable to infer 

that theie kinds of preseures were placed upon Mary 

BrUnner.. . 

So, we. haze' the law .of accomplice 	to the 

Gary ilinis,an,,Maiter SAnd 'the Court will give you an 

iustr4ctiim: n reasmoble,aoubt acrd 04 of tit. 
. i" 	, 	 • 

Now, 'AB to - 
the 

Serria•rd Crowe matter, 

Fou-rse, .14 -the situation,as we. have -• 	t 
discussed it yesterday, 

There, is, a •citiationi-:'.'Is .thii. asituatiort - ,.• 
where Mr, Manson did something that was beyond the pale, 

so to speak, in view of the .threats that occurred, that 

were made, concerning the SPihn Ranch?, 

If we look at, it in context,. there has been - 

a narcotics transaction, and Mr. Crowe, who is obviously 
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4 • 

6 

10 

T  

engaged in the parcotics. .buitnest iiel;CApe.. fashion or: 
, 	 t 

'other„ was beguiled out of hia money by Mr. Watsdn, ''who 

is .supposed to. be a puppY,g.i ,who, l !suPposeeto,  be
:

. It, 
« r Y• !. ..: 	. 

'kind of person that none of Ili, if we saw him, he would 

„lust be "a robot.' We heard iAL:of that _concerning. Mr. • 

Watson: 

Well, Mr. Watson's activities in connectiOn 

with that narcotics.  transaction on August 13  1969 

remember, this was August t„ 1969', just a few days before 

the other incident -- Mr. W*taon is out there. wheeling and 

dealing -ton' the street in probably the roughest area of,. 

crime, because people in the, narcotics business are 

dangeroui people. They are the !kind of people that they 

dont give up their money unless_ they get .whatever. they 

*re supposed to get in return.. 

And so, it is very fair and reasonable to 

'assume that .14r. Crowe was a very unhappy man when that .  

`Money 	think it was a2,00a 	'When that money vas 

given and. 'he didn't get what he !MIS supposed to get: 

So, he called up the ranch and said what he 

Said: 

Me says from the witness stand 	Mr. 'Crowe 

'he says that be didn't ease about it. It Was just some- 

thing coxnme ci comme ca u, 	was just one of those things 

that happened and he wasn't concerned about that $2,000'. 

,Do we believe that? We suggest that this is 

12, 

13 , 

14 

IS  

• 16 

1.7  

19 

20' 

2t 

22: 
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24 
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26 
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27,276 

bey** belief. 

Mr. Crowe was a very.  unhappy man when he WaS*  

its the Saying goes on the street, burned for this money. 

Re *fent out to El Monte, be went out there*  

Mr. Watson left the car, Mr, Watson obviously had plan., 
there was probably someone in•snother'0ar waiting for him; 

_and so he gets out of the car with the money, meets his 

friend: $ whoever it was that he was waiting for, or who 

was waiting for him, and off they' went. And= Mr. Crowe is 

without his $2,000. 

4 
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• • Then, on top of that;  there is a.  gun in the 

room, according to Mr: Orowe. • 

Sol  we have heard' all of the evidence in that 

2- 

4 - regard as to what Mr. ManOon supposedly did., and so forbtr. 

So, the question is: In deciding that, the 

Bernard Crowe matter, Is theme a reasonable doubt in.  

.connection. with. Mr. Mansonts actions as far as the Penalty 

a  phase atpeOt of this is concerned? 

9 	 'The question,. again,. is -up to the lUry 

-decide.. 

And we think that' it "I Very significant, 

as,:wa said yesterday, that  in this situations  what is really 

more iMportant, because Mr. Manson is in custody, Mr, Manson 

. ig in, the type Of 'custody that is just unbelietable,: - Mr. 

15- Mansoir 'We Can infer, is searched-.  and re-searched day 'in and 
day out iany times a day, in the kind of custody that he is 

II  iltwith the focus that is-- uponhim, and so., in eveluatin$ 

iv  the Bernard OrOWematter ao'far as the penalty phalse:goes„ 

We think.. it is more signifidant and we suggest that it is 
IA  more significant to shOw Kr*  Manson-its-personality than it 

1 is td show any kind of critainal culpability as far. as thiA 

-.2'.  'penalty phase is concerned.. 

a 	 The reason is, as we have said, and we would 

like •to elnphaSize. it, it shows that, when Mr. Diens04 ' 	is  
involved ii something and has some 'desires, he does it' himself 

20- He  doesn't foist-  it upon other peOple and hide behind these 
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10 

12 

13 

18 

then 

And this is the theme Of the prosecution in thig.  

vial. 'Throughout- 'this trial the theMehas beet' that Mr.. 	- 

son is having other people go. Mt and do,  some kind- of inrty 

oz'k. 

That just-' didn't happen. it just didntt happen. 

Linda liaZabian went .on two or her .creep. -drawl 

ssions, and these results came about. 

Sot  it is Something that we should consider, 

Nelfe, we have had in this date a marked lack of 

candor. We .should expedt more from our• public official-5 

than what was. done' in.  this case. 	think we have a. right 

to expect. more trom our public .officials than. what Was -done 

in,thia, daze. 

For instance., when the prosedUtion is putting 

on a case trying to get .an indictment from the Grand .114/71 
- 	. 

would -.seem that'-the _prosecution should, put on all the 

evidence 7  

For instance,. we all know that when that matter 
19 

was.  presented to the Grand Jury,. the 'p-rosedution had 
20. 

.diVergent. statements concerning bow .Sharon Tate. paSsed • 
21 

away;, The Boni HoWard and. Virginia ,Graham statements were- 
22 

taken before December 5-; 1969. They were taken in. the 
22 

Thanksgiving ,pe-riod. They had' November -dates-. We all 
24 

remembeIt. that. 
25 

And in those statements., supposedly 	and 
-2q 
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1 .1 - Fir. OabaIriero said he knew about those statements when ,he 

z 'talked to Susan Atki-nS at the °trice, bertire she testified 

before the grand 3ury --,. in -tliose statemente, Suppose-dill:  

Susan Atkins said that •,She ha-d stabbed Sharon Tate.: 

. Soo  the District Attorney- 0, in going to the 

Grand-. fury and: 'presenting evidence, deliberately, withbeitis. 
. , - - 	view 

.truth -as' they /. it in this court. 

.9 
`.• 

12- 

4'. 

6, 

• .• 
• 
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'21: • 
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4b-I In, this court they didn't present the other 

view. . In. this court they presented the Roni Howard. and 

Vixgi xis Graham xriew» # .* 

St:Lit:hen, when they went before the Grand 

Jury they deliberately icsithhe1i;1_*hit 	are. t.eiling .1344 

'they believe to be txuthful, statements as to .how -Sharon .• • :4 

Tate passed away.. 	. 	P 
	 ' 

what did they ,:do? They only put in. the 

vendetta. 

so, therefore, instead of the prosecution eayi 

to the Grand Jury -- and the Grand jury is supposed to 

deliberate the same way as when 'we are On the jury we 

deliberate and come to .a decision "k the Grand Jury is 

supposed tO deliberate whether or not an indictment should 

take place. 

And so, 'you see, if the District Attorney had 

Presented ,the ItOni }toward and Virginia Graham statements 

along with whatSusan A.tkins said, the Grand Jury might 

• s  
statement of Susan Atkins 'that' she held Sharon Tate while 

Tex Watson stabbed her. 

Now, 'why was this done? That was done for 

the very same reason that the prosecution hes done other 

things in this case:. To get a con,titetion, at any:price 

regardless of whether or not there is any baste for it, 

but 'get. 	soil. 

Manson is the focal point of somebody's 
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well never hate indicted Charles Manson, along with the 

fact if they had gone into the ingestion .of LSD and other 

narcoties. 

. lt might. well be thgt. Mr. Manaen would never-

have been 'indicted. These other people might never have 

been indicted. 

Susan Atkins might have been indicted had 

the • different statements been presented to the Grand. Jury 

but at that time -- at that time -- Susan Atkins was 'the 

darling, of the District AttOrney'$ Office. At that time, 

Susan - Atkins was the one who was represented by the 

friend of ,Mr. Younger, by Mr. Caruso and Mr* Caballero, 

who bad been a 'Deputy District Attorney,. 'who had fztends 

in the District AttorneyI.s .Office -of many years stellate, 

and it just wouldn't be, there would be no-purpose, from 

their standpoint, to jut indict Susan Atkins because what 

they wanted to get especially 'was .  Charles-Manson.- 

so, they deliberately,. maliciously and with 

the. intent to deceive the Grand Jury, withheld the Roni 

Howard and Virginia Graham statements. 

There can be no other reason for it. Because 

tont Howard and Virginia Graham:were in custody. They 

could have brought thet over and had them testify. They 

,could have had the police officers testify as to. what 

the' statements were, :They 'were in absolute 100 percent 

- contr4 :6f :.that wand Jury* 

• 
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. So, these are some a the things that we 

should think about in Connection with the exercise of 
2 

this absolute discretion. Is there something there that 

smells? Was the wool pulled over the eyes of the Grand 
4. 

Jurors?' 

lf the'wool vas pulled over the eyes, of the 

'Grand Jurors thete, there is no reason to believe that 

.somebody may not be trying•to pull the wool over the eyes 

' of the jury in this case right now. 

.So-, these are some of the things we must 

think ab,aut because of the ;absolute finality of 'death, 

Now, agaiR,lor,'Whatever it may. be  vorth-, 

is. this Peoge'i,E 

t4e. pi944tiott fniroduce 

7 , 

8,  

10 

•12  

13 

14 

.15 

'4e fls. 
Ib 

this exhibit." supposedly this exhibit had some Jana, ,of 

reference to events at the,S,p jahn Ranch. 

20 

22 

;3  

.p • 

25 
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4c-1 .We feel the evidence takes it very clear that 

2 

3: 

4 

this exhibit, this panel which Was in the cupboard of 

Bandy atarr Ts trailer, this exhibit waSn even . in existence 

on. August the gth,„ .9th ,and 10th •of 1969. 

Tle panel may have been in existence, but the 

.evidence in this case is clear, crYstal-clear, that what 

was Written on here was not in existence on August 8th; 9th 

5  

044 3:Cita:I. .8 

9 And the interesting thing to think about is 

that the prosecution still has the original of this. They 

took the picture. I. aIn sure we can infer they took the 

picture because the picture 	we mar not know why they 

took the picture instead. or brilasipg J.n the panel, but they 

chose to take the picture instead of bringing, in the -panel; ' 

this panel is in existence, 'and the prosecution could have 

'10 

• " 

12 

13. 

'14 

brought: it in here. 

Again., • this is 'Ver.y. signifiCant. This was 

found in Zuan Flynn's trailer. And ,Juan Flynn was net 

bought in here. And Juan, Flynn certainly is a witness 

that is, friendly to the pros-60143:On.. 

a.uall Flynn waS not brought here to refute the 

abgiolutely =refuted testi:Mt:tiny befOre ua whicrt we have 

received dtring this penalty 'phase that this -::P-anel,  '-

with the "happy, one;  :Om; three;  four;  five, six, seven, 

axl good . chiliziren go to hewten," this "Limiter skeIter„.',  

there hai 'been nothing .to refute the synthetic evidence 

fi 

18.  

19 

• 20, 

21 

22 

24,  

• 25  

26 
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ii 

is 

16 

17 

18 

19 

29. 

21 

22' 

.28 

2.4 

'25 

26 

that this_panel is*  because it certainly is clear that 

this panel with that wording on it warn tit- in existence at the 

time of the so-called rape War type ideas. 

Sol  in- exercising our absolute dlacretiOn„ 

this it something that we can-think about. Becau$0 why 

-Waanit this re±Utedl 

Even the police officer that testified 

coneerning this waset brought in to refute this as far as. 

what we have discussed here. 

This is of extreme. significance in this vase 

especially where the prosecution is doing the things that 

they are doing. 

I submit it is Something to tin our minds on,. 

This is the testimony of katriola Krenwinkel. 

Patricia Krenwikel testified, in answer to the question,:, 

"It makes you feel.ZO0.43  .is that it, 

when you tate adid 

trit. 	Xtake acid because I take acid; 

When it is there, I take it., I dontt even think 

about taking Ito.• If I See.it and it is there 

and I feel. like taking.some4. I take' it. 
:ffiz 	Does it open up neWareas of 

thought for yowl Is that one-of the reasons 

you take 1..t1 

I have taken so much 4014, I am 

acid. I donit ever come down. I don't even know 
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how to try to relate to y-oix 'between what something .does - 

2 then or how or whatever; All of :that 	4.ust, phew, it is 

sure a lOt of meaningless words. It is just there.n 

4 

6. 

12 

.18 

20: 

271.285 
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haw, in degiding thit ease we have to use the 

Z11044514 language in conveying Ideas: in the Courtroom. That 

our lihgUage. 

But don't we get the feel, somehow or other, 

that theEngliat language in inadequate as a means of  

'•expresting Whatever happens to ,peopIe when they take ,1441)-

the way these people tate it? 

And that 1:naiudes" Linda icasabian. 

Dont-t we. get• to feel that no "flatten hew there 

.is the attempt to clescribe and pift. into. woxcie, what- .00qurs• 

that in fact this is, almost impOssible tO'cOnVey, Whatever.  

haprienS• to •ItOmebody who.  ,takes acid.,  an wheri we mOntider.  —

when we'. consider. that these people were On acid and that 

Tex Watson was di:5141g what he was doing, When We consider , 	• 
that Linda Kasahian 'Certainly ha-s, you know *that material 

she. had. ingested.. , 

.:When Patr%cla Xrenwirikel says, "1 am adid,../t 

How it She any different than Linda Katabiant 

9 I 

 

Now, Linda Itase.b-ian ,is• 'smoothie. 
i 

I mean.i there is no question about it that 

Linda :Xasabian 	.plus- tioda. ICeSabi-an had very capable' 

lawyers,. 

atisehMan, and Nr., Goldman did a beautifa 

egai JO for Linda Kasabian, beftutituli, There is no ,questiO. 

about the tact that they did.. 

And I suppose the same tiiipg would have resulted 

20; 

2l.

22 

.ga 

g4 

'26 
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1 

2. 

 3 

.4 

5. 

.for Susan. Atkins If Mr. YOungees friendihad stayed in as 

representing her-. 

But apart from lawyers-and legalities, is there 

any reason to believe., is the-re any reason to believe that 

Linda Aatablan is any different in,her thinking and her 

Observatifts and her 'percepts than Xatie Kreliwinkel is 

in.corinealen with ithat she testified to 

Ve suggest thit is something for us to consider-.  

beCause again we 'get back to the possible innocence aspect 

orthiS .case, because Linda Kasabian, speaking from that 

witness Stand, knowing that she it- the darling ,of the 

prosecution., knowing that to,  matter what she does iti-s 

has. of t4 P.e tight;  and knowing that she has 

the retultS, the benefits that she isgetting-thiS is 

specially-- specially -important and significant in a 

penalty phiOe'where the 	where the result is 

irreversible. 

Death is irreVersible. 

And so we are asked tO.commit murder ourselVea. 

The prosecution s asking -us to da that, to deliberately 

kill, based upon 	based- upon this type -of evidence, 

And' .so this is something to consider because 

certainly Linda KoEibtah is _Katie Xretwinkel, as far as 

the ingestion Of LSD is-cOacerned. 

NOW, you retember„ ladies and. gentleman of the 

jury, You can choose net to believe this it you so wish,. 
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but 40 :you rtinemb6r :ihat ire —. the f3r0t-  question, I think, 

that we asked Miss. icrenwinkell 

"Nist Kretwihkel„, havo.1.ever discUssed- 

. this cane with yO10° 

The answer ;as- 

NQW)  we Suggest that that is trues that is true.' 

`BOW, if You obserVed, the prosecution has made 

much of what has taken plate in the courtroom itself. 

don't know it those :or us on the jury observed it or not. 

But When fellow counsel went upstairs during 

these tiMeS,to see these, girls,. the question for you to • 
consider-is where was I? 

wean, in -other words, is this true/ DO any' 

of us that are on the jury think that that statement is 

untrue/ 

We suggest that,the StateMeht is true; that 

Patricia Erehwinkel neveronever ,-. i never discussed this 

case .With Tatricia Xrenwinkel. 

And that is 	 becaUte of this 

• 

20, 

21 

26 

'ThiS' is the first time that I discussed this-case with 

Patriela KrenWinkel, and 'So I brOnght out this pictUre to 

,her and /' said: °Now, directing: your-  attention to this 

What appears to be a.;' panel on the door, .there was a: door 

knob 'there,," that language. 

first the. picture itself, yoU, have never 

seen before 	that is2  you may halm seen this picture 
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8 

4 

A 

.9 

before but .yOu haVe never seen what is.  pictured there before, 

is that correct' 

I have ,not., 

it4 	To your knoWledge do you know who put 

Who wrote, :who dreW or what e'er, whatever is- set out in that 

picture? 
ark - No, I have no ides„. 

ft 4. 	Now., then, aro. you tolling us that people at 

Spahn Ranch never. gatherOd around this as a rallying point 

for some race War? 
1' 

is 

26; 

21 

23 

5a 
24 

25, 

Directing yOur attention to the people at 

Spahn Ranch,. was there eVer a.  gathering where people,, where 

everybody sat down and discussed or planned some kind, .of a 

race war- •or confrontation between black people' and White 

people? 

No." 

Now, so the question is whether or not Patricia 

itrenwiael is tailing the truth in- that 'regard. 

The question is whether ilary trunter is tell*pg 

the truth in that regard. 

ITA6. No. 

Pardon?' 

o. 
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QSe IA gAlin, getting, back to the proximate 

Cause -- thatAi vitty we thi-nk tb t :the testimony here is 
4 - 

much better than,' anything that vi tan, use by 'Way of" 

synopsis or summary: F 4 

6 

What was going through your mind, 

Miss Krenwinkel., whin yoU-were moVAng tbi knife 

7 	 -that you have spoken Of in this courtroom? 

8- 	 itA 	• Nothing. 
Your mind was a .complete blank? 

"THE COURT: What was the answer? 

"THE REPORTER: 'Nothing.' 

Is that a fair statement? 

Yes, i wouletimagine 

Now, again, does that have-  any bearing, does 

that have any bearing on the possible intocence of -btr. 

MansOn? 
Does that have any relationship to his 

possible, innoOence, which is what -we can use our absolute 

discretion in evaluating? 
I'm sure that none of us -- none of us -- no 

matter how emotional, we are — wish to kill someorte'who 

is innoent. 
We may remember — 74'm sure all of us remember 

the case 	we don't have to-  go back to the lath Century. 

-/ am sure we will remember the ease in 

England-just a few years ago where ,a person -- after. a • 

10 • 

12 

33 

15 
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,person_ viai 	.,executed,:it7was conclusively proved, 

the 6-own„, the Rome Secretary, -,the gOvethittit of England 

COnceded there waslio t questiai that the person',was wrong- 
. 

fully executed.. 

And when Vel'Iave what ,wa' have ice. this case, 

the possible innocence of Hr. Manson, it overwhelms us, 

There is no question that he is possibly innocent 

to say the least. 

And to some a these things are significant in 

evaluating that tatter of possible innocence, becauie, if 

Patricia Krenwinkel, Patricia Krenwinkel were the robot, 

.it she Were operating the war the prosecution would .have tis  

operate,. then she would have a pre-existing intent at some 

time . at some time she would know what she was going to 

And in connection with that use of the word, 

robot, the prosecution.has 	has -- they have weasled on  

the Use of that word, as we recall 'undoubtedly from the 

first address that the prosecution gave us in the guilt or 

innocence phase, these people were called robots. 

And then when,  it came out -- when we discussed 

that robots are unthinking, have Ito •thoughts,'and the word 

autorsatoo, was used, then the prosecution changed the teauiug 

of the word. robot. 

But these are :robots that -think! 

So therefore the prosecution is giving Os now a 
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new definition. They areplaying Webster or something like 

that because, they, say in one breath that these people Are 
, 

robots,..ind •t* when it is pointed out what robots really 

are end that automatons really are, thin;they say "Well, 

they ire not“ 
k- 	 ;, 

But no matter what, what wordS'Or what label you 

put -on it, the fact remains that there was no pre-existing , 

intent till go out and do' Whatever' theire peopli did. 

;kid if they had no pre-existing intent to do it,. 

then Mr; Manson has 'no -culpability and no responsibility 

any more than anyone of us would .hive a responsibility for 

any relative, or friend or -child that we •are close to who 

may go out and do something. 

So it is something to consider, Something to 

Consider as far as possible innocence is concerned. 

Because I am sure 	I ttO sure we would, all of 

us be very disappointed,:  be ,very unhappy, whether we have 

a religious bent or not; whether we are people who go .  to 

church every, SunclaY; whether we are, devout in a particular 

way or' whether we are devout in a way that is not particular. 

ised, that is, whether we follow a particular denomination.  

cr whether we have faith in God based upon something that 

. is nOt set out as particular ritual.. 

I am sure we woad be.  Very unhappy to pick up 

Kasabisn's book some day and find out that she made 

26 a few mistakes that, leer s 'say, she is now writing her 
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2 

' 

9  

it 

memoirs, and in writing her memoirs and in ,discussing her 

memoirs with whoever is writing the book for her or 

oollabOrating with her, sh-e points ,out a few things, _that 

may' be just .a little bit inconsistent or .a 'tittle bit at 
. 	, 

.odds with what we heard in this -cburtrodml  and it may 

strike us 40 suggesting one thing or the ether. 

if these people are dead at that time, it is a 

little bit late,,,evpu thoug6..:(4inda Xasabian may still be 
. 	.. 

pinking up, her royalt$ checks on her book. , 	 4 '"' 	' .1, 	' 	• 4 	 It 
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So the fact of the matter .is that this possible 

innocence that we are speakit$ about is Something that 

i..-should perhaps- have been brought into the discussion With 

4 the things like this. 

This ip a qUestion of Patricia Krenwinkell 

At somtime.that evening did 

you find yourself itatde the house? 

Yea. 

Had any of the family cam to 

j 

the .house with you? 
r 

ei . Y -16 

Tould you tell ua the people that 

were inside the. • lacluze.at the time? 

Ile were all Inside the house. 

Would you name the people? 

Lindal  Sadie, Tali and myself. 

Were all inside the hou06-1  

HQ  

tE r5 

 right/ 

trA. 	Yes."- 

Newt., furthermore, and this is evidence frOm the-

witness stand because these. Eirls are dafendatts does not 

leart that they should be deme4ned the way the,prosecution 

would have us believe. 

There are indications-here -- we 100k At what 

motivates people -- there are indications here that what 

these.8irla.are sayin is the.  gospel truth rather than 

s- 

10 
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414 Did that oeoUr? 

Yeah,' 

27,.?95 

24 

26" 

• 2 

3 

5  

6 

'7 

8 

11. 

20 

-21 

22 

Something else. 

'e question: 

"Do you know who the person. was that made. 

the statement that you. referred to? 

• 'Ti. 

have'to go- back, / want to make sure j-uSt 

read What the '.Court Waved itto. evidence„ 

This is Page 230 a82 it 14r. BUgliasi wished to. 

cheek .on, this. 

	

4 	I see;  they were all in the living 

roam at the 'same title? 

	

1%. 	/ believe so, 

"Now, at- some. time When all these- people 

were in the living' room with you4  -were these 

.people,these two women: and these - two- men that 

- you have• spoken of.., were they Unrestrained., that 

was there a time when you were in the living 

room 'with them -anti a time Linda Kasabian was. . 

in the living' room with•them when they were not 

restrained by ropes or arty other physical 

deViee? 

oDo you tallow me.? 

res. 	. 
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And hOW long wia it alter. you 

sate,  inaicie v the.Tate residence that these  - 

.twowomen and .these two men were in the living 

J'iPOm unrestrained? 
HA, 	I deit know, 

Uci 	Was it shortly after or can 

you, give us any, kind of an Otimate how long 

'it waS2 

I haven; idea; none whatsoever!.  

Bo how we have,  a picture- of these 

two women and these two -ten. who: are people 

who did not come to the .gielo tosidence.with„ 

who are now in. the' living 21'0006 

"At some time 	some time did there 

develOp an altercation, a. fight or 00310 kind-Of 

diffe.retee of opinion between, the. two women and 

the two men that-you are tpeaang og and those-

of you that came,  to the dielo residence address 

in the car? 

"{.No responSeJ 

. Did that deveI0p :into some kind 

of a physical eneOUnter?.  
RA.  

SI Q 

Yes! 

And would rou tell 1101  how did 

. this Phytical encOlinter come, about, what happened? - 

ilOnit. know, Words were said, sfitPe 
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-"Was. shot. 

114 PardOrt? 

X said words were said, some- a' 
one -was s-bot. 

"There ban a struggle among us all. 

• Maatever you want to call it,. a fight, whatever., 

•fta 	IttardS Were said. Could you tell , 

.us what words were said? 	•  
rtz 	 dtd1tt 10:1QW what words were said. 
It Qi 	

Can 
You- 

 give us some kind of -.4 
tt XI' I would even be .giving.  

an eXample I would be, giving, you lie, 

. 	any of you can .remember what yOu- Said 

five. minutes -ago, you know, I .clont't understand" 

I really - don't, understand-your-  thinking or even 

--,trying to believe what somebody would say what 

they said about three years ago, 

"If you would believe- somebo.dy saying that, 

..1t 'would seem' foolish to -me,- becauat you don't 

unless al/ of you try to completely remember 

everything everyone has alreb.dy said to. yomtrora. 

the _time you get Uplf 	• 

o'=' .COURT:z You answered the question. You 

dolift. know the answer, Is that rigjat? 

IYTHE WITNESS: Right, ' 

uTRE COURT! All rl,ght, Ask your neXt 

5 
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9. 

• 19 
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14.  

15.  

. 	12 

.1p 

P. 

21 

 .22• 

• 23 

25 

.26 

"question.- 

you know who the.  perSon 

was that made the statement that yOU, have 

referred to? 

• 11[0-. 

	

2  84 
	

When.a shot was fired, Where 

were you In the room when the shot was fired? 

I don ft know, wherever I. was 

14:tanqing. 
114  . 	141.1er'e was lands? 

I'don4t knOW, wherever she was 

"4 • 
	

4he was standigg in the room when- 

the shot was fired? 

- 	A. 	yea, the- was there as We'were• all 

there." . 

mows  IS that 	what NUS 1T(.rnwinkel i .404141a 

there -- i that fabridat001 IS ghat unbeieva4lel is 

that untrue?' 

The feet of the matter is that.when yOu read her 

Colloquy here, when you road what :she saysi _she is not a 

friendly witness.... 

When I am asking her thosequestions, she,says 

itla fooll$14 She says the question 	hOW can. yoU remerober . 

what happened three years .got 

T4inda'liasabian -- arida Kasabian was tutored. - 
• 
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Linda Xagabian was spoken to and respoken to. 

Linda Icasabian was told what to:  Say by 	and 

we say- ettis is a fair inference. — by what happened at the • 	2 

Grand Jury-. 
4 	 . What the prosecution did in this case with. 

Linda 1Casabia.n it s  they took, when theY 1101041pr had. 

Susan .Atkins-s  they took the Grand Jury t-estitaony and the 

tape that kir. Caballero- had and then they tutored Linda 

Kasabien, 

BUWZOSZ: -There is. no eVidenae of this your 

Honor, .and T object -on that, grounds, absolutely no evidence., 

Fa; KANAREK:: It t sa fair inference, your Honor. • 

VIE. COURT; You did not state it that ways. 

The objection is sustained. 

1.111. KLIMEK:. It is a fair inference, we ausgest, 

that if We considered the testimony here in court as to 

what Susan Atkins said, when we cOnsider what the prosecution 

had when they were at the interview at 1/112-, garusols:offiees  

when you consider those, words., the word-for-word answers 

that were, giVen there by- Susan Atkins • Supposedly,. arid, "compare 

them. with what lands_ Kasabian Said, what we have is a 

Broadway .production. 
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13 

14 

16' 

18' 

20, 

A 

26 

- • 	Wiwi Iwo hove ti Undo 'Xasibian Ulna schoolei 

virtue .of the intervidne 'with Mr,. Osimaiaro., 

say this is an inforintre that can 1* 144104 . 

:AS this is dose bY - the !rev cievor tocheicula of not tekes 
titsda itasslaine* *Wawa *en an. tape,. 

-Sows. it is Tory interestinsw  it is very 

7 Anterestinat. iohoe the irosseution vas &Os& to go Ulm 

t* ;rand ant,*  tits prosecution. wont 'to sweat paissia  t 

prosm.ittims Saw to itt 	t 	i the- -Power 114- 
Court to soe to. it that Susan ,iititios *as hrosiiht to the- 

offices of Kr, 	It t0!  she 4eaa' brOsiht the office* 

Of Kr* Csbatiero snit there loSs a tape rocOrdisi& amide, The 

'Imamate* used thia tope recordiss oo its/ saw ,fit, 

tehial whet they wished -to use at the Grandy. lot 

taking eitirszythisg.4  and they' used that of this Cranii Joh. 

1101 bad this tape, They bad rhos* questies$ 

.441 prepOritch 

pet there was ao to rstootisi& slob; of Made 

--WaSalpies* 

that leas for us in this courtroom. Ari4 

.thergs use * dellborate,  resew:4 Ili sussost*  ui these iss so 

tape racoons& or stOntephic notes 114400 of 14044k XeSaltion, 

-that *mit AO raw to this courtross theirs 	4ha so 

,v4kr 	iiipeattitiat hipv* Ito way,. Amos* the onleY 	-its` 
abet lust &ties it aridly that y theta.  is no tape, 

Ms prosecution waan*:t lobs to let hype* what 
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1,1 

18 

1"4 

happened with. Sergeant Gutierrez and Dianne Bluestein 

when:. he suggested to her that she would go to the gas: 

chamber if she didn't give answers that they wanted 
3 

involving _getting the NO. -1 mat 

Sergean,t Gutierrez, who is still part of this 

investigation,. he hovered- around Linda Kasabian kilt like 
6 

a glove. ;he same Sergeant Gutierrez who told Dianne 

Dluesein "You know who we .want. t' 
8. 

And go, -  we haVe every reason to. believe that 

P6. 
 .similar language was used and 	Conduct was. used in 

connection with Linda I asabian.. 

And what is the acid proof — if I .may, fOrgive 

the expression in this. ,case.,. using that term 	the acid: 

pthof is. the fact that there was no statement recorded of 

1„4,uda Ka sabian. 
15. 

And it is very, very-  significant-and it is 

very impOrtant when we consider the doctriueof possible 

.ingOcence as farAs- 	Manson is concerned. • 
18 

.And along that line., Patricia Krenwinkel is  
19 

test -ifYingat page 23 026 in. Volume 185... • 

And again, there is the matter of circumstances. 

LaW enfortement in this county was out-to get Charle.S. 

Manson.- There is no question about it from the August 

16th 	.•There is no, qUestion. about it from testimony 

here in -COurt by the police -officers, the prosecution's 

own witnessea, 
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4 

6 

8 

£0.  

12 . 

13 

i4 

And this is referring to the raid: 

"'And he weighed about what he ieighs 

noW.,, ;sopa 130 or 1,4.0 pounds? 

"Yes. 

"Did you hear any statements to the 

effect that .'We: want to get Nanson" or 'Charles 

.Manson4. 1  or sOmething like :that? 
. 	• 

•!'!that is :what the police always- say. 

atm asking about this occasion., 

leThey Cate up and they said, 47ilhere 

is fir. Manson? 	We have. got to. set 1r. Hanson.. 
; 	• 	• • 
-"We have got• to get Charlie.. 	Where is Charlie? 

I have got taxa, 	iie is. over 

here, 
16 

"You know, it 'wag just mass 	you 
16 

Would hear would.be his name, 	And besides., everybody 
1.7 

else is Speaking/  and Just like I say, it-,was about 
• 1.8. 

ZOO .voices all at °Ace. 
19  

"And before Atigust the 16th,. 1069, did 
20.  

the police dcfme there on occasions looking for 
21.  

Charles Manson?" 
22 

'"Whey came up. at least two: or three 

times a day,. every day, and 'they would come up and 
24. 

they would just be searching and looking 	and they 
25 

would always be trying to find Charlie, asking us 
26 

6-3 

• 
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64 

2,  

"About Charlie. 

"or they would tame Ur« and just be. looking, 

ypu knoW, like watching some of the girls. 

"They wOuld pull over, you knatit, just 

constant iiihere is your 10-?` Where is this - and 

-that?: And where did: you .set that? Did you steal 

that oder there: 

"And you. know, just constant, you know. 

"We always had to have. somebody around in 
Order to be-  there to .see the police because they 
were always there making their rounds4" 

5 

:6• 

s 

9 

6a. 
• -11 

12 

1:& 

it 

10 

'17. 

18 

19 

2. 

21. 

22 

23 

t4- 

26 

26.  
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6a-1 	
1 

2 

4 

SO, again*  what we have to Consider in co nen- 

tion with the possible innocence of Mr„. Manson is the over.,  

*belying pressure on. the part of law enforcement to juit 

get a conviction of Mr. Manson regard/ess of what. 

I don't know if any Of us have had, the -experi-

ence of 'sometime wanting to -get a prosecution. i am sure 

that -all of ua have had the occasion when we go to a 

police -station , and people who practice law know .it from-

ev-erience, we go- to. a police station, a wife -says that 

a husband Is doing this and that which may hurt somebody,: 

man.oar a: 	says that. his wire is doing this or that where- 

someone may get hurt, 'and they won't even take a report. - - 

You go to the -Van -Nuys rouce Station. and 

if it, is a domestic matter, let the- divorce cOurt*  

the civil courts handle it, -  They won't even take,a report. 

They say we are afraid that one of the witnesses 

may back -out. 

then you ask them,. when you interrogate- the man, 

the watch- commander, you, say: _Dut officer, this woman 48 

to. be killed. 

'He says: I am sorry. We have had so OA* 

experience with .people backing.  but atid refusing to.  prose-

cute that we just don't want to. waste our time on this .  

paper Work. • 

And we know what happens: We read it in the-

paper, And the police won t do- anything. 

 

6  

.7  

 

 

4'6  

17 

 

  

19 

:21 

24 

25 

= 
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`Why? Itemise in those ases there is no• police 

interest in, getting that prosecution. there is no police 

interest. 
• 

,And.soL they say Let: the fight it ,out.., They 

deserve to kill each other. 

You. get 'those kinds Of statements when" you, 

try to: get someone just to take-  a report, juet to take a 

:report 'so that yOu could take it to the City Attorney ,I)r 

the pisttict .Attorney:. Without those reports., the District 

Attorney .and the City Attorney won't -act.. 

So; the important thing to .consider 	Is 

this-that kind of lavi-enforcement? -Or is this just the 

oppOsite? Is -  this the kind of law :enforc-ement where some-

body wants a partiCular result, .come -what may? 

And we 'gay, in connection with the possible 

innocence 	Mr. Hanson; • these are the kinds of 'things 

that perhaps should be considered in determining whether or 

not the penalty should be one way Or.the other. - 

VRE :WIRT: 'We will take -our recess at this time. 

• Licata. and gentlemen; do not converse with 

anyone, or form or expresa any opinion regarding penalty 

that qtiestion is: finally submitted to you. 

The Court 	recess for t5 minutes.. 

<Recess.) 
. 

21,.305 

' 6 

9  

1c) 

Yx 

19 

20, 

22 

.25  

26 

4. • 
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7-1 

• 
4 

5 

7' 

g. 

10. 

xl

18. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

:20, 

23, 

22 

23 

24 

25,  

26 

Now I :suppose- when. I suppose when someone, is  

accused of murder, if .that person taket the witnes.s.)3tar4 

and.•gives a. show and lets the tears drop.„ is this.  genuine • 

.tetorge .from• the proSecutionis standpoint/ • Is this the kind 

-of thing that Ia -- that ils• the state prAind that says'!  

'41.1e11, :thetefore we )311004.  give that person his or her' life 

THE COURT : All parties 'are present except Mr-. Manson.. 

411 ootiniel and all jurors are present. 

• tou may continue 

4.ANAHEK: Yet„ thank you, your Honor. 

. I am sure. that all of us will recall a most • 

unusual statement which occurred when Mr,Bugliosi was 

.questioning Patricia Krenxinkel„ Page .23,958. 

He asked •her; he said: 

tiAre yOU willing. to.tuffer the-  death- 

penalty for the' murders you have -committed?4  

And the answer is yes, 

what simple .question-  and ,answer ,Oon,:tures 14.,p -- 

dOnlures up questions such as is this any-  insight into whethelk 

Or not PatriCia Oen:Kinkel is tellingthe truth/ 

Because this is -a. very -- this is a very candid 

type of answer, it certainly - is- :not 	them is nothing 

atibUt that- that would Make us think that she is telling: 

anything- but- the truth. 

'The proseution has dwelt, .upon thiS aspect Of 

remorse. 
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because they are showing remorse? 

1TeII, that is part of the absolute discretion 

that the ,jury , bas. If the „jury feels that this is. important, 

then it is. itp_ortant. • 

We are Suggesting that- it be considered now, 

-not so much for- that particular issue of shall Patricia 

.Krenwinkal be;  given life or not, but it is important because 

it:gives.•a:n insight into Patricia Krenwink-el on the witness 

ataxia. 

lecauSe what we have,,, the raw material we haire• 

Courtroom is 'evidence.. 

- 	'We have .exhibits and we haw testimony-  and we 

have things like that that we have to work with„ and we 

think thAt that statement io indicatlAre of the fact that 

this.zirl is telling the truth. 

She is just 	 that way. 

The prosecution is going to say, "Well, she is 

-doing this for Charlea KensOn." 

Let's fact it, .Charles Manson is not a deity. 

Xanson is flesh and blood-  like all of us and when 

Krenwinkel in her lifetime ever see Charles 

MaxiSOn again after' this- Courtroom?' When? ..When will she 

.ever see 'Charles Manson in her lifetime alter? 

If the jury:gives life in the exercise of its 

at 6lute discretion to Mr. :Manson, he will be lit one part of 

the State of California, in the kind of custody that is more 

14 

15 

17 

is 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S  

9 

10 

11 

20: 

'21 

22 

"2 

24, 

26 
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than 24 hours)  'Ws Aay 37 hours per day)  ,00 to apeak)  

kind ofcustody. 

And Patricia Xrenwinkels  she is, going to be 

over here.,prObably in Corona, the California Institution 

For Women that is ..Just south of the San Bernardino Freew4Y, 

not far from ...Peroona, That is where she Will be. 

.So -- so, -- there la nothing - there is 

s  nothing except 	X mean frosm that standpoint)  using it as 

an index.)  some kind of an inkling as to whether or not she 

is telling the truth). It is there' for ut to consider. 

' Because .if Patribia Xtenwinkel is telling the 

trotho, 'then; .Apr course 	of course not only Mr. Naneen 

13. 
dust poSsibly innocent, he' Is innocent. 

14;  human affaps)  and so forth, we tannot. get 

we cannot:get that alisoIute certainty, Very rarely can 

14, get that absol-ute certainty. 

kqiall ye know 'that people of different religieus 

onvictions haVe had 413.411 to say concerning capital 

unishment, 

And: A thought that May be something to consider, 

then 'we consider life Or death. is a _statement -- this is" 

at ny statement, but 4 think it is a statement worthy of 

ome AtinsideratiOn: 

But, can we speak at all of-absolute guilt 

hen we. know to much -.bout 	involvement and social 

ullt and the complexity or the uncOnscioust 

2 

5 

.7 

,15 

16 

19 

- • 21 

22 

-24 

2 

mid 
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4. 

5 

6 

7 8 

2 • 

a. 

xY 

'CarrI,M speak at all of absolute guilt when we 

know sO Much about social involvement and social guilt, and 

the complexity of the uncOnsciOuS7 

The same way that we cannot_tell, we cannot' 

tell whether Patricia Krenwinkel is 'telling absolute truth 

thergs  we certainly now, we certainly knOw that Linda 

Kasabian has lied on that witness stand,. 

e know that. 

it*s just the bare typing on the page 

tells us that in zontections 'for instances  with the $$0,0110,  

- And so when we have the irreversible idea .of 

death-before us, we must think in-torMs of abtolute,guilt, 

As we look at Charles Manson, is our desire to 

:kill Charles Manson, is that a desire on the part of some 

of us 	ma .be to t. ink that maybe this will -wipe away our 

12 

13 

14 

15 

responsibility* 

Whatever it may be, our collective responaibility 
16 

in the people that we elect to public office and in the 

people that do what they do, In. public lifer  Is this a way 

'that we- can somehow or other rationalize what our 

_ 18 

,13 

. 20. 

21 

22 

23  

24- 

responsibility may be/ 

Now,. it is true, and of course that is one thips 

about Cal torniax  California is sort of "a melting pot. 

We liatre People here from all over everywhere. 

And it is true that Mr,. Nausea's early life was 
25. 

in other states and we _.- whateveT Our systeMs may be or- 
2I 
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11 

12: 

18.  

14 

15 

- 16 

17. 

18- 

. ` 19: 

24, 

.21 

22 

23  

24 

26' 

:2 

.3 

-6 

3. 

5 

7 

have been in -the past, in ealifOrnia„ when we speak 

collectively ire mean We are. speaking of the envirOn:tent-; 

we are speaking of whatever ir. lianson was submitted 

kiaw the record here, the prosecution 	despite 

the fact the Attorney General of the United States, Pir, 

Mitchell, for tome reason 

BUMIOS1: X object„ he is starting to quote what 

-Other people say ,about. the death penalty-. • 

,iall-AREn. T amt not talking about the death 

penalty,. your lionor« 

• THE "COURT•'; Go ahead.. 

KANABEK: sighat• wel are speaking of is his refusal 

to open tlp the records• 

.What reason can there be rot not opening up, the 

.records of Charles.  14ansOn sq.-  that -the Complete file on his: 

bao4ground -while he was in federal custody could be before. 

us? 

kam sure it has nothing to do with any kind 

of international affair -01. -any type. 

There are no treaties,  intraVed, nO:foreign 

govern eats involved-. 

It is an. indication of how SoinetiteS, or-  how 

sometimes .goVernmetit ie srhitrary. 

Off how sometimes people in authority use •"-

authority Arbitrarily, eaprieiously, just because they have 

the authority to da it, 	because the power, is there, the 
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a 

2 

4 

'7 

TO 

11 

12 

ag 

16' 

nAktd pOwe is used, and It is 140 14 a mean, in a wa7' 

that there it no rhyme or reason for it. 

19 

Y. 

22 

_ 24 

25 
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• 

2 

8 

4.  

5 

-6 

7 

9. 

io 

11: 

12.  

18. 

14 •  

15 

16 

17 

• 18 

:3,9 

20: 
• 

22 

4. 

25 

26 

. 13ut in any •eveat, Mr. Mitchell has said that 

we can't have the complete•• file on Mr. Manson.. 

But we- do know., and it is 'in this record N-

it is in this -record -- that from a very tender age 

from very tender age -- and really, what Ir. Bugliosi 

said,. he mentioned something about that,. we are going to • 

be begging. for the lives of these olefendants. Well, I 

think what we are begging for is really our own conscience. 

What.we are begging for is. our own peace of mind. 

. When we allow Mr. Manson to live, What we are 

doing is we ate _giving solace-  to •ourselves. -  What we axe 

begging for is that for all of us in this coUrtroom who 

don't happen to have had the misfortune of some kind of a 

background, here is a person, at the age of eight years, 

he is thrown into a reform. school at the age of -eight, 

don "t know -how wrong you can be at the age of eight„ 
. 	. 	. 

'but no matter what you have done at eight, there is no, 

'Absolutely no,' excuse far .the happenings occurring which 

happened to. Mr...• Merman... 

. 	• We have funds for all kinds of adventures in 

kinds of places.. 

Mr. Manson is presently,. let's say, 35 or 36 

yeax4 old. Take away eight yearS. That would be about 

2$ years ago.. 

So, that isn't any prehistoric era. 

Obviously his parents, for whatever their 
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'8-2 purpose may have been)  he was-turned loose, in wherever it 

-may be, among people in communities, and the record 
2 

reveals from Mr. Barrett's testimony, he was in the 

States of West Virgina, around Washington, D. , .maybe 
• I. 	 • 

t. 
aroma Ohio; maybe around Chicago. And he was sent' to a 

reform schoOl4 
' 	6. 

3: 

'• 7 
And so, Mr. Manson doesn't have any family to 

coe here like Patricia Krenwinkel has or Leslie Van Houten 

,!) 

9•  

1.0 

17 

1rt 

15- 

16' 

17 

 • ;18: 

20: 

21 

23,  

24: 

.25 

16 

has.. Hi - has •no family to 0-0Me here to testi,fy. 

Because biOlogicai parenthood is one thing,. 

I tiear4 sure, he may have someone -who is biologically his 

ether and he may have someone who is biologically his 

mother,_ but it takes more to being a mother and father 

than just being the physical parents.. 

with. this,kind of background, Mr. 'Manson, 

for All, intents and purposes)  had no patents. 

And so his parents_,, his family;. is the 

penitentiary. ,The evidence- is. Clear as to that, 

The prosecution could put on all kinds of 

evidence if they -wanted to 	Mt. Hanson and whatever 

his:conduct was in the penitentiary. They put on. -- they 

have an exhibit here that shows.  that some years ago lir. 

Manson escaped. 

- 	That is before.  you...' That is sontethiag,, 

suppose., at 	crf the things that the prosecution:offered 

into: evidence, that was it, They offered, that into 
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811  

evidence.. 

• It is apses before as that Mr. Manson did seven  

    

 

years !or a :$17 check. 

14r • Manaon,haa been in jail, the evidence 

reveals, some 23 yearS of his life.. So., you have great 

• Zifficutty in bringing:the kind -of peOple in that Mr. 

ritzgerald was able to bring to this courtroom. "Re was 

ble, to bring Mr.- and Mrs.. XrenWinkel. 

We can't do that for Charles Manson. We have 

 

  

 

s. 

 

 

.7 

.s. 

 

9 to look at his backgrougd in other ways. We have to bring 
ao in Mr. aetrzett:., 

. 3.1 	 Let's .Look at any 'child of tura, any child 
12 who may„ lees say, at .a tender age. went to a reform ,school. 
13, 

	

	 em sure that some .of thepeople that run some 

of these places, or at least have run them in the past, 
• 15, have not been as kind•to children :as they probably should 
• '15 

be'. But 'in any event, 	1.1.artaott spent hi formative 
17 yeat8 in this kind of. custody. 

3. 

	

	
Now4 Mr. Manson -didn't' have the backgrOund or  

the benefit of the background that these female .datendanta 
39, .• 	

that are: -before us had, or that Mr'. Watson,. as the record 
21 

here reveals that Mr. Watson had, who is not before us. ' 
• 22 

He is.  a man. with a• college education4 Re is a man with 
.23 some College background. You can infer that from this 

record. Therefore,. he graduate.d from high school. 

As to the backgrounds of the female defendants 
26 

25 
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a 

4 , 

.6,  

.16 

11 

12, 

13 

17 

as. 

here, certainly, we can say that each of them is at least 

a-  high school graduate. 

Aral certainly in the case of Patricia Kretwinkel„ 

she haS. had some college,, I believe. And Leslie Van Houten 

had scase pobt,thigh school background. 

So, .110. have here, a situation, and the 'record 

will reveal that from Nr: Barrett, we have a man Who -has 

had -- what has Mr. -Manson' had? 	third, fourth,. fifth, 

grade- education. 

The record reveals- here that Mr. Manson, at 

least until the time of this time that he went into 

custody here, we can infer that hiS spelling, and so forth, 

is not what it should be,. that his reading and writing 

are lesS than:desirable:, equivalent to whatever the third, 

fourth or fifth grade is, whatever educational level we 

want, to pick and say that he has: 

So, if we compare 	Manson with these 

defendants. and look at him possible innocence $1n .cOnnec:-

tion with what he -did -- after all, 'we are here, this 

indictMent here is :still befOre 118, those are the charges--

but when we look at what ffir. Manson did, would it be the 

height of barbarous type of conduct to kill Ifr. Manson, 

'to snuff out his life, .when we look again at the equities, 

-when :tat' speak of the absolute discretion of the jury? 

9. 

ao 

22 

Bb Els  

1r 25. 

,26 
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We are now talking about,  human Values. We 

can pander to what the„protecation„ to the monstrousness 

that the prOiecutiOn speaki about, We Can pander to -our 

basic. motiVes,. if we wish, and we 'can execute Mr. Manson if  

-we - 	be-cause this is within the abscrlute discretion of 

what we _can 40 when we are' on the Jury. 

IS this fitti-ng? Is this fitting in this .case2 

As we say, when we compare-  Mr, Manson with the 

rest, of, these deferidantal. compare him with Linda Xasabian, 

Linda Kasablans  look at her backgroUnd„ She came froM a 

broken home, it is true., bUt it appears .that ,she at leaSt 

had the benefit of 4 mother who was' somewhat stable, xn: 

44 event, she has her' complete freecIOX,-  as we know, and' .  

this is- abmething to think abdut. 'She 	nOw.  going.to  be 

able to take care of Tanya and her baby and maybe live 

decently, and's° forth, live coMfortably,, because of this 

very case. 

.0o, on the relative Merits of this, it would , 

se-em,  like allowing Mr. Manson to- 1i^ .e in the type .of 

.surrounding that he rill live in, it is ceitainly something 

6 

811 

2 

that .doesnrt seem to 'be .unreasonsble.. 

We poSsiblr eat take.  guidance -- I don't know 

it any of Us,  have had an opporttulity to watch how judges 

Operate in a courtroom many times_ and lawyers and 

courts.  will. Certainly agree on this, I think 	the 'court 

tries to -- let's nay, forget a death sentence easel. forget ' 

o. 

13 

14 

 

15 • 

• 16 

is 

19' 

20 

22'  

23'  

24 

gs 

':26 
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guilty. And :Letts say than du-ring. the vendeney or that 

10 

matter' — an automobile theft:Is not as serious as murder' 

and it is, a bailable of.fense 	so. letla say, that one of 

those 'defendants :couldntt make 

Let's say that bail Is $6251  and that one 

defendant couldn't make bail ,anctlie was ih Custody pendin4 

the dispoSIlion of the matter for.," letTs say, three months. 

The court, many times ,. the court. doesn't 

'have ,td-.do: 	the court-„•- in exerasing its, disoretion 

-within the. statute. has Various.alternatives tor stealing 

-an automobile, including.  going to .the State Prison., if the 

Court wishes to send a person to' the State Prison 	but 

what -the' Court many times will do in a case .like that will 

try td- eqUalize the sentence. 

	27,317 	 

death, rqlet murder,. but let'-s ',say that three or four 

defendants are arrested 1'pr-stealing. an automobile. And 

let *s say that they-are found:guilty, all of them are 

14 

15 

16 

48 

19 
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- The tpt4:e.twill-  say,. "Well, this man c.ouldn't 

make bail; these other boyi were out On bail; during the 
2 

entire: pendency of the proceedings.; he spent three months 
-3 

T 

'8 

9. 

10- 

48 

20, 

:21 

23 

3  

125 

'26 

in jail. 
4. 

"We will give him. -credit for time served and 

playk(e.s-We will sentence the others to three months now." 
6', 	

Something. like , that. 

in .other words,..- it is a coMmon practice 	it 

is a .common practice in. the criminal courts for judges 

to 'try and make the resat as equitable as possible among 

the peOple who are guilty; 

And if we take that general., that broad 

principle of the way judges operate, this is just an 

inherent sense of fairness. 

if the man has been in jail., then- -- for  a 

.certain period 4"4  and they are all guilty 

I mean it 	it is just plain old corm= 

sense. Which' tells us this is, the way to look at it.' 

So if we look at the equities in. this case, 

the begging is that we give these people, and 	speaking 

now specifically of lir., Manson. life as -opposed to. death*  

.because4 first of all., there is Linda kasabian that we 

.hav-e sp *et, of.. 

We look at theebaCkgrounds  even atsUming 

matters concerning.  Mr. Manson, this is the logical.*  senSible4 
ti  

ratiOttal mature- approach to it because it isjuat incredible 

.19 - 
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• 
that one person who the-Court has defined as an accomplice,' 

and knowing what an accomplice-  means, it is incredible that 

one would get that kind of result by the happenstance of 

what ,occurred in connection with Linda Kasabiani 

This would be grossly unfair, we t suggest this. 

6 is something to consider 	that the jury consider iu. its 

exercise of its absOlute discretion. 

Then we look and compare )ft Manson and his. -

background with these girls.-. 

I think these girls have had: the benefit. of 

'some kind of a .family influence upon them. 

The family influence did not take, for whatever 

the, reason may be`, end I'm sure that each o the lawyers. 

repr -e,senting::each Of those girls 	-discuss 'that with 

'ant:looking at, it 	looking at it -= 'forgetting 

that th# is a courtroom,- jutt ake if you were s-fitting in  

,yenr own living room discussing it,. jt is just a 'reasonable .  

;result becauSe then we have done away. with the brutality, 

With ail 'of that which is-  attached to execution. 

So we look At: the feet that -Mr. Manson has had. 

this background.. 

We know' for instance, it is -in the record here 

from lir. Barrett, 'it' appeared -- it would appear -- it. 

is certainly reasonable to infer that. outside of these 

events-%  if you step back and look at it,. look at it like 

a 

.3 
4 

 5 

$ 

12 

13 

19.  

40, 

21 

25 
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.2 

3 

4 

.5 .  

from on top of Mount Wady, except for these events which 
are very -- 

We ate' not trying to run dawn the tragedy of 

these Wents, but except. for •these events, Mr. Manson 7.-

we may apprOach what went On at the 0pa1n Ranch. Here was 

someone. that was: under police scrutiny on the outtide 
anti tie did- not misbehave tO the point that anything Was ',- 

his conduct was the best in terms 	except for the fact—i 

I see cr. Bugliosi is snickering. 

MR. BUGLIOSIt I object, your Honor, I am not 
snickering . I object to that statement. 

IRE COURT: Let's proceed. 

latTAREKt = Bit it is clear, look at the pressure, 

look -at --- 	 . . 
` 	 • 	 " 	 • 

VOne of Ais; i don't think, know` artyone` who was 
ever under closer poliFei.iprOtirg :t :fir.. Manson"Wils: at the 

• .; 
$pahn-kanch for,a •period of .a coUpli of years-. 

. 	Like we said before,.;, we mould be wItling to 

bet there were informers in that Spabn Ranch, people who 
came in who looked to be hippies; that there was, enforcement 

This is the way that law enforcement worksl. 

they put undoubtedly people that W y  they have them look like 

hippies, go in there and have them find otit what is going 

on. , 
There is still nothing, wrong came up, so when a 

. Whole JbUnch of people were .arrested. :key were released. 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

T3 

14 

_17 

is 

19. 
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21, 
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:We are mentioning this because of the absolute 

discretion- of the jury in connection with penalty* 

gr. Manson was under the 4i- was under the 

supervision of Mr. Urrett. 

was Under the supervision of.the United 

States :Probation and Paroe Service. 

He was there. 

txcep-t for these events there is no indication 

that he was -doing anything that was violative of anything 

in ,connection with the federal courts. 

4 

v., 

44  

• ; 
4 

27021 

2 

4 

6 

Ln  • 
	• 	8,  

9 

94 flapip  

15, 

16 
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2 

3 

I 
	

And when we remember the custody that he has been 

in. He: was acCuSed of steaIing.aCar„ accused of that $17 

check. 

4 
	

Does that have anything tO do with this social 

involvement so that the jury in the exercise of its 

absolute discretion may, give Mr. tansdn hia 

Nbw„ the interesting thing About this,: when we 

think of Er; Mansonls cone uCt on the Out$ide,, because the' 

kind ofcustody he is_ going to be in' for the rest of his -. 

life is, as say it is Unbelievable to-  us: 

1 am sure we can sort of think about what it 

would be, but it is. almost impossible to -- almost impossible 

to actually feel it. 

'The fact isl  and the suggestion am now.  going 

to broach 1, dont ft wish to. 	may preface it by sayigg the 

prosecution is.  going to say that --whatever they ere:going 

t-o- say 	- 

. 18: 	 .But as far As 	now, this subject 3 am. broachiTtg 

because these events, we think, at least as far as the' 

fate house'is concerned, would not have occurred, would not 

- 21 have occurred except for the fact that those people themselves 

Were using narcotis. 

VOw„ the evidence is clear -- now, this is 

242 something 	that is'what 1 say; 'I dOnIt knoW what -- I 

.25 know that the Prosecution is.goipg to say that 1 am 

25r demeaning the five people that passed away at the Tate home. 

.5 

:6 . 

7, 

is 

'20: 

• 

• 
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a 
• I .am not demeaning them. 

am not 'demeRnips these people, and I don:it 

intend to deMeaz them,. but what We are saying is, in the 

exercise of the- jury Is ebtOlute discretion we think,that 

the jury -- that all of us should take Intd• account that 

these events at the Tate house probably 'Would not have : 

occurred. 

.2 • 

" 7 

That is, these people, assuming for the sake of 

arguMent certain things which we would not belabor about 

the knifings and all of that. 

But for the fact that. these pccOpIe, that theSe 

peopley at least • Some Of thelni and probably -all 'of theft, • • - 	t. 	• 

were .themselves -engaged in a narcotic episode of some tY-Pex 
13 	 - 

these 'events wOu:d not 'hay e taken place. 

frakoWski had had all of his faculties-. 

xs 	 If Abigail ?Ozer had bad a.l of her racultieg. 

•If 	Sebring 	Sharon Tate 	I doxet'ichow 

about. Steven Parent, probably I can say that in hitt' • 
connection.. 

6: 

• . 	 . 	. 
But for whatever it may be worth, for whatever 

it May .be worth,, there could have been something 

It doesnq mean ,- it does not mean-that Anyone 

pa had anli right or any"priVilege to kill, anybody,. but , 
certainly' if we think of it, Jr we have all of our . 

1%ml:ties about us,. we are able to do ,catta.in. things:, 

whatever it might. be. 

za 

• 

• 
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this is something to consider because. --

2 
-beoanee we really -- we really 

Because of the state of mind of these defendants 

and Linda Xasabianand the acid which we angest that she 

was under., we really don know the true events or the true 

relationshipS, 

Remember, there is in this evidence, and it is 

uncOntroverted,',it is uncontroverted, and it is associated 

with this aspect of posSible innocence that we have -spoken 

of. 

1-1 

	 It ii'uncontroveried that Linda Xasabian had 

Some 	she was burnt for $34000'in conteCtion with the 

purChase or adme kind 'of narcotic transaction.- 

And Susan Atkins testified about that in her 

.430 1g to the Tate home:. 

Noir,. Linda Zasabian could have been questiOned 

by the prosecution, and Ism sure we can infer that prior 

to the time that she took the witnesivatand people on the 

prosecutionts side asked her about what Susan Atkins had' 

said concerning this thousand dollar burning Or this fact 

that she had some kind-of an assOCiation at the Tate holm. 

.involving. the narcotic purchase or wbatevel' it may be. 

So it is jUlt a circumstance, a circumstance 

that we have to consider in connection with the possible 

innocence of fir # Manionl. as well as looking at the 

equities of it for whatever that may be, 

20, 

'24 

4 

23. 

'24 

-25 
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..6. 

6 

T 

8 

10 

11 

The Fact Of the matter is becauSe peOpIe are 

People are 	people imtilbe in these kinds at activitiesl. 

Unusual results take place and we can think, for instance, 

4. of the.  place of Mr.. Watbon, sinte the 'last time we spoke 

to yoU Mr, Watson, it turns out 	it turns out,. it is clear- 

that Pr. Watmonwas heavily engaged'in the narcotic traffit‘ 

The amount Of narcotics that were there in. 

Sebring s automobile, the narcotics that were found in 

the house there, it is' nOt beyondbelief and it Is certainly_ 

fair inference to make that somebody on those Pre24se0 

may have been dealing in narcotics' at the Tate home. 

121  

xs 

14• 

15,  

19: 

29: 

:25 
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6 

We dontt have Mr. Watson here to find out if 

this is, true, or if this is not. true. 

,All we have is a statement by the prosecution 

about a monstrosity; which it is, there is no question 

about it, that these are hOrrible 

But when we think of the evidence that is 

before us.as to the narcotics oxi those premises, and also 

the fact that Mr. Watson may well have pilfered — may 

well have pilfered a large quantity of narcotics. 

Re may have gone there very much with Linda 

Kaaabian in connection with this burning, this thousand 

dollars that was spoken of, and concerning which the 

prosecution chose not to interrogate Linda Xasabian ,about. 

When she finished here the prosecution, was very 

glad to see her leave' without Any questions, and go back, 

because this might put some kind of a damper upon . some of 

the viewpaints that the prosecution has,. , 
4• 	• 

,And when ire think -abOtXt the various- places' 

nocotic.s were found,- and we,  think about 'this testintony$  

these are matters Which.- , lvhith-bear 	which tear Some 

'kind of attention. , t  t  

Because it -may well, be 	it may well' be that 

Mr. Watson -- there is reason,to.-* when we look at that 

narcotic transactioninvOtVing Mr. 'Crowe, for' instance 

Mr. Crowe was burnt. Mr. Crowe made the 

threat that We have heatd of in this courtroom. 
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' 	It may welt be.'that' Mr. Watson and Linda 

Xasabian had some kind of A gripe, hid some kind of 

a feeling. ,of unhappiness about -something that had taken 

place. 
3 

When we look at the Bernard,  Crowe incident, 

this is one week later+ 

There is no reaspn;t0 expect that ,if Mr. Watson 

was engaged in .narcotics ma 	on August 1st, 1969, that 

he would not be.-engaged In them on August the 8th, 9th and 

5 

6 

:0, 

	

.. 	- 	- , 
.nth,. 1969. 	

:,, . 

	

,. , 	+ ,.., 
,, 

',And if we add to that, if ewe add to that. the 
' 	• 	- 	 '; 

fact that Linda Itosabian drove' the cat • to Harold True ti 

house, not knowing. that Harold True no longer liyed,there, 
1., 	4.,,.. 	,- • 	•,„ ,• . 	f 

• "•' ' when we have all 

And that also involves the narcotics, when 'we 

look at the Gary Hinman house that. 

It is clear the record shows‘that there is 

evidence before us that Gary Hinman was engaged in narcotics' 

It .appears that certainly there is some Of this, 

some of this that goes in favor of our granting life to a ' 

persOn who m,,ay be, as we put 	and it is not Just beyond' 

the reasonable doubt,_this is any possible doubt, any 

possible innocence. 

There is no' showing to us, and I'm sure it would 

be bore 	the prosecution would have it here -- had 14.r.. 

Xanson been involved in any kind of narcotics traffic. 

12- 
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:There is no. showing of that. 

And this penalty phase, it's wide open. Zn  
the penalty phase .  the prosecution brought in evidence 

about Mr, ,Manson supposedly, in.  the Bernard Crowe matter 

they brought in certain matters concerning other things 

010 we have been» that have been brought to our 

attention. 

'They did not bring- anything showing Mr, 

l'fanscd was 'Waked in narcotics. 

As a matter of fact -- as ft matter a fact it t• 	1   
f just the opposite., . ,' 4 " 	-, 	-1 

The ev,idenee blre indicates that:.,Mr. Manson 
• . . 	.1.,  ,• 

disapproved of whit weit.talled downers; .and,  disapproved 

.of 	of -- VMS heing,:byopght 	the *inch. 

' So what we have here before us is a chain -of 

cirtmstances that did 'not start 	that did not Start on 

August the 8th, 1969. 

We have a chain of circumstances that appears 

to.  have Started earlier. 

For 'whatever that might be, Worth, it would 

appear -- it would appear that Susan Atkins„ Susan Atkins 

had sea kind of responsibility beginning with the political 

piggy in the kitchen there„ and going on through to Atigust 

the 10th. 

So these are all things that -- , that bring up 

• subjeat matter which 	which is subject matter that we 

1"  

4 
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should think about in terms of what penalty should :be 

invoked as to Mr. Manson. 

This has to do with this, as to when did these 

events really -- when did these events really begin.. 

Page 23,789, the.  examination by the prosecution: 

°Q 	Katie, what was your intent on the tight 

of the Tate murders when you left the Spahn Ranch? 

"A 	'What was my intent? 
114 	Yes, what did you intend to do that 

2 ' 

:4 

7  

8.  

9 

night when you left ,Spihn Ranch, that is, the night 

of the Tate murders, what was your state of mind? 

"A 
	

I wasn't intending to do anything." 

Then further on: 
114 :When, then, did it become your intent 

to commit murder? 

"A 	It never was ray intent." 

15 

10 

17 

113 
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. 	"When you were stabbing Abigail Folg,er, 

you, knew rou were killing hers right?.  

knew I was 	her. 

fl 	 Letls tell the truth now, .Katie, 

"A. 	tam telling you the truth, *. 

1 

2 

8. 

-5. 

. 411 right, 141 
6 

"When did' it become your intent to kill 

these people? At what point in.timel 

There was never that point in tine, 

10. 
	 I wasn't. thinking anything about. anything I did." 

-$11e Bays never, 

Not, we Can think ,of that. Is she telling the 

truth- or is the not telling the truth-? 

Because. If she is telling the truth at thit' 

pOint.,. it means that MIN VansOn shoUld be allowed to have. 

at least pOSsible innOcencel if she J.Otelling the truth*, 

.And there-is nothing --- the proiecution,had-an 

opportunity here - with Linda Kasahian in connection with-

ubme of these matters_ohe was back here, and the prosecution 

chose nat.to,  ask her-One•queStionc 

#4 	• All riert.. When. 'did it become 

11 

12' 

.your Intent to kill these people? At what 

- point in time? 

- 	trpy 	 There wet never" that point in time. 

wasn't thinking anything about anything 1 ,did. 

ft
41 	 You knew you: were 

• 83•  

- 25 

23 
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It was east a reaction. 

You knew you ve-re stabbing? 

Yes, I knew I as stabbing. 

It .wa,-s lust a notion, 

. nO, 	-144 you 4.nt4fict to stab,  anyone' 

when -you left the Spahn liana.. that. night? 

"1. • No. 
va. 	When '"did it become 'your' intent 

tO start stabbing people?' 
41.1. 	The minute I -- it would be ,•-• 

even tilat is not the answer to 'yourquestion, 'but 

to see within a 'mot tan .and reacting 

was with a woman.-that was fighting me., 

I haci.c,- a knife in my hand... That was it.. 

15. 

16 

17: 

tt-Qt  

deteng03  

You were Just killing her in self,A 

you, Xatie? 

I am not saying that. You are." • 

?Ind there is. a '_little insight. 
. 	 . , there is an -  opportunity, the 

prosectition asks her a quettioti, arid she had the power). at 

that 'pointy' to- tit a:', YeS.. Yes.`', 	gOt into it, and I was 

trying to fight for my life. Or something like that. 

.2d 
	 'aut she doesrilt. She doesn't. 

24 
	 go, the Interesting thing -about it, the 

• . 25 
interesting thing about it is.' that the intpgration of her

testimony lath the physical evidenCe)  the stabbing)  for 

21 

22 

.....44.4.44.44•444444.44 
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Instance, the: pieture.or pictures of Ab4:gal1 Volger, if rots 

integrate that With the medical testimony abOut her 

perse'Veration)  it is 0/ear that lir. Manson is at /east 

possibly ihnooent. Beeattu abtent that kind Of-  intent, 

some-kind of somethinz or other from Mr. Manson, them,. -Of 

mime he is not reSponsible.' 

4 

6 

Iga 

19.  

20, 

25 
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And is' it coincidenoe that all of the homes 

involved here involved narcotics? 

Bvery. gross incident tbat is. brought before us 
ti 

here, everyone, Barnard Crowe,, Gary Hinman, La Bianca and 

Tates  involved narcotics, involved dangerous drugs, 

invOlVed 1451:1or STP„ marijuana. Bach one of those homes. 

The La Bianca home turned out-  to be the scene 

of tragedy because Harold True wasn't home. Be wau.rot: 

living there any More', and Linda nasablan didn't know that 

wren she drove there_with Mr. Watson, She didn't know that 

Harold -True wasn't there.. 

Is this coincidence? Is this coincidence that 

each of these events involved something concerning nar-

ootica? ' 

• :15 
	 Pees that tact, the fact that each ,of theM 

16" involves narcotics,. Somehow or other, is that in favor of 

IT 'the possible innocence of Sir„ E!anson7 

	

10 	 Bapecially in view oZ the large void, the big 

Ify.gap-, the Grand CanYon in this trial beCause of the' lack 

A the presence of iIr. Viateen and what part he played. 

	

21 
	

Nr. Watson is a torcelult  strong, dynamic 

22' person. He,is no puppy doG, as we can a6e from the Bernard 

Crowe incident. 

24. 

26 

now, here we. uct to a place where really Words, 

mhat ,me have spOken. of, the fact that words somehow just 

cannot convey the entire situation. 

1 

4 

-6 
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114 'Why did you tlaUe the word$ 

tk 

written. 

I don't know. It was just 

tfq Why did you write the word or 

Ff Pardon? 

2T,334 

a 

a 

3 

4 

5. 

7 

8 

9 

1.0:= 

1 

12. 

16'  

18•  

is 

20. 

-21 

'22 - 

• .23 

25 

20, 

When the prosecution asks: 

'Death to Pigs' in blood on the living rOom 

wall then? 	- 

ng 	Why did you write these'pertieu- 
. 

iar words 'Death to Piga'? 

'IRE COVET:. What was the answer? 

"TIM REV.ORVER.; I donit know. It was 

just written; 

na 	Why did yOu write those particular 

words, *death, to- pigs'? You didn't think they 

were pigs? 

. lliL 	T don't know. ;Maybe they just 

come to thbught„ becauSe I know 

Piggy'.  had, been written, too. 

',It Is .all Just from a thoug.ht that 

amongst ourselves had been: passed. Where it 

came from -,,, it was Just there 

.print the word -"tenor skelterl in*blood on the 

refrigerator dOorT.  

01. 	I don't know. I 4ust put it 

there. 

1 
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. .1 

Z 

	

3' 	• 

4: 

•6 

8' 
.9.  

TO; 

- -11 • 
- :-i2.  
• 43, 

	

- 	- .15- • 

17 

18 

20' 

21 

22 

2-3 

2e 

25 

I said I don t't -know., I just Init. 	• 

'Why did you ,ohooso that yartiOulai,  

thirik 00-0 it, I Sust 

frA.  

it t4ere. 
irct. 

word? 

wrote it. 

know you, wrote it, but why did 

- -you write- tiiat particuTarz word, 'T-Helter SkelterT? 

I dOn't know. It. was just in zny _ 

head, I, guess 

What about the word Ulises  ' 

How -come you printed that word in blood 

an the living room wall? 

I dort-ft know why any of those 

_ words. were written. 

You, are the •one that wrote therms 

right? • 

'VA, 
"4 

-Yes. 

You dontt deny that? 

No. 

YOU printed those Words in blood,; 

is that correct? 

Yes. 

Where did you.  get the blood? 

26 
• Off the man 1-44 stomach." 

And so forth. 
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how, if you take the ,kind of influence that 

ls$D, acid, has upon. people.,. and if you take-'the fact that 

on 'August the 4th.l.fr. 4eausoleil had been arrested, you 

• take the fact that these people 	there is no question 

about it = had discussed getting Bobby Beausoleil out of 

jail, hoW to get BObby Beausoleil out of jail, if you take 

all of that and you put a person in an emotional situation 

like she was confronted with when she came in there and 

saw Mr. Watson, it is in the context of those Surroundings 

and in the .context of the medical testimony that what we 

see and hear in this testimony is not unreasonable. 

Does it point to the possible innocence of )4.r. 

Manson - Did ivir. Manson have anything to do with this? 

This is the questiOn that we hate. 

Did 14r. Hanson: have anything to do -- don't 

forget, at the same' time, Danny DeCarlo was there, all these 

other people were at the ranchi. Is there some reason why 

Mr. Watson did what he did? 

lake we have said,, Linda Ka- sabiangrudgingly, 

in the penalty phase, tells us that maybe it is possible 

Mr. Watson bad some speed the second tightf. And the 

prosecution doesn't ask any questions of him. 

Then we get to this statement: 

"Q . Do you have any remorse for these 

murders that you committed? 

"A 	1 don't even know what the word means. 
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well, do you have any sorrow for having 

murdered these people? 

No. 

fig 	You feel you did -the right thing; is  

that correct/ 

1!A: it was the right thing, yes. 

ifq 	And you still fee/ it wets right; is 

.that correct? : , 

"A 	It !at; right then,' yes.' 

You:still feel it is right; is that 

correct? 

ttik 	fib-huh:" 

Now, is that girl telling us the truth? is-

there any reason to believe, is there any reason to 'believe 

that she is not, that she is lying to us about her state 

of mind? 

The reason that is Significant, again, is 

because it is an ingredient: by means of 'which ve can 

test whether or not she is telling the truth in other 

respects-,  

It is a hoxible thing to think about, and it, 

22 

28. 

may not agree with what our thinking might be, but she is 

telling it the way it is. That is 'what is significant. 

Linda. Kasabian comes to this courtroom Sad she 

gives this lip service, this kind of statement, the kind 

of statements that:are iself-serving. She gisme to this 
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6 

7  

5 

'8 

9 

10 

.11 

12 

13,  

411 	14 ' 

15 

16 

'10c' 00,18 

courtroom' and told ua things that were for her own self 

interest.. 

-The only way you could.  get Linda 1(asabian to 

tell the truth is when you c*rner berg 

We went through the transcript. I am vivre: 

that we all remember. 

On direct examittation 	that is when we 'spoke 

before -- and when yOu compare Linda .Kasabian's testimony, 

when you codpare it, one part of it With another part ok 

.it, for instance)  how. that $5,000 was dragged out of her, 

it had to be literally pulled out of her like a dentist 

yanks a .tooth. 

did:et come out in the direct examination -of 

her. It didn't come out until well in her croai,.examtna.-

tion.. And. then it name out grudgingly.. 

She 	everything she could to keep it from 
h 

coming out 'because she knew 	she knew -- that her testimon 

had 	pe" a: Certain way: 

19 

26 

21' 

• .• 

23 

24, 

25

26 
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• theft., 
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And if 'we look at the equities of it, what 

about all the burglaries? 

4.very,  :dice that Linda Xasabian entered a home, 

every time that she vent and did her creepy crawling, that 

Thg”45,004 that. las 'a theft: ;That is grand 

Nobody even talkwabout any possibility of 

anybody filing any- chargeskrg'heitor that. 

The crime that that girl has committed in 

connection with these supposed -* that Xs, the Tate-

La Bianca matters, and the collateral and direct, and 

whatever may you want to term it, so far as these events 

are conceived, the crimes that that girl has committed)  

they are beyond number. 

And she has absolute complete, 100 percent 

immunitY‘ 

Does that have any significance? Does that 

have any significance in assessing the penalty in this 

ease DOesn't it? 

.it would !Seem like it should have some bearing 

when we weigh the equities between life and death as to 

Mr4 Manson.{. 

. Now, page 23,05, A question by Mr. 

iUgliosi4 

HQ 	Now, tone of you girls, either Linda or 
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`10c-2 	-1 	"yourself, Leslie or Sadie, reached any firm 

ill 	2 : 	 agreement, did you, to kill other people in 

4,, 	 order to try and clear Bobby Beausoleil? 

No, it was just a- thought." 

' s 	 : Now, we have seen from the medical testimony 
i 

	

.6 	how the effect of :Lib-- is upon people, evidently, from, what 

	

z 	these :doctors tell us. 
1.:  

	

8 	, . 	, She, could. have -said at that point, she could 

9 haVe Said, instead' of "N&, it was just a thoughts" she 

	

zo 	'40111.41 have made up!, a story., She could have bade up a 	. 

Linda Kasabian-type of story ithere Linda tells us that- 
. 

12 	she left the Spahn Ranch because she was •so scare& She 

	

, 	• 
• was utterly and absolutely just so scared, petrified. That 

• I4 	is why she ran away. , 

15. 	 But we know She ran away because she was 

10 	involved in killing these people. That is why. That is 

17 	why Linda Xasabian left the Spahn Ranch. 

is 	 Linda 1(asabian wasn't candid like that. 

Katie Krenwinkel says, "No, it was just a 

20 	thought s" which is mach more powerful, than sitting there 

and telling 'us about a big artificial conference. 

She could have said a ltit of things at that 

23 	taint; that we sat around and we decided this •and that 

and the other thing. 

25 	 But, no, she told you the way it was, which 

26 	is probably exactly the way it happened. Because of 

4 
	 ft A 
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• 17 
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19 

22• 

s 

9. 

;g 

14 

iDd Os: 15  

16 

23 

24 

26 

'whatever 'effect these chemicals have uPon people's' -blinds, 

whatever it may be, some points, some things begin to 

happen -  that are unexplained. 

The dOttors indicated that we can't here in 

a courtroom absolutely 100 percent determine these events, 

and that is why the law wisely provides, 'at the penalty 

phase, for possible innocence, because if there is possible 

innocence, then, in our abs lute discretion, the bringing 

in of a -death type of result we 'could- say certainly would 

be improper. 

But lees go one step further.. 

We certainly can' say that we Imo*? of situations 

without numbering them 1, 2, a, 4, .5— Where there is 

xio question, there 	no question that someone murdered, 

and the`. result was life.. 

27,341 
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Mahout- naminS any of the - Cases, we all know 

that there are . situ7ationS 'where there is absolutely ho 

qu.estion, after the first-idegree murder conviction Coties .n, 

that the" defends* did it. And. there are' people who have • 

been.  given liXe in that context. 

The reason that there IS no question is becatise 

it happens where there are actual eye witnesses who are not 

defendants. 

A liquor store is' held up. 'Someone is killed. 

One of the examples that Fir. Bugliosi speaks about. A 

liquor store is held up. A 'person is killed. It is first ., 

.degree felony murder*  ' 
are 

And there,, as we know, manyt  many situati.ons o . 

that type. where the person comes from a certain bac ground, 

or -whatever it may be, and there is life, 

As a matter of faet, the District Attorney 

deeSntt even ask for -death in sonic or those situat-iohs. 

.But thoSe- are hot publicized Cases-. Those are, 

cases which are cases that have the benefit- of going through 

the court without all the attendant 'publicity. 

And In those .eases , there is no question, not 

Only 	the person., 	but the person is the actual 

one who did the killing. - 

$0, certainly:, in this ease„, where there—is no 

question that 14r. Manson, no questioh about it, that 

14r. iHarison- had nothing to do with, in fact, causing "the 

,r9 

15 

16 

18 
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2  

death of any of these people, wielding any knife, -wielding 

any g.,Inla  and we have these Various platters that we are 

speaking of concerning pOssible innocence 0. then it woad 

 

  

  

seem like -- it could aver• like --this request that we have 

for a Ii `e aentenee id Law that is. reasonable. 

,After •sh4 says "Nbi it was „lust a thought," 

Mr. BugliOsi says; 

 

   

  

•11..Q7 	 You all talked about it, as I 

understand ±t7 Is that correct? - 	, 
Yes, We talked about Many 

ow:, if she was out lust' to help. Charles Mans0/1 

by testimony, , Just to utter words that would help him the: 

way Linda Kasabian Vat .there -Suat uttering• words to help the 

prosecutiOn and mdke everything shipshape, instead or 545/1$, 

wZo4, . we talked about many thingsl° she would. t ay there was -

a plan, this is what vm 414.m.  

 

  

  

 

ttQr 
	

X understand that, But did yoU 

talk.  sort :of in. B‘eral terms, conversational 

batter about 'what to do apout 3:Oblay Bealliale112 

"A. 	yes, 

.114 	And. OA the thought- come -up.  that 

• perliapd 	other people might persuade the  

police they had the wrong. nazi?" 

• This.:is. bIrac Bugnosi asking the questions. 

Yes. 

 

19. 

  

20 

21 

22 

is. 
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tiq r 	-Baby, Beausoleil,. that is? 

14o responSe.) 

irck 	None ,ot you ever reached any 

firm'unders-tanding -or agreement that is what 

you, were going to--  do; is. that, correct;.  o OUt 

-and. kill other people? 

.27 344 

11.Q.  the.hordicides at the Tate . 

residence and the La Bianca residence had nothing 

to do, did they, with trying to.  get Bobby 

Beauioleil out of Sail.? 

"A 	Wel; it is .hard to -explain. rt. 

- ,i13 . ju$t the thougM, and the thought came to be.". 

4. 

a 

-. 

sz 

 12' 

14 

a 

19 

20. 

21 

-26 
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And if we think Of the medical testimony of 

these doctors and what they say the LSD does, the efkot 

it has upon people, this kind of ansWer 'involving the 

ward "thought° certainly coincides with this approach 

- that we have been given by these four doctors. 

HQ 	when you girt 'there, got inside•the.  

house, what was your -state of mind when you saw 

Tex standing there near two people, one of whom 

.was tied up? Did you think anything about it? 

HA 	No. No, you just . look at it, It 

iS hard to say. You live with a.thought'i and. 

all it is, you know*  everything is just before you. 

"14 	Yo! were not surprised? 

Surprised? Yes, it Could be .-a surprise. 

15 
	 °Q, 	Did, you ask Tex what was going on? 

16 
	 "A 	No.. 

"Q 	Did, he tell you tgba-t was going on 

X8 
	 HA NO. 

19 , 
	 "4 	Did he gay anything at all? 

20 ' 
	 .17 A. 	I don't know. I don't remember if he 

2r 
	 was saying anything. Me could have been, 

22 
	 "Q, 	Manson wasn't". there, was he? 

23. "A 	No, 

24. Mansorcwatro.'t in that car, was he? 

'25 
	 , No. 

TI 	Are yon afraid Of Mr. Manson? You are 

4 

.5 

6 

7 

9. . 

14 

11 

12 

.3 

' 14 

IE 
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"not afraid of him,. are you? 

'3 . 

4 

s. 

 6 

7 

3 

10 - 

"A 	ft." 

Now, 'why, if a persbn takes the witness stand 

and says that they are 	-- when Mr. Bugliosi asks 

concerning the death sentence and she said she is willing 

to .submit to the death verdict, the death result, why is 

it that she would be afraid 04 Mr. Manson? Even in the 

context of this? 

Whet can. Mr. Manson,• do to her? What is he. 

going to do to her? 

1 meany we have got to realize that Mr. Manson 

is not the Svengiii that 14r. Caballero suggested in his 

record.ing With:"Susin Atkins. 

Ile told Susan Atkins what the prosecutionii 

viewp ant was YO; remember. i 	there at the end of „ 
`his interview On December the 14th, 1969.. He said something 

to the-effect: iiilefaie goad to iet that Sv*ngali. 

But 14r. ,Manson is not a pvengali. 

mean," he may be an:unusual type of person, 

he may be whatever his background is -- he spent time 

in custody and all of that -- but there is no reason, 

no reason in the World, to expect or to believe that Mr. 

'Manson is anything but Just a guy who weighs a hundred and 

.40 pounds who likes girls. 

12 

1'3 
e 	• 
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That is about the way it is. Mr, Manson has had 1 
quite a share of trouble because of the fact that he likes 

2 

girls. 

His troubles. probably revolve around that old 

ancient feeling that Men have for women, and these, girls. go 

out, Susan Atkins.  goes :out, 'writet ”political piggy,  o n and 

when she wrote that political piggy, she had had a long, 

long history of wha,tever her feelings were.., long before she 

met Mr, Manion. 

When she left her home. in Northern California 
- 	; 

and: went to Sin Francisco and wha.tever she did„ she had 

these attitudes and she had these feelings and when the 

'wrote political 1:14-tgot  on there, she- was exercising her' own 

idea which, which has SnOwballed, by virtue of these tragic 

-events into -- into Our being-  in 	courtroom right now. 

But Mr. Manson 	Mr,„ Mankon, -May have 	there 

may be some ,kind of 	whatever :it may be„ whatever his way 

May he with these.  girls„ but certainly, certainly -- let's .  

put it this -Way: 

This race war, this 'race war approach that the 

Prosecution has suggested,.- is there anything here, is there 

anything here concerning that that .shows that Mr. Manson 

staff 

. Because the start was the political piggy at  

the .Hinman, home,- that is where the start wash 

Susan Atkins, felt that way towards Gary Ninnaan  

•5 

-6 

7 

8 

9 

• 10 

11 
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3 

:6' 

probably' because of. some _dope situation. 'The record 

reveals that she felt, 1. guess, that he .dealt in bad dope or 

something like that, or she felt he dealt in bad dope:. 

hack certain ,characteristies that she felt 
. 	- 	. 

she did not like hija, so- she wrote "political piggy"-  on the • 

wail. 

Now, if we Are/going to have a race war concept, 

And we are dealing with very sophisticated people on the' 

. '9. 
 `prosecUtion end of .this thing" we are dealing with people 

that are very smart, there is no question. about it o  they are 

11 
very smart, and they have, got the manpower to_go out there" 

They have, a building .across hire on Spring Street 

that .is j-ust chtick full of investigators-. 

They, have three, four 	I don 't know, 'maybe 

shtiuldnit SO three or foUr ,hundred, but I know there .is.  .$ 

:whole 1)VA:ding Over, there right next-  -t0 this side of the 
• 

Roperanza Restaurant facing. Spring street near the freeway, 

filled with investigators.. 

if there was a race war .aspect to this thing, 

_maybe this is something we should think about because- why 

it start at the HinMan houset 

Why has the prosecution artificially excised., 

etricken, removed, taken away, 110t considered the pOlitical 

piggy at the Hinman, house' . 

. f we had not had that .come in here in connection 

12 

14 

i6. 

iS• 

21 

22 

23. 

24 

25 
with this penalty phase,-that politiCal piggy, aspect of it 

26 
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would-not:be before us; 

  

 

Now, the .gamy p.rosecution., the same outfit that.  

is prOB-e'cl.l.tilig this case is proseoutin& in. connection with 

the airman Matter., 

ow', it 'would. seem like' if there waa a race 

war kind .of thing, that that p-olitidal.,piggy evidence would. 

be Just as valuable, just as Valuable as "pig„" "rise,'" 

"death to-  pigs," "helt-er skelter." 

i3U.Gra0$1: Your- .1:10n.or, X object, this is improper 

argument I allege it As not made in good faith, your 

Honer. - 

TAR. IcANAIIEK: - It certainly- is made in good faith.. 

Mi. BMWS': I would. like to: approach the bench, 

your ,Iionor. 

THE COURT: 'Very well. 

(The following proceedings were had, at the 

 

-6 

7 

-g 

10 

 

 

 

' 17 

18 

19 

 

bench out of the hearing• of the pity:) 

MR*  .131YGLIOSI; Number one, your donor, I filed -a 

motion t consolidate the Ilintgan murder with the Tate- 

La Bianca mUrders at the start of this trial and apparently 

Judge Dell in Department. 100 ruled the oases could -not be 

consolidated. 

Number tWo„ during the penalty trial I Saught 

to introduce the Nintan murder and the .Court ruled we could 

not: do it. 

Now, Mr', Kanarek 

That cannot be a good faith argument, why didn't 

20, 

21 

22 

24 

.25 

2.6- 
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the prosecution. bring in 'the Mori= murder. 

• •.kle said .that several tiniee not just now, hOw 

etre the' iiiman Murder was- not :oiled. 

This is an improper arogient and he knows it is 

improper. Ile was a .party to the effort by the prosecution. 

to brim; in. this other murder. 

• 4fle Ittipiii4X: That is so -superficial and specious 

1,113...14UGLT.041.1 Why?.  

M.R., - .X.AITAREK; • I will tell you why it is superfiCial and 

io speolouss. because you did. it at, a time when there was no 

p.ossibility, of preparing for it. You. did it on a 

aOlutny-cOme-i.ately baSis j•Ust as 'we 'were ready tO." go to 

trial in this :case:- 

. You did not ,do It at the Grand Jury lust 	3700 

ad at the- Shea end Hinman, 

16 

17' 

26; 

22 

4t.  

24 
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THE COURT: Whether it's timely or not is not the 

question. 

. 	It would appear your statement:loot:Ube 

incorrect,. 

MRi UNARM: My .0.iatement is incorrect? My state-

ment is absolutely corredt. 

The reason was -"- 

'THE COURT: it Ls not evidence in this case: That 

is the objection. 

Ma. UNARM-  It is argument. 

Bugliosi has told the Court you can have 

the wings and let yOuriMagination take wings-. 

Tog caw:. It is not proper argument when you 

misrepresent. 

MR. XANAOK: I am not misrepresenting at all. 

THE.COURT: You soy he did not try to bring it in. 

THE COURT:. 	objedtion is sustained. 

MEC BUGLIOSIt illf10.44 the Court' admonish the jury to 

disregard the list. ' 

MR. UNARM: I object td that. That is a denial 

of a fair triall  a fait trial under the penalty phase for 

Mr. Manson. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: I noticed a couple of jurors were 

taking notes on this point:. That is 'why I ask to approach 

'did not bring it 	That:is isfsrepresentation. 

MR. HANAREKI Bringin it in 
, 	• 	, 
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the bench. They light think he is' making` a' valid point 

here; that we were ,trying to cOnceal,' the Hinman. *order, 2 

4 

12 

13 

14 

15 

.16 

15 

18 

19 

40 

21 • 

A 

• _ 
23 

.24 

26 

which we weren't. 

THE COURT: You are going to have a chance to Answer 

this argument. 

BUGLIOSI: I cannot argue.that I made actuation 

to consolidate.- 

THE 'COURT: You can argue there is not a shred of 

eVidence in lir. Xanarekts assertion. 

MR, UNARM: Your Honor, if I may I would like to 

have a tOnference in connection with the use of,that Brown. 

report, because it is my belief your Honor in foreclosing 

my argument in the use of the Brown report is denying Mr. 

Manson a fair trial and fair penalty phase in violation of 

due process and, equal protection and a denial. to the right 

to confront 

THE COURT: Save it, Mr. Xanarek, these machinegun 

fire objections are a total waste of time.: 

Get to the point. 

N. Y.ANAREK: The point is that that Brown report, 

that Brown report was brought into this case by Mr. Bugliosi. 

He started it with his examination and he used • 

Mr. Manson, he brought in deliberately -- 

THE COURT: Who? 

MR. BA R: Mr. .Bugliogi, he injected the statement. 

TILE COURT: He did not give the doctor the report, 
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2 

4 

.5 

a 

9 

,10 

12 

14 

15, 

16 

17 

 

Fitzgerald did. 

It.ANAREK: I know, tut it vas done in connection .. 

lie brought in the fact that supposedly Mr. 

Manson dominated her..: 

• Te tove:,a:  right', we have a right to go into 

A;  

4 	, 
• t 

lig :COURT Bow d he bring it in? What are you 

talk16 about? 	 ,*, 

. KR. KANAREK: , By ,questioning the doctor As to Whether 

he took into• account that statement in:there, the alleged 

,domination by Mr. Manson of Patridia Ireuwinkel. 

TIM COURTt lie may ask the nest on what he relied.  

MR. KANAREK: We also have a right to refute the 

implication becauSe of the fact he did that strictly -- 

TIE COURT.: You seem to miSecnceive„ and t think it 

is 'intentional, Mr. Kanarek, the purpose of that report. 

The credibility of pr. Brown is not in issue.. 

The credibility of Dr. Tweed is. 

if Dr. Tweed relied on that report, he 18 entitle 

to consider it. 

But you 'cannot go behind that. 

IPITMER,LD: And I will show you in the transcript 

where Mr. Kanarek asked Dr.. Tweed what in that report he 

took into consideration. in forming his opinion and Dr. Tweed 

sai41 'II took every word and sentence into consideration," 

18' , 

19. 
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, 

THE COURT: I think I 	the doctor a question, too, 

because r wanted to be sure the record was clear on that and 

he replied the sane.. 

:MR... If.A.NAREX: So I have a right to read that report, 

your Honor,, and your Honor foreclosed me .from that yester,-

daya 

THE COURT': You started to go -behind and argue the 

credibility of Dr. Brown and the credibility and the quality 

of the statements made by Zrenwinkel. 

In other words, you tried to argue Krenwirtkel's 

statements to Dr. Brown.as' substantive .evidence in this case. 

You knew what yoU. were doing, Mr. Kanareks  and 

You ?owls it was wrong. 

• I am telling you pow it is wrong and You are 

not going to do it. 

Now, let's get on with it. 

MR. MAUR::  Your Honors  l wish to make one point if 

I may.. 

" 	THE COURT,: You have made all your points. Now, 

lees get on with it. 

(The following proceedings. were had in open 

court in the. presence and hearing of -the .jury:1 

THE COURT,: Ladies and gentlemen,: do not converse with., 

anyone else or form or express any opinion as to penalty 

until that issue is finally submitted to you. 

The court will recess until 1:45. 

(Noon recess.) 
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LOS mous, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, MAWR 19, 1971 

1155 P.M. 

Mho following proceedings occur in Open court. 

All, Jurors and counsel present.. All defendants except 
	.1 

Mi. Manion present...) 

.THE'COVR.Tt All the parties are present except 

Dlr.. ',Plana:on. • AU counsel and all lurors are present. 

MR, FITZ.R;RALD1 Could we approadh the bench -on a legal 
matter, your.  lionort 

COIIIM If it has to do With-  that letter,. why, 

.q.A. not going to take the time now,. , 

TOL latZGMIAID: It -does. 

COURT.: All rirnt. Let's proceed.. 

MR. KANARAK:' In conneotion: with this letter from 

Dr. Drown that we have heard about-, I don't think the 1=7' 

.has had the -oppOrtunity tO see it yet, the Cthirt 

instructing us that this letter.  is to be used only in 

connectiOn with the eValuation -Ot Dr. Tweed's - 	want to 

say it right 	corineetion :with.  his evaluation of the 

State.  of mind of Patricia-  icrenwinkel. 
1 

. Now, in. ,order that-we -approach this, in order- that 

we follow. the -COurt la.  InatitAtions On this withoUt any 

.questions, what we are.  -going to do 	di-Sousa this principle 

of law.. 

Now, the Court is 'instructing that this letter 

2T>.355 

12-1 

2 

4 

s. 

:s 

10. 

11 

12 

13 

14. 

IO 

.37 

'1k 

19 

. 22 

24.  

.24 

'4§ 

26 
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'cannon used for the truth Of the mutters asserted in the 

2. dOCUMaltm 

Wnat that 'means i$ that y-ou can't use this 

4 letter to'try to prove anything that is set out in the. 

letter; 

• - In other words for instance, there is a 

statement in here to- the, effect that Charles Manson was 

awakened. fot instance 	that U 4  Patricia ErenwinkelVas. 

awakened-by Charles- I:Janson. It doesnIt say "Manson.," it 

10' says IL:Ohs:ies." 

11 
	 That cannot -be used to prove or cannot .be 

12 used. ikeurdisclitsions to prove -- when I say "our.  

13 
cliscuSsionsa " I mean the jury rs discussions -- to prove 

14 that Charles 1,:anson awakened Patricia Krenwinkel or anyone 

16 . else: 

is 
	 Any -or the statements in this letter, 	-Of the 

'17 statements in this letter..- -Cannot be .  used to prove anything. 

18 that ia . Set out in the letter. 

19 
	 For instance let Ili say bhis letter had in, it. 

2Q a statement that l went to Phoenix, ArizOna - which it 

21 
doesntt7; You couldntt use this letter to tend to prove 

that I went to PhoeniX5. Arizona. 

28 
	 The only purpose that this letter serves is 

24 
to use it as sort of a backdrop to determine-  the merit,: 

/5 
the demeriti the worth, lack of worthl  utility, lack 0f 

26 
Vela e-cit: Dr. Tweedis analysis concerning Patricia 
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• 

to do. , f , ,...: 
't ' 

, 	• t 	. 	..' , 	m 	. 

In other words, you  have to walk a tightrope, 

so to speak, with this kind of'fik'n instruction., but ,that is 

what law is)  many times there are these types"  f things 

that occur,. and So when Mr. Bugliosi for instance, and we 

all. remember it in this trial brought up n matter concern-

ing Charles Manson and this letter, when he was interrogati 

we must, according to the Court's instruction, not use that. 

to prove that Charles Manson did 'do anything or 'did not 

do anything. 

it has only to do with the evaluation, of 

Patricia trenwinke/ from 'the psychiatric basis by the 

-doctor, 

And so, it we keep that in mind, then we have 

'15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

27,357 

13-I In other words, this letter canncit be used 

against Charles Manson for my purpose whatsoever to prove 

anything that Mr. Manson supposedly 'did or did not do. 

Fot instance 'if there is a statement in here 

about Mr. Manson's purported influence, and,  so forth*. over 

, Patricia 'gren`winkel, that cannot to used to' prove that 

Patricia. Krenvinkel was influenced by Charles Manson. 

In Other words., this letter is to be. used ": 

only 	only ia determinittg,*ietiler Dr. Tweed had any basis 

for making any 	 analysis of the thinking of 

Patricia KrenOtaiel: 
Y 

4 

'Now, this Mai'seem'i.,* 	may seem a'bit . liard 
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8 

9 

16 

17 

• 18 

'21 

22 

23. 

2$ 

the perspective' of this leiter as to. whether the: Jury 

considers it for any purpose .4 

• Maybe' the jury will decide that in the serious- 
, 

nest of the matters that we have here before the Court,-:  

where -  it is a matter of life or death, that perhaps this 

letter,, unauthenticated, no penalty of perjury, no restraint 

on anybody who sent this letter -- 

The person who sent, this letter could be 

coMpletery, absolutely willfully wrong and, false' and 

vicious,,, whatever, and there is to restraint, there is no 

legal restraint an theta'.. 

They cannot be ptoseguted for perjury- in 'Alabama 

or California. 

So that is a matter of,  some importance in 

connection with the use of the letter.. 

Now, during the :guilt or Innocent* phase of 

the trial we did not have 'the benefit of any medical-

testimony.' 

Xi is interesting to consider 	interesting to 

consider -- it is interesting to- consider the testimony, of 

these girls in perspective, and having in mind the doctors' 

testimony ‘ 

We get a -little 	we get sE little insight into 

the worth, laCk of worth, whether 'there is any merit or 

• not into Linda Kasabian. 

We have heard from these doctors the use of 
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ao 

- 

 

terms . such, -A chronic use And ab,suse of LSD..- 

NOW, certainty; I think even perhaps the most--

-the most avid advocate-  of monstrosity.-type of approach 

would have to agree that Linda lasabian. -is in the same 

ball park., chronic use.,-or abusewi.se as these girls, 

certainly)  if not more; considering, the'testimony that we 

.have here.. 

'We 'don't 'mow right 'nowt  but she at /east-  at 

the time that she testified-  here in this cOurtroora, we • 

have ever reason to believe that she was a chronic user 

and abuser of LSD and, a myriad of other chemicals, dangerous 

drugs; narcotics And what not. 

Now, these dOctors are unanimous in giving the 

opinion . that.  the chronic use or abuse of Just LSD causes 

brain •dyfifunction.....: 

• - Now, whether 'Or not it causes actual brain 

damage, or not is a matter of scientific -- it is a matter 

ofc scientifi-c dispute at .this time. 

For 'ihstance,. let's say before gold was 

discovered in California., the gold was here. 

Now, -soliebody sitting somewhere on the test' 

Coast-, .somebody ,might say "Well, there is gold in California 

because of the geOlogy.". 

-SoineOne else `fight .say, well, there is no gold 

stn California beCaUSe -ofi the geology; it isni't proved. 

BUt at that point gold was 'still in California 

 

20 

n 

. 

24 

 

25 -- 

 

  

26 
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27,360 
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1849. 

What I'M saying is, the fact that the doctors 2: 

don't agree as to whether or not it has been .proved, whether 

or not the microscopes are powerful enough to read and to 

see the cellular construction of the brain; the fact that 

we haven't developed that deiettee..; we -have not developed 

that physics and cheMiptry and neurocheMistry to the point 

that we can pinpoint and say that a molecule .of LSD has -done 

this to a- part of the brain. 

The fact that that has net.-happened does not 

mean that in fact the brain is not daMaged. It merelY means 

that our measuring capacity does- not exist. 

So. it Is impart-Ant to realt.e that clinically-- 

Which We all ,know that means. you come to. the 

,doqtar'and his clinical 'obbervations inean that, let's say, 
he finds out, he looks at you and talks to you and *lads 

IlhateVer he does and he.writes down some notations and 

these are called clinical notations to prove that something 

Is -wrong.i'. 

Clinicaljy.there is every evidence, and Dr. 

, 21 -Tweed and the other doctors .so stated, there was no 

22- 

24 

'26 .  

ev=idence from the prosecution to the contrary, because I 

would assume that every psychiatrist, every man who was 

working in this field would agree that the chronic use and 

abuse of LSD Clinically creates a problem which we call a 

psychosis. 
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• A psychosis,. vie have learned En this cow:upon'', 

psychosis meats a departure fro* reality. 

 

• Ufa, 2 

  

g 

11

72 

1_4 

• 

18 

19 

ti 

 

 

21; 

22 
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'26 
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When we have a lack of the concept of reali:41, 

.4. 'then, thia is a pSychoairs.. 

3. Now, if the .brain is not Working because of a 

4. .non-=chertLteally induCed psychosis, Or let's pay because 

someone, in fact, has WhateVer they " have, schigephrenia,. 

or raania-depressivez  -or whatever you Want to, call it, if 

they have, a psychOils and:are detached from reality because 

-of a' reason ths..t has nothing to do with 451:), or whether, it 

has tip- do with 1$P i irrelevanti  it is 4:1rimitterlail  the 

irciportant thing is that the person is, unde;goi-ng a 

11, 'PO7010315. 

That is *hat is important to. us,- because the 

13 raw material -  that .e, get from the witness stand, that 

raw. material Is evidence*, That is what we hare to put 

15 through .our Processes and, determine what should happen.., 

16- 
	 So.„ the ,ract that we have a chemically-induced 

17 psychosis means that we hatre a lack or reality beipg por- 

. 	trayed to us by the perscin ,who was undergoing a cheat:al:4- 

19 iduced psychOsis„- 

, goy; I know it by heart, it is Volume 57*  

Kasabian stated certain things, and these doctors 

indicated-to. us that this Was delusional conduct,: 

It is in this record.. It is i this record 

that this 1104610nel conduct -  was-  under our scrutiny)  so :to 

speak, -by way of what Linda liasabian, to-Id-  us. 

Remeniber-  when she told us that she, in fact,. 

20. 

•22. 

21 

23 

-25 

id 
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thanght She was .o witch)  and-- she;  'in fact)  thought Charles 

Manson was God or•Tesus Christl 

*These doctors Say that was a 'delusion.' That 

is in the record. 
4 

Which mane that Linda Kasabignis testimony, 

, her credibility;  whether we can. believe what she 'is 
6 

= is" ."open to suspicion. 

g 

'9 

40' 

12 

24 

is, 

14, 

15 

49 

'20. 

21 

22, 

27,3,03.  

And so;  we.have a different vantage point, 

we have a .different point to look out upon right now;  

•.because we slow have before us this medical testimony to 

assist Us in evaluating ,inda Kadabiaxits testimony. 

It is clear;  as we- said.;  igertainly all of-them 

.are chronic users and :abusers.. Now,., then, if that is the 

_east, in applying our possible innocence. criterion to. 

Mr-', Hanson, we haie to walk cautiously;  because Linda 

Kasabian ie in the -same ballpark .as these. rla as far as 

the use of LSD.  Vies.. 

I am-  -sure that there ig.% no question in your mind 

about that: 	think all of us would agree as to that.; 

Therefore;  such being the cases. and since the 

prosecution has chosen not to have Linda Kasablanls" 

chronic. use and abuse or' LED)  that is, analyzedtedicaIly 

for us, we_ certainly have some reason to pause before- we 

use anything. that She days in .C.Onnection with this 

penalty phase. 

Now, Linda kasabian is about the same age, 
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roughly, I.  gather, 210  22 yetits 0144  the same. age, roll:ply), 

certainIy0  as these. -gir10:i 

now, the proseauion'iS very, ye.* vehement and 

they-exhort us and they ItapIore us. to bring in a certain . 

result,' 

3 

7 

The prosecution did not bring to us any medical 

evidence, and no medical =evidence whatebever concerning 

Linda 1azab,1414. .-z 

.14a o 

al 

12 

4- 

.2Q: 

21 

_ 23 

26 
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L4a4 

0. 	
2. 

•2 

Is this. imPortarit? Is this. important in the 

context of these proceedings? 

`That is part of the at:06034e discretion, that 

the jury exercises in this case.. 

We think that there is some reason to• look at 

the. matter -  Of' Linda Xasabian's credibility, and this. -hat

nothing to. .do with her inherent honesty, •- 

• Assume tor a moments;  assume that Linda 

0.. 

ti 

Kasai= is the most honest person in the world. Letflf 

1.0  Say she. ig the GeOrge' Vaihington Of Milford, NeW Hampshire, 
• . 

-59 to speak. That ifotaabaire nothing to do-  with her

xz 

	

	

. 

gi'Oclibility, because it she is rsiek, if' she has a 

. x3. chpitiap.1.1477:1414uoed pgYchOsiS: -at the time' she is observing 

these things, then we Cannot rely upOn'her no matter how 14 

much she intends to be honest. 16 

- • We certainlỳ cannot rely Upon_ her to send 

17 people to the_ gas chamber.. 

And we have re'ason to believe that her 

PsYchosii$ 	and the thing. that comes to iand is what she  

told Mr. Breckenridge. in New Mexico. We all remember that. 

Now,. thiS is many days after the incidents of 

August St i., '9th and Nth, and she Still was undergoing thit 

'wit ch" thing. 

- She didnft have to-tell Mr. Breckenridge'anything 

about being a witch. She 414n4-thaVe to discuss. something 

about Mr. Manson being God. 

• 19 

; 

21 

22 

3a 

24 

20" 
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27, 366 

It, wasnit what Mr. 'lemon did, it is what. she 

did. 

}She-  voluntarily ixigested these materials and 

bed'ame psychotic. 

$o„ it isn't.' 14r. Manson 	I can say, tor 

instanee„ that I- am anything, X can '4703): that I an Icing TUt, 

but no one here is. going to believe,  it because everybo4y 

here is, in touch with reality, 

But- if a person is dot iii touch with reality --

and Lindalcasabian was. not in touch with, reality beeause 

of her Siekness, her me.  Oal i/Iness.„ whether you call it. 

chemically- nateed psychOsis or chemically-induced, 

schizophrenia or a true Schizophrenia,. ozo.  whatever you want 

to Call' it,. the fact is that she was a.. sickgirl.. She was 

siek„ young woman in these critical days that we are. 

analy.ting,in this oc':).uttroom.1- And being. -a sick, young 

woman, we :cannot depend- upon. her testimony to send people 

to the. Sao. Chamber.' 

And this certainly is clearly something that 

can be inferred from What these dOctors, have testified?, 

Now., there is. Such -a similarity in these_ girls. 

I have gone •thrOugh the transcript* here, and each, girl 

left. home on their own, so to speak. That is, they walked 

out .of the. house on their 'own, whatever the motivation 

may bee .:  

84ch.  girl was 014, on the street long before they 

4 

5 

6 

7 

• 13 

14 

15  

16 

17 

18 

• 

23 

24 

26 

• 25. 
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saw Charles. Manson or thete Pe9Ple at the Spahn Ranch. 

They were already street people:, Linda Kasabian, Leslie 

3  Van Houten, Patricia Xrenwinkel. We don't have to stop 

there. Cathy -allies, Lynn Fromme-3. Sandy Good. 

	

5 	 'there is nO question about It that these- 

.people were already there. 

sow, 1 suppose when you go down sunset Boulevard, 

there is a concentration of these types of individuals. 

• 
	YOUgo out on the -Sunset Strip, out in the area of Sunset.  

is 'and t!ofieny, and these people are• all there, And-so theY 

congregate in certain :real,4 

	

12 
	 So, there Isn't Any question that Mr. Manson did 

anything to have these people leave home. It isn't that 

kind of thins at al I.  

The evidence is clear.  that they already had 

sliced themselves off from, whatever ties they had in what-

ever their hone was., 17. 

15 

Furthermore, it is clear that these people 

had lops baWnthe ingestion ,"of LSD and. had taken LSD long 

20. before they ever saw Charles Kamm. 

21 

. 25- 

: 26 
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15-1 $o that these individuals, whatever they-have 

done as far as leaving home-  'and' so-  forth, it was already --

it was -a tan.  accompli by the time they catae in contact with. 

Nanson and the Opahn Ranch and all, of the peOple there., 

So that it a beginning point- that is very 

'significant in analyzing the' testimony of Linda Katablano, 

-as it impingez upon, as it bears upon this penalty. phase of 

the "trial*  

"8- 

4 

6' 

4°. 

$ 

And in that r#gard I think that rather than 

-demean Or run down the testimony •or thett.  girls I think 

that -- that the testimony 'of these. eirls is- 	is 

ilIuminatinc to the event0, and the reason that these.gir-la 

have.  given .-us tb,i4 311/41.1.nat11:1% testimony is because they hal, 

been candid with us, 

They have not exonerated Charlet 'Manson just 

for the sake of exonerating 'him. 

"He is exonerated -because the evidence 

exonerates him., that is Why; because when you, so through and 

read these tranScripts they have pot left Charles Nanson 

out, of the picture at,  

Leslie Van Houten puts Charles 'Manson right at 

the Hinman home. 

She_ did not have to sty what she says here,  at 

?age 24 b042 beginning. -with Line 1: 

tig 	Was there an 'argument between 

- Bobby and -Gary Hinman? 

10 

xx 

12 

13  

14- 

16 

1.7 

18; 

19. 

20:". 

21 

22' 

564 	• 

23. 

.24 

,g6 

25 
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4 

. '10 

11 

-12 

Yes, ye. 

"Bobby an Gary J3-tatte:d. fighting . 

and. BOlaby punched Cary pretty hard. 

"Then Sadie: gOt on the, phone Charlie • 

-and•Bruce came: over. 

1,4 	Where did Charlie and Bruce 

come from, if you know? 

11X 	I imagine Sadie-  Os.11ed. them. 

tr4 • 	At,the Spahn Ranch? 

You, knoW, was trying to keep. 

TOIDby Calmed down,,, I neVer seen him, go off Iike 

that before.."  

• So she is putting -Charles ganson-, she says, 
4 

A 

. 14 • right there ,at the Gary Hinman home • " 

80 if this were some kind of scheme among these 

girls even to—exonerate' f(t.to*„ Dianson, she would not mention 	.1 

17 • 
Char .e$ Manson, but she is telling it the way she sees it. 

' 18 
	 . She is telling it 	she is answering the 

10- 
 -questions :truthfully and. honestly and. she is answering the 

' .20. 
questions candidly. 

.21 
	 And she goes on)  further on at the bottom of 

gage 	Did Charlie -and .Bruce Davis arrive? 

23 
	 HA. 	Yeah, they came. 

24 
	 114 	What. happened next after they 

25 
	 arrived? 

26 

' 	• 	̂ 

MI6 	They 'came over and all-of the men 
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3 

5 

7 

14. 

15 

17 

19. 

20,  

21,  

43 

24 

46' 

27070 
- 

"Vent into the living '2,0%4 and were. talking 

and again I was.in the kitchen, I spent a . 

lot Jdf time in the kitchen because I aidntt 

know what wa .)50111 pm. 

"Then Bobby-and Bruce and Charlie came 

into the kitchen and they were discussing 

sotething, and. I dou't km* what. 
",1 	Ana who dame in the kitchen? 

Letts. go slowly.' 

1/114 	 Bobby, Bruce, and Charlie 

came into the :kitchen. 

"Q 	They were having a discuSsion 

About something.? 

yeah, 

"4 	And did the discussion continue 

in the kitchenl. 

"11,. 	• 'Yeah, you know, they just -- yOU 

know how people. are-:  they just came in talking. 

17• 	I 

I wasttt Oven.PaYln8 any attention 

because it wasm,t any -of my business and I didn-'t 

want- to make it my business. 

Where was Sadie at that time? 

In the kitchen with me. 

Thin what bappeneP' 

Then Cary came in with gun and 
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"he shot it, and the, gun went and it missed 

a. group of men, and it went into thekitoben 

wall. 

"It was like cabinets, so I_ guessin the 

course-of him shootings  it looked like he was 

trying to hit Charlie._' 

°Charlie had on. .a swOrds and I Owls 

Charlie, You low, jerked it out and, went to 

defend himself and he cut OaryYs ear." 

She is speaking candidly. She is speaking 

honestly. She doesnYt have to say .that Charlie had on a 

sword. She knows this 10- a murder trials. if she is lyiPg. 

"Charlie had .on a sword and. I,guess Charlie. 

you knows  jerked it -out and went to defend hiMself 

and he Out 4ArYte ear. 

"So 

These are the words of a girl telling the 

-trUth: She: goes on;. 
I I-4 	This swords  was this a pirate... 

.8 

9‘ 

11 

12 

14 

15 

0.  

• • .18. 

. 19 ' 

20, 

21 

22. 

23 

like sword? 

Yeahs  it looks like the one they 

have been bripgipg.up all the time. . 
114 
	

And did you ate Charlie wear that 

sword from time to time before this 
1 tt 	 Sure. 

pirate 
Did - 11alaie play 	- once in 

14 
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. 

2 

 4 

   

 

1116, 	'Now and then, Yeah, 

   

 

314 	That was one of his roles it 

the- Magical, mystery tour? 

:144. 	gure';, I even Riadd -a pirate oUtfit.,  

You 	pirate from time to time 

 

  

  

also? 

   

 

.$ 

• 11 

12 

13. 

14 

:1g• 

• 16 

17.  

19 • 

• 21 

.22' 

2,4 

Ups. 	Well, you kriow, X Ii ed to be with 

the•  guys sometimes too. 

Try 	I mean, you played the role of a 

pirs.te, too/ 

'Yeah, that' 's when X would wear xity 

knife,. I would wear my knife other times, too, 

though. 

"Well, anyway, Charlie had the sword and 
. 	: 

 

 

  

 

took it - you,  know,' like I says" 

Now; here she is,' she is, being asked -a_ questions  

 

 

she. Is being asked a question concerting subject matter 

where -she -does hot have.to, she dOes oot have to bring 

hsles lliailSoh if it wasn't the truth... 

 

 

But she is tellipg it the way it actually 

 

15a 

   

    

26 
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"Weill  anyway, Charlie had the . sword and 

he .took it., yott know„: like I say, 

it. 	Gary.  got etz  t and 

"4 	Then what happened when .Gary 

gin attt7 

You know, well, Charlie stood 

there looking. 

"it looked like tO. me, like he .wasnit quite. 

Sure dust what bad hapPene.d„ and Sadie was all 

freaked' Out obegause Sadie is always., you know., 

had a heavy thing for Charlie.- 

"So I said, you know, I said to Bruce 

and Charlie, t jUSt  go, you know, 'Just, go ,. and 

will do everything I Can to take care of this 

situation. 

"So let'S See 1-- 
Ita 	Did Charlie and Bruce.  go 

trA, 	Uatil  they started out the house. 

"Anti Gary went running, you. know, not. 

running, becaUse it was a small house, but. went 

atter them gaiki. 

4,And. Sadie went 'toward. Gary, and Val not 

sure Just what she did., 'out .somehow she .  banged 

him on the head with the, gun a couple Of times 

ecause he ended up laying in the living roam." 

Now, reading this, we have the opportunity to 

   

     

     

:0 

6 

    

   

14 

15 

16 

    

    

     

• 215, 

22 

23 

24 

25 

    

25- 
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12 

14 

18'  

19'  

2. 

21- 

22' 

23 

25 

gg- 

1'  

16 

a 	 270374. 

Observe .this, girl on the witness stand- admitting, na- 

questioni that f3Se has4ngettedLS1) for a, great period- of 

times  many, many trips.:  

Was she up:there-trying to -- was she up there 

trying. to squirm and trying to answer for a particular 

Point OT view or was she tellipgit the way.it was? 

Whcn Linda Xasebian was on that witness stand 

she was- there as an advocate. She was there as A lawyer. 

She was there-- ahe might JUst -as well have 

uttered those statements from this podium or from the 

counsel table as another prOsecutor. 

That is the way Linda Kasabian was testifying. 

But these.  girls-. are telling us the truth, 

and 1 think if we look at the Mosaic of their testimony, 

that we would Come to the conclusion that such is the case. 

Nows. she tettifiet to -- and this is soOathing 

that is most significant in this, cases-especially since' 

we are here 'on a „life or death missions  so-to speak, 

She was asked; 

"To your knowledge waa Nary Brunner there at 

the Binxnan resideire-during the proceedings that yOU have 

described? 

No 

Now, Eary Brunner has 'taken the witness stand 

and she says, and,  when she testified at the Grand Jury she 

substituted her testimony 	she" was acting out the part of 

4: 

5 

. '6 

7 

s 

9 

10 
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-8 

10 

11 

• :13 

IT 

16 

' 27,375 

Leslie Van Houten. 

Now, do we believe Mary Brunner and do we 

believe 'Leslie Van Houten!? 

We have every reason to believe, and the reasaa 

that we have to believe is the lack of the prosecution, the 

lack cf the prosecution.refuting Dlary Brunner-'s statements 

from.  which we certainly can _infer that the District Attorney.  

of thiS County has allowed untruthful evidence to be 

preiented at the Grand. ..Yuri in the proceedings thatMary -

Brunner- was at. 

And if we 'have that in that case,. we have It 

right here. 

We certainly can infer that someone has lost 

their cool in the District Attorney's_ Office, They have .. 

they have for Some reason or. other done certain thiPSe 

axn thit- litigation that is not all that it should be. 

Now, we comet0:her testimony from whiCh we can 

1 

infer-: 

19 	 1,To your know .edge was there any bad:  blood 

20; between Mary -Brunner and: Beausoleil? 

21 	 —No,. no. 

Everybody loVed Bobby, isnIt 

that right? 

2 	 "A. 	now, how would. I know if 

everybody loved Bopbyi I knOW some people' who 

doet particularly, care for him. 
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27,376 

     

- r   
Well., that waS,a little too broad 

a question. That was a little. too broad a. 

question,.. 

f1  i 	 You see, Mary was- arrested for 

fo;igerY once; -and the police kept messing around 

With Pooh Bear.. • 

"Now, that ..could have something to 	with - 

it. 	dont km* why she did;--  1 oaten thought 

about it *, 	knOW why Mary did that fa IT 

Now;  we know froZ ;4aryl3rullp.erta testimony here. 

that there was certain involvement she had with ,forgeries, 

-with _forging credit 04.1'44. 

She was -arrested on August.  the 8th, 1969 in 

connection with this, kind -of an -otterAe liUgust 8th, 1969.. 

That is the tlay of the'Tate-La Bianda events: 
v4 	Now, at any rat e..„:getting back to 

.the ranch., Was there' ever any  -discussion amongst 

ybit or Linda' Kasablan or Gypsy or.' Patricia 

Xrenwinkel 	-Sadie about killing -other people? 

'VI. -4 	. 

.• 	'It/hen ,did these discussions -or 

.'that diScussiOn take place 11 

an objection. - 

No w,. atter that Leslie Van Houten tells us 

about Linda. '1Casabian and• Bobby Beausoleil and.  getting Of 

:Bobby BeattaOleil out .of j'all„ the purpoSe„ the purpose of 

  

2.  

4 

5 

 

 

.10 

11 

 

 

17 

 

.18 

 

  

4o:. 

 

  

25

s. 
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what has happened at the Tate arid Tat. Bianca homes. 

Leslie)  were you interested in, 

trying to)  in some Zanner, protect or,  save 

BoVby Beausoleil -after he•waS arre.sted for the 

itinMan murder? 

Yeah, very much so interested. 

"I don't know if -protOct and faVor are 

the right words, but I was interested)  you know, 

in his welfare. 

"4 	To that end, whether we use 

protect, saves  or to aid -- 

nit 	Those words are okay. 

114 	Did You have a conversation or 

conversations with Patricia and Sadie and Linda 

Dr -anybody else, for that matterT 

trx 	Well,, Patricia and myself and 

Sadie- had discussed: different ways -- different 

people running the "ranCh. We were talking about 

different thinga.  like bail and we found out he . 

didn't have bail. 

flThen a, good attorney. 

"Then we talked about copycat caceS. 

"We went around, and felt out different 

people's feelings,. you, know, like one tune Linda and 

I did. go up to Gypsy and mentioned to 'her and she, 

you know, she just ran away. - 

1 • 	'2. 

4 

• 

22 - 

24 

25- 

26 

  

27,371 , 
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"She -dilzirt i t txplain .or even express what 

her feelings were,:  you inoW)  -She just left/  and 

we didn:!'t dee' her Or  fora long tikea, 	• 

"Qt 	 Do you, mow where Gypsy went? 
3. 

27,378 

r 
	 J•f ,the-  wOods, she saleT, I don't 

know, I did not know-  where,  she went, She just • 

ook Ofk.• 

8 
	 cou1 not understand why she left,. because 

I. wad Willing to do anyth4c.ig to_ pt. gabby out.4 

4•  

15 

13' 

18 

10' 

21 

22 

23 

- 24 

26 

9 
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27,379 

  

       

1 
151,-1. • 

• .s 

4 

 

And we kilow from these, proceedings' that there 

s. a very., significatt.typireumatance- here. '.  

Van Bouten was verrkuch enamored Of 

lobby BeauSaleil. There it no question-, about that, and 

  

   

 

when.wg--4onsider 'kugtistithe4thr and Augnst the Bth„ the 

close p•ra4mity in time"as to those .clittes,:, this is 4. • .• 
`circuMstanee of some,  signi.ficance: 

  

    

    

    

  

"I was wining to do anything, to- ,get 

Bobby .Out 

"Q. And you talked about that with lemO of 

- the other girls at the ranch.? ' 

"A 	Yesi 	talky a .about it. We took:-an 

" acid trip. 

  

    

, . 40: 

   

12 • 

12 

  

 

.._ 	• 
"I' don't remember exactly who-• everybady 

:Was, I know Piatricia was there. Most 	.Sadie 

and Linda were., -maybe a. couple of others, and we 

diseis-Se4 it -many. different ways, to get him out, 

-different things,. • - 
"Q. 	Did you giver -reach any eanelusion' as. to 

.what - yon could' do to best Serve :Bobby .Beausaleil /.8 

'interest? 

.not e. conc1a4Sion-,' we just 'kept mit  

the:thoughts in our Minds., .• 

- • "4 • .An0 'one •of the thoughts was, as' you put 

it„. II copy-eat killing?"' 
. 	. 	 . 

By the way, this is Mr. Keith questioning 

  

14 

15,  

17-

IR' 

    

2i 

22 

    

•25  

.26 
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15b-1 Leslie. 
"A 	Yeahl , they do that an TV and stuff. 

'But nothing ever jelled in any of your 

minds aboUt that kind o4 an Operation,' I take it?- 

"A 	Well, just say it this -way, the thought 

was in our mind, though, yin know 

"tut we di4 not ponder UpOn it ,or plan, 

anything. 

9 

.la 

12 

13 

15, 

• 26. 

17 

19 

-gi 

24 

225. 

,26 

s. 	
'We. never planned anything. 

Q • Did you ever talk to .Charlie 

about what to do - for Bobby Beau:solea? 

"A 	I don't think I ever occi  fronted Charlie 

with it.. 401nel:way else might have, but I don't 

believe I did,. 

"Q 	To change the subject briefly, vas there 

,a place tear the, Span Ranch knotimas .the. Fountain of 

the World? 

HA Yes-. 

"CI 	Did you ever. go there? 

"A 	Yes*  I did. 

"Q- What was that? 

"A 	It was a church ." 

Now, that vibintt  that point,. the prosecUtion 

wanted. to 

Linda Kagabian -- it is certainly a fair . 

43#erente that i Just did not call up Linda Kasabian and sa 

-I4 
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- 13  

4.4 

xs 

is 

Miey, let's go.have. lanatt," t mean; and disCuss this. 

IeS not,only a. fair inference. We can say that 

fact, 'We are-  all -Agreed that Linda Katabia.a; -if I 

.asked, her - the time a day, -she would probably give' me the 

wrong time -of day„ nOt ,afore not- give it to, 

So I have no :tqay of getting' together with • 

Linda Kisabian., period;." 

The prosecuton,. though, in this, case,, in this • 

penalty phase of the case, had Linda Xasabiaxt 	she. tag 

10 back hete..w.,  the prOsecUtion had, and I'm tura we can infer 

-we_oan infer that if in February, Match, -  aud January of 1970 

12: the prosecution, made many pilgrimages ,to• the Sybil, '.Brand 

Institute to. Speak to'LindaKasabian.„. we have every reason 

. to: 	•and .certainly there is no, question about it 

that ,the prosecution .discussed -with-  Linda .  Icasabiant  

:discussed -with- .her the Bobby Beausoleil 'matter.. 

• -We interrogated Linda Kasabian concerning. the . 

•.. .her relationship 44  -Bobby 	 and yet- 

the ,prosecution did 'wit -choOse; . did not choose to, ask -her • 

a single ,question concerning 	donee ening this. Bobby • 

Beaus-Olen situation:. 

•'• Does that have any 'significance?' We -think it 

do.es: haie Significance in connection with, the matter of 

possible: innocence,. which; is the criterion that the jury 

in its absolute discretion may- consider in the penalty, 

phase ofthe.triaI..- 

Bobby 

21 

43.` 

A4, 
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then, $r.. Keith- stili interrogating; 
"Q. Now; before getting in the automobile" 

-did you 'hear -Charles XanSon Or Tex Watson, -discuss 

.the -doing of other 

"A I didn't hear anybody discus's the doing 

of other killings.; 
trg 	When .you got in the automobile with 

:Patricia KrenWinkel,, did yOtt have any knowledge or 

idea or suspicion that.  there had been additional 

murders planned that evening? 

na . Did, you get in the automobile with a 

change of olathing? 

No.. 	• 

NI 	Did- anybody ,tell you to take a change 

.of clothing?' 
"A 	Nci.. 

"Q, 	Had ,you taken 
Before I get into that; this change of AlOthing 

scene: as far as Linda Kasabian is concerned, came from the , 

tape,. from the conversations with 	with 14r.. Caballero 

and Susan Atkins,. that is where the prosecution' -- 

1.5b4 

;2 

5 

.9 
 

lo• 

' 

.12' 

16 

17 

20; 

21 
,  

1 6 fit. - 22 

23 

24 

- 	25 

   

26 
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NEt. 131.iGLIOSV; lie is nOt -drawing any inferences., your 

-IlOnOr. Ile 14 stating this as, a fact,, and there is net 

2, evidence 'of this, and he knows. it. 

TR. COURT: 'Sustained. 

-The jury.isadMoniShed tO disregard that. 

 

statement. 

KANAREK: Well:, we can certainly infer from 'the' 

.statements that have been here, We can make the inference 

that -when the prosecution went out to Visit Linda 'Kasabian, 

that the prosecution had the legal materials that were 

fornithid by way of the :CabaII.ero•Susan Atkins conversation 

of December 4 	pardon me, DeCember 1 	1969.. 

there is no -question 'about it that these 

:materials Weve.With the :prosecution, and we can. certainly 

-infer that the prosiciition.  used them and programmed Linda 

_Xasabian. 

in other words} the mein is thar.e- saying:: 

Rey, Linda. Was it this way?' 'Did you get a change of 

clothing?. An4 Linda .8470: Yep  

Linda is talking to someone that J.4 going to 

save her life or grant her immunity)  because 'her lawyers. 

have told her that the prosecution_ is thinking about -giving .  

..her-  absolute and. comtlete immunity, 

Well, is .Linda :going to• fight somebody who is 

going to set her 'out of that jaiIhouse? 

• "These .are some of the things that we may 

 

 

 

'19 

": 

21 

 

 

26, 
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• 	 

consider.. 

Maybe what X am telling you is ill wrong.. What 

I am saying' is that these are -some of the considerations, 

this is some of the meat that we should chew on in -deciang,  

it. 

Maybe you 'call decide it the other way, but 

7 what I am saying is; that this is the area, this is the 

-ground that we certainly -- it Jo certainly not unreasonable 

s. to consider it. 

	

. 10 
	 It is a. fact that no tape recordings, nothing 

was done tO .preserve with Linda -any original conversations. 

So, we have the progratiraing„ we have every 

reason to infer that somebody didut t want to preserve: 

Linda's original conversations and her actual word*for-worA 

utterances.. 

This is certainly Age unreasonable. 

	

.17 
	 Page 240.69, 

NI 	So, your best recd leation is. that you 

probably did take acid before you got in this 

automObile?' 

4/A 	Yes. 

Did you bring any weapon with you of any 

1 

2 

4. 

6 

13 

12' 

14 

15 

as 

10. 

20: 

21 

22. 

.14rid 'when you got into the car? 

Now, there is something that ties in quite 

well. 

  

   

25 
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. 	 . . 	 . 	. , 	 . 	. 
that.'is physical evidence that is here before :us- 1n these 

The weapons that were Used at the La Bianca 

dome we 	eapoils that -were :La Bianca PtoPertY: 

It is interesting. It is interesting, Because 

unpleasant -pictures. The testimony makes it• clear,-  that the . 

weapona, used in the La Bianca 	as gar as the. La AiariCaS., - • 

Mr.- and Mrs... La Bianca were Oncetived*  came right front their 

8 home„ 

And so., Vhert we look at. what,b.appened• in the.  

La Iitanca , home as a happening, 	..some.thing that wa-s 

triggered, that. is not unreasonable,. 

	

14 
	 It is not .unreasonable at All that these people 

Were. b.igh„.  th,a„t they were stoned-  out of their minds; as the 

saying goes. 

They went there, this triggering occurred, and 

Patricia..Irenwinkel got. these utensils that are in-.evidence 

bet-Ote 

	

- xs 	 • When once again -the jury retires to the jury 

.14 room, that same evidence will -be there before you.., and if 

there is: any questi-On about, it., I know that Judge Older 

ceptai,nly allow the.reading•back of any testimony that 

will prove conclusively that this girl is telling the truth. 

`Because'when we look at those weapons, if 

Patricia Xrenwinkel, let's.say for some reason or other 

those weapons hadn't 'been there at the Stictuse„. she couldn't 

and those tvpensil.s..., Mrs, La- Bianca would -be alive today-..  

41 .  

14.  

-291 
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16a-1 

2. 

3 

4 

.6,  

9 

11 

12 

13  

21 

22 

• 

2-4:• 

16 

There' is every reason- to .believe., there is 

every reason to believe, every reason to believe, that this 

was an. incident that was triggered by the yelling of police, 

by the Eicerie Of Mrs. La 15ianca taking the lamp,,.and 

this psychotic condition that Leslie.  Van Houten was in, 

chelically;induced or whatever way, she had an unreal 

response to the '.scene before her. 

That is what you, are when you are psychotic. 

Yong feeling of reality' Is .gOn.e. You have no-  relation to 

-,-events- 	xt,real' way. 	' 

And .so, she reacted, she reacted in a psychotic 

way, and. she did what, k .  did, and we have that perseverative 

conductl  we: have' that. repetitive stabbing that.  is set forth • 

in the pictures of koSetaity La Bianca* 

• 	 Then the next -question; 

"Q 	Incidentally, Igho was in the car when 

you gOt in. `and it started off down the road?.  

ItA 	coda; 'iez, ,Clem, Sadie, Patricia and 

me. 
nq 	Was 14r. Hanson there? 

"A No. He was with Stephanie. 

4,4 HOW do you know he was with Stephanie 

ISchroa? 

" Ai: 	Because he spent ail -his time with.  

Stephanie when Stephanie Was around.. 
zR 	Was Stephanie something of a newcomer 
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,s. 

19 

15 

17' 

2r 

23- 

• tk 

11,387 

. "to the Family or the. group', -or- whatever ,you want to 
:cab. it? 

, 
• e-a. -A very pretty 'young. girl. 

'"Q • Had 'she tseen.i long :time.;. nr was She-
a :recent' artiVaLT. 

"A 	Na, Lshe.-.was. nevr# 

"'When She tapi,e„ she 'had a big. crush •on 
Charlie .and demanded. 	attention 

114 ..bid 	':scruah on~h le cruah 
-Create any _cove-OA:Ion - or iealousy amOng, ;the other 

to iouriknowledge? 

gotwith 114.6.4 

11.Xf ft did with .sonieb-Ody "else; 
It 

• is*s. if we
. itook- boa, - we vitt remember,  is 	the 

guilt -or innocence phaste .o,f this trial, Stephanie 'Schram 
Vas a . propecution -witrieSa. - And, yet the prosecntionz; 

their direct e7Faiiiintitioxf-of ,Stephanie, -Schram., .Covered 

-Steptigde_ schrati, when she, triO:If.r...„Nanson at Big Sur). atid 
then-. Went 	the deiert area,, which was long after -August 

Stephanie Schraa., 
,gay that. was just: an Over-Sight. - 

that -they .ditin.r t :show she wag, at the ranch with tft--. Manson 
--and - he- had..gotten . a. tiOfcet- :On - the 7th with her:: 

That the prosecution, somehow -or. other adult 
• ask 
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They could have brought Stephanie Schram here in 

connection With thi . prOceedini.to  interrogate her, ,to 

interrogate her in this area. 

-NOw, again:, this, is a factor*  this is n factor 

that we can consider in the possible innocence of Mr, Manson 

1113 to all of these events-, 

On page 24077: Well*. befOre 

Page 24076. 

She states:. 

Ifflo yOu reMember whether or not either 

one. of thee -- this is after saying what happened 
they 

when 3.. stopped', • 
"A Linda. and Tex got out of the car." 

Atq Do you remember whether or not either 

one of them or both t014 the.rest of you in the car 

why they were getting-  out. 

"A No. 

.t!cl 	They ,did not say -04-Ything, to the best 

of yOur recollection? 

They _might have-. Like I say, I don't 

remember. 

i1 
	

What did you saylAnda - and Tex did, if 

EAVt4rIgi, after they got out of the ear?' 

"A 
	

They .walked away from the car. 

Did they zo towards, the house or down 

the sidewak or what? 

164-3. 

4 

7- 

12,  

14' 

15 

19 

11 

13 

$. 

9 

16 

17. 

1. 

20, 

/2 

-.24.. 

26 

  

27,380 
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16a-4 
 

"A -Ifm not even sure •which di-rection they ' 

 

2 went in. 
114, 	At some time later did one or both .of 

 

4 them reappear-  at the cat? 

'1 A 	cime'baOk and She said that Tex 

was gOipg tv stay:  

'SO Patricia and I said 'Well, we Want 

  

to Stay too.' 

"-$.4 we went up to the .house* 

-"She ,said, *Gt-.Eu.p- that driveway.' - 

"Did Linda tell you what was gob on 

. IA the' hoUse? 

"A No, 

914 Did she ten you anything -at all about 

• whO `was.  .in the house' or what' they Were doing?.. 

-11.A 

.114 -.Did you ask? 

	

"A 	No,. 'I 'can -tell. you - w1 	I figured;  but 

didn't ask. 

Weil.$  at that time were you at.that 

	

time you 	strike that._ 

'You did walk up in. the -driveway 

Katie and go in the house? 

.1,A 
. 

• While you. walked up the driveway towards 

the' house did you have murder in 'your mind?. 

  

 

' 10 

12 

14. 

  

 

17 

  

  

 

22 

, 	- 	- 

2* 

'6. 
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gfA 	No. 

't(); 	Or harming anybody? 

"A 	No. 

Or robbing an.ybody? 

27,390  

Ifia-5 

irA 	o . 
11Q.  

161) fig.. 7 '*zt. 

Or butglariling the house?.  
no  .71 
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tiow, the night before Linda Kasabian said that 

she Walked Up, to the Tate 'house with Tex Watson. and the 

others.. 

- Is this set Of facts here, is this unreasonable 

in view of what she told ui that happened the night -before 

_ when, she waked. up with LTex Watson?. 

Is this more reasonable than Linda Kasabian 

being, asleep-? 

. Remember, at the La' Bianca home, 'remember. in 

her testimony, she vas half asleep and half awake. 

She - conveniently was asleep and: awake and asleepp,  

and awake, whenever- she wanted to be asleep and awake 

respectively as far as the evidence was concerned. , 

That- is something to consider because of the 

fact, among other things, that the, night before she went 'up 

with Mr. Watson. Why wciald she be asleep on this occasion 

if not to camouflage the fact that .she knew it wasn't 

in the prosecution's best- interests-  or her best interests 

to be in that house. 

. SO, she was asleep- an,4'reatly -dicbilt know too 

much- about anything. 

'Then Leslie van Houten goes to the house. 

At the top of page 24079. 

• "Q.  Did you hear Tex threaten the Woman or 

. the man? 

"-A 	tio. 

16b4 

2. 

a• 

:5 

6 

38 

is 

1(t 

21 

24 
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16134:2. 

 2 

"(1 	taxi yOq or Katie. -threaten: the woman or 

the man?, 

•• 

1Q- 	So- the first thing -  that you can remember 

that was said was- 1I /11 .give you anything.' 

. yest  

•'•-"Q 	Then-,what happened? 

"A • • So Patricia and myself and the lady 

-Went .  into the bedroom;  and the closet door was open, 

so We were looking. at the clothes. 

-"And then she said, 	won't call the 

palic.e;.  I won't call the P011-Ca-i 11.  

"She kept saying. that. 

Now, watt .a minute,. 1.et ts go slowly 

. 11U1d the woman show. you her clothes'? 

-"A • Well.; the closet was open 	and All -o.f.  

the clothes were there. 	
.1 

111:1 	Did she have a lot of clothes? 

  

  

7 

  

 

• 

g. 

10 

12 

13 

  

  

14 

  

  

1s 

16 

is 

  

    

  

19 

20; 

21 

22 

26 

24 

25 

"A 	Yeas  she had some very pretty clothes. 

"Q. Did you think that the woman was. going' 

to give you. 'some of the clothes? 

-"A Yes 

"Q - Why did you. think that? 
"A 	.Because- she said; t1 1111 .give you" an511-144,; 

Now, this, is not the conversation of premeditatell 

  

26 murder as the pr dsectit 	would: haVe us believe': 
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16b-3. This is the conversation' tif an acidhea& This 

is the. ;conversation of someone ?who -happens to be somewhere. 

The fact that the .tragic events happened at this 

paitidular time is the kind of thing that results when. 

people take narcotics„. when they take. drags., When they .do. 

things., when they create a situation in their mid so,  that 

they really don't know what they are doing, and instead of 

this. being Just a disturbing. the peace case, 'which. it Would, 

have been, perhaps,. if Patricia Krenwinkel hadn't. brought 

- in those. utensils 	it. all .depends on how far lir.- Watson 

had gone with .14r. La Bianca at that -Point 	we know that 

he .was tied up when Leslie Itan .Router walked into the 

house 	instead of It being just that kind of an event 

- :that would end up. As, says -  disturbing. the peace)  it ends 

up as 'a murder case.. ' 

 

 

.3.  

6' 

10 

11 

12- 

165 fls.. 

.14 

17 

Is 

19 

20, 

   

gg' 

•4a. 

24 

25; 
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16c-1 - 

• 

; 

2. 

4 

6 

13' 

14: 

-15-

._ 

19 

I 	20. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

And murderers do not go to a home and depend 

upon the Utensils being. there. Murderera bring weapons 

with thm. 

And if Charles Manson was going to show these 

people how to do it, supposedly;  like Linda Kasabian said, 

they would bring their weapons with them. 

it 	a very poor, tafia head' or S*engali, or - 

whatever, who depends upon. the v.ictima having their own 

weapons., . 

And so,, it is clear from the evidence in this 

case, because the evidence in this case is pleat, that 

Mr. Manson-had nothing to -do with these proceedings.. 

He had no-thing to •do with these:people dying except that 

he was at the Spahn Ranch. 'with Stephanie Sch.ram, and' he 

knew these people,. 

That it why it is interesting to consider•the • 

eirtumstances rather than -the bare words that are uttered. 

And the strongest circumstance that we think 

perhaps should be considered is the. tact that these 

weapons,:  the weapons that were used on-Mr. 'and Mrs. La Biancii, 

'were weapons that Came out of their own kitchen. 

Now, again, if there was to be a planned 

murder and if this was to be done with the kind of 

activity that the prosecution Would have us believe, 

25 , the: weapons would be Supplied, the weapeina would be there. 

They would be using. their -own weapons:. 
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Ehese people were high on acid. They were 

Wandering around. They went to Harold Trues house for 

whatever the reason may be: -They were at a home the 

night before, at the -Tate hake. They went to Harold True's 

in connection with some kind of :narcotic or LSD actiVitY. 

And so they wandered from Harold True's home, they. 

wandered over to this home next door, 

And trite again, in the jury room, we will haVe 

the. picture of the relationship of these houses, the 

Harold-True lion* and the home'of the La Bianaas, and 

if anybody can do what Linda Kasabian says Mr-. Manson did 

in three Or.fOUrminutes, in the smoking of lit half a 

dlgarette, the tying up-  and 	of that -- we don't have 

to :13)cok at those pictutes right now, but I am sure we will 

althave in mina .the -unpleasant pictures that we are 

speaking of here 	it is just. not 	it is just not 

within' human puss .bllity,  

And -ser, these are circumstances that we 

suggest be considered -in connection With the possible 

innocence of Mr. Manson in connection with the penalty 

phase of this trial. 

Rai, the interesting thing about,. „eventually, 

the use of .LSD, and something that we have learned in this 

courtroom,. it is very.--interesting, an 	 i d although it s a 

anklet that .has plenty of sad overtones., we have listened . 

in this' courtroom to these .doctors and: we have leoned .that_ 

1 

• 

. 

a 

4 

6 

a. 

9.  

15' 

xs 

17 

19 

20, 

• 21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

'26 
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there Is .something about the ingestion -of LSD, there is • 

something about its Use, that, as we have said befOre 

_ and bear, With us while x4e, say it again 	words, can't 

Aetcribe.it somehOw, 
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z 

4 

a 

14 - 

45 

16 

iti 

xs 

19 

21 

22.  

•23 

26 

i6d.-i 

o 

• 

21,39? 

We tried, evidently the doctors try, and as a 

matter-of fact„ ire have read in the literature where 

doctors will, sometimes., in connection with .this, they just 

throw up their hands because it is just very difficult to 

convey what is.  going on 1n- the person's mind who is under 

the inflUence of 'LSD. 

And why is that it is because. the person who 

is under-the influence of LSD is then and there psychotic. • 

They are -undergoing a psychotic .episode at the time that 

they are.• h.gh on LSD. 

Now,. the prosecution, as we said, could have 

brought .-scientific -people to refute What these doctbris have 

said... But they -haven't because it is so, I -suppose, fOr a 

long, lon-g time, people halm tried to describe people.who 

were not well mentally,.-and we can look at some of the 

writings in England, some hUndreds -of yeard ago, people who 

Were, lasychatie and sick were actually considered Criminal. 

We all know Of the .story Of Bedlam, that famous: 

asylum -in England wherein, there was. actually-a criminal 	. 

charge,. It would. be  the State taking. action and. throwing 

people. into a dungeon because they were mentally ill; - 

Now, here we have people under the influence,  

of Isp• doing these things, and they aro mentally III at the 

time that they are doing these things. They are mentally 

ill at the time they are seeing. these. things, that they are 

Obtervi/Ig as to what is.  going On. 
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Par instance, here,' as to 'Te.x Watson.: 

I 1 11..  • None .of ut,  talked. about it mueh. 

"Tex kind :of was somewhere else, you might 

say. 

Do yOU believe, haVipg ingested 

LSD And ether drugs that you haVe taken*. 

that lex.wat under the influence of some narcotic 

or hallucinogen? . 

tt 

Did you talk to Tex at all, or 

would say he was,. 

Do you knoW what particular drug 

he took? 

41411. 4  No„ that I had heard Sadie Mentiom 

-sOinething•abott'STP.• 

. What is SSP? 

-dortut thinic I ever had anY..„ 

but.,  I heard itfts one. of the .farthest out 

psychedelics .you can; taicei, 

ktIt lasts for day land days and days. 

114 	.You. aean Tex seemed sort of out 

did_ he talk to you about what he was supposed 

to be doing in that house?" 

This is Page •24,07* 

"Why he did what he did?".  

That is part of the question4 

niby he did what he didV1  

of it when you were, .going back to the ranch?. 
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-1011, at the ranch we were.  
own 

all pretty much in our/worlds. 

Ifq 	You mean this was• afterwards, .or 

was he always' in 	'own world? 

-"Ps. 	Well, you know, he was, always 

pretty jolly. 

ut after this we started calling him the 

Kad gatter. 10 would just zoom in the kitchen and 

.• tcl fix him some coffee and he zoomed out of the 

kitchen." 

 

 

2. 

3 

4  

.5.  

7 

 

 

8 

9 

10 

1-1 

12 

 

14 

15• 

  

    

 

is 

  

7'2  

1,9 

20;  

21 

22: 

23, 

.15 .  
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Now, we come to a place in connection with deter-

mining whether or not- Leslie Van Houten is telling, the truth, 

Page 24,090: • 

And where,did you.  go after you• left 

the. Fountain .of the World? 

DL 	X went to the desert. 

trn 	Was Charlie at the desert when 

you, got there, it you, remember? 

I re4lly cannot recall. 

n4 	DidyOu ever see Charlie again? 

irk 	Sure . 

Where did you see him? 

npu 	In the desert, but I donTt know i 

- he was there at the time i..go:t there.. 

n4 	bid you ever tell Charlie about what 

—hadhapRened at the-La Bianca house? 

Yes. 

What did he have to say, if anything? 

tell, she kind of looked at one and 

I kind of looked at him, and what could he do abOut 

it?' 

01 don't know what -. I had done it. 

"4 . 	ad he tall: `to yoU about how wrOng 

it was for you to have done this, or anything 

like that? 

2 

3' 

4 

5 

9 

10 

1t 

• 12 

- 
	18 

14-

15 

15. 

17 

18 

19 

20; • 

21 

22 

23'  

24'  

.25 

26 
tA,  I never told him anything he +114' 
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     3: 

4 

7 

"was wrong. 	should he . t.ell me anything I 

did was wrong? 

	

oct 	So he did not take you to task 

then for what you had done?' 

Waken Me what? 

	

.1% 	To task. 

I -dont t know what that is,. . 

right 	he..get angry with.  

• you when he told you what yOu had done? 

	

41A. 	.ectause I had done something? 

• nA 

	

fr4 	Did he tell you you had done the- 

rit 

He did not tell me his opinion_ one 

way. or 'the.'other.. 

"Our conVers-atitat aMounted to what I told 

him._ what I had done•:. 

	

Int 	That is what I 	trying to.  get'at, 

	

- • "A. 	- I dOri t t knoW the -exact words:, 1:40 it 

amounted to I was there,. and, whateVex was to  come 

.to pass was whatever was to come to pass and this .. 

 

 

YO 

11: 

12 

13 

14 

• 15 

16 

17, 

18 

 

 

 

 

:20; 

:21 

22: 

 

is where I am at. 

!Mier° was_ no right or wrong in the dis- 

26 
144 	 Sometime in' October yOu Were 

23 

24 
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• 

"arrested in the desert?.  

•••••••••••••T 

' 

, 	4 

5 

6 

8 

11 

18.  

15 

2 
	 . Yes!: 

Now, if teslie Van RoUten 	we all observed 

her demeanor on the Witness stand.' 

She doesn't have to say these things. it she 

was, going to just absolve Ur. Manson, rust -whitewash him, 

she tOttid. do that2,. -She has the power.' 

The person that `takes the witness stand has 

the, power„ to say whatever they. say. 

Vow, the:qUestion'ts, we have , to evaluate as 

t0 whether she is telling. the truth, and if she is out to 

whitewash •I r, NanSpa and not tell it -the way it was, she 

does not have to Say this kind- Of convereation occurred. 

So what I am- saying la, it is interesting to 

read the exact testimony and think of the exact testimony 

.because it speaks st:eI0qUently in telling us who XS telling 

the truth and who is hot telling the truth,. 

And thete girls , thesegirls are telling the 

truth, - 

The prosecution is certainly not going to say 

:2i 
that there is -- that when Leslie Van flouten says She has 

na reraorsel. or Katie Krenwinkel.sayi she has no remorse, 

the prosecution is not going to say that that is untrue. 

• The prosecution says, "This is- it," •he said 

something like, "They are mutations ,and monstrosities and 

anima.ls41, - and that kind.  of thing. 

23 

24 

25,  

26" 
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3 

6: 

9.  

lo 

there :,10 eVeryreason to believe that 

everything. that these.  girls have said _here is the trUth$  

:g- 
 if You lot k At it 	if ..you gook at :t- Lord for word and 

4 .ansayze it and think of it in terms of - "the whole picture 

' and all of the circumstances and all of the evidence 15 

this case. 

It is not easy to do, and it is nOt necessarily 

8 an ingratiating kind of .experience to do this, but we thil* 

ithat this is where 

This is where the eVidence it, that at least 

the.verbal eVidence it in this transcript. 

Then we come to Leslie Iran: Houten's statements 

at Page 244.095 7- pardOn Me, -931 

trLeslie, at some time after ,you were arrested, 

you. were ultimately charged with' the La Bianca 

homicide; isnit that correct? 
rte 

1_2. 
	 tr% 	NOw,,, did you have :anyconversations. 

- 19. 	 -with- members of the .T4os Angeles Police Department, 

either befOie or after you were formally charged 

with .the La Bianca homicides? 

• 22.  

'2g 

24 

.25. 

' its4, 

them? 

You mean before I was charged with 

Yes. 

les,. I did. 

Bo yoU remember who some of the 

   

20. 

17.  
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2  

4.  

-6 

44 

.17 

2t 

22 

24 

"-people were, the names Of some of the people 

were? 

ft.41. 

Patchett.'' 

Detective ,Dlegann and Detective 

Now, we have 431 come to know Officers MeGann 

and Offiter , Patchett, 

She is testifying .concerning conversationa 

with them.. it would he nO prOblexti whatsoever fer the 

prosecution to put on OffiderS McGann and fatchett, if  

What Leslie Van noUten is ,saying' here Was not so. 

33'ut is it indicative, her testimony here shows 

to way the prosecution has operated in this case in 

connection, with igitnesSes: ' 

11/4 	Were they. from the LARD or the 

Sheriff's DepartAe,nt.„ if you know? - 

npi. 	it was.. my understanding that they 

Were. ,API Romicide# 

o4 	Did you. talk- with Sergeant 

Gutierrez here? 

else4 

114  
detectives-? 

No, he • was questioning somebody 

Did you talk to any other hOnil.cide 

Well, like these deteetive6. 

question you and there are about three or four 

of them., One fires questions at you and -the 
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t'-others Stand: arOund, like, you knoW 'We can 

read your and.," you know. 

1lSo, there were others-  around; Wit the , 

main taloa were Detective ViOdarin in- Ts.A.. .and 

aeaeant 'Patobett.'wheit I was in -Inyo County, 

:eTgeant mhot. Ilm sorry. 

4tdbett,- . 
the oon.ierSation. that you had 

• Wit .t.k 	Ratohetti 434 yot have one •or :more 

thaw One *-012nVers;ation with- hit? - 
nh;I had;'one.; and I,refused to speak 

td kra aft424-  trtat, 

itcif 	Who was present bticles yOUrsell 

	

- 14 	.400: aergeant- 1).a'koliett4 

	

-14 	 . SartuOhe 	y!.ru o, .I learned . 
. 	. 	. 

	

xs 	 h1  name later 	And 'one -other,  One, but 
I - 

dont know who.he was 

has this ice. layo: County Jail? 

	

. sr k 	'Yes, it was. 

	

Irg 	Apd = a 	•toBle-  ti .:before YOU. 

.were.•aotually indidated.tin'the- charges? , 

	

u s 	 Tt - Iyas about a week hetOre they,- 

. ,hronght Die here to 	and then. it, 'wasn't - 

. long after,  that that I, got .indieted, I Apess  

It Oust haVe been 0,64 coup'e of we Us.. 

	

ti-44 	- D44 you talk with. Sergeant 

- 17  

• 20,

•  

22. 

• :24 
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17a 

7. 

11 

11 

ltPatchett and tell .him what you have told u$ 

here today'? 
,111. 	 No, z didn't,  
It Qt Did  Sergeant I,atdhett offer you 

anything to try. to induce you to talk.? 

"A. 	• lie offered me immunity, and when 

I 'turned him down he said he would have ate murdered." 

And that iS *what the prosecution is asking at this poi4 

r4.ght no W, they 'ire asking -- 

.COURT: We will take our -recess at this times  

Kanarek. 

12 

	

	 Do not converse With anyone or form or express 

OpiniOn regarding penalty until that tiuestion is finally 

submitted, to you, 

-The 0ourt. will recess for 15 -minutes

(Reces0.) 

s. 

10- 

19 

2 

' 

25 

26. 
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THS..-QOUR.T; Alt parties ,are present except Mr. 

Mausou. 

All counsel s„nd all luxors are present. You 

may continue, Kr.- iranatek. 

ICANA.R.tK: Thank you, your Honor. 

• Leslie Van Houten tostified that .she was. Offered 

imMunity*  ltAnd when I turned it. do.wn, he _said he would have 

me murdered." 

Now, it is clearly within the power of. the • 

District Attorney 	if this is untrue 	these police 

officers, the prosecution -was. here in court, they could 

bring these police officers hero and 'testify this -did not 

happen. 

Is that significant in connection, with what we 

are. here for presently as to the -penalty? 

Are we ititerested.iu this :kind of evidence, 

because the issue right now being life or :death-, it is. 

.sort of like roulette 	Vegas. 

Is fustice supposed to be administered based 

upon a .police - officer. or a prosecutor giving immunity. to 

souteone:?. 	• 

There is every reason to "believe thit iE  

anything. is true, that statement is true. 

There Is no reasonf  no practical, reason or 

any other reason in the world why thOse police officers,. 

if that is -untrue, 'could:not be brought here to. :testify. 

1,7a-1 . 

• 

• 10 

it 

13 

14,  

15 

4'6 

• Tr. 

39. 

'29; 

2.1 

22.  

24 

25 

:26 

. 27,407 
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But the reason that they were not brought here 

to 'testify is because it is true. 

 

So, therefore, .therefore the wheel was spinning_. 

and it came up Leslie, and Leslie dad not want the stakes,. 

even though she won. 

She did not want that immunity. 

So now just 'because she did net want that 

immunity she As to .be killed. 

She is to be murdered. 

They are asking 'us in this courtroom to,  -co it 

the murder of Leslie Van -Houten.. 

	

THE 	That is not a proper statement, air:, 

what is improper argument, 

• liEt. KANAR,E1U, Weil, l would like to approach. the 

bench'th.en„. your Honor, if I may. 

THE .COURT.: - The jury will disregard that term,. 

murder.: 

11X.. ltANARai ladies and gentlemen of the juryl  

	

read over 	if S may-disagree with the Court 

But in any event.,. in any event read in connec-

tiOn with the jury instruction that you are going to get,. 

you are getting *an. inttructiOn on murder, and that is one 

of the instructions you. Will get going into the jury-  rota. 

Dut in any event, 	any'.event, this is what 

she testified tg. 

And 'certainly the gist of it is there,. and that 

5 

r 

11: 

 

15 

.16 

 

18- 

.45 

- 2.G. 
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• itlihey offered me a complete world.if 

would turn in evidence for them." 

She is mentioning 'Sergeant Patchett — I 

-mean there is tto question but what that has to be true. 

"Q 	Now, you see s  we are getting ahead of - 

ourselves.. We have to determine who 'they' are. 

• "Who besides Sergeant Patchett? 

"A- ,Ncapan. Mx. McGann used to see me 

in the Captain's office for three hours every day, 

for three or four -days, and do-  nothing but offer me 

. 24 

25 

12. 

27•,40.9__ 

is why there is' this aspect of possible .innocence, 

Can we depend upon a whole scheme of things? 

Can 'e depend upon a prosecution where the only 

thing that is desired is the result? 

Can we use that kind of 41 prosecution to put 

people in the gas chamber? 

"He said he would have me murdered. 

-"And then that is where Dianne Bluestein 

came running in our cell. 

Now, wait. We are-  getting ahead of 

ourselves. 

'You are sure Sergeant Patchett offered 

you immunity if you would testify for the State? • 

"A They all offered me imunity, and they 

offered me 425,000., and a 9036 to 5:00, and 24-hour 

security. 

17.1,3 

3 

4 

5 

9 

IQ 

11 

12.  

-13 

17 

19 

21 
. 	- 

22 

26. 
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23- 

24: 

25 

26, 

In the Captain's office at the Jail.. 

,What jail? , 

-Sybil Brand Institute for Women. 

Was anybody ei.se present besides you.  and 

Mr . 1-1cQann2 

94 

Ai4 

It A 

‘114 

Mrs McGann? 

nA 	I think: — I4M: not sure -a.- but one. of . 

17a-4 1 

- 

s. 

78 

19. 

20, 

a 	
21 

 

tg 

"au entire world' if ,lwould look at .a pictUre and 

Say that I saw Charles Manson shoot that gun* 

and wasn't he a terrible 

Ifow.,. in the context of these proceedings., 

where:it isa a matter of life .or' death for. Charles Manson, 

can: we depend upon law enforcement that has this kind of 

a state,  of, mind as far as prOsecution goon 
Can we depend upon this kind of an exercise 

of a public office, because-a police .officer is a public 

is a public officers Should ,he be doing 

Where :were these conversations with 

them came in. 

"It might -have been you 	that one 

there -- but I 'don't remember. 

1101).ca in.a while One at' two would ,Ootse 

in, and ask McGann -how he was doing with ma,*  you 

knOf,. and Wenn would just look at me and say 
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17a-5 "something. 
114 	And who offered you .$254.000i  a 425000.  

reward? 

Detective McGann." 

5 

't 

7 

 - s. 

g. 

17b fls:  io  

11 

13' 

liowx  the issue is framed there. 

Either that was said or it wasn't said. 

Either that offer was made or it wasn't made. 

And- this then is the kind of situation when 

we - ioo it the .equities of it; it is *ill. the same kind of 

bushel baiket as the situatiork-  vith Susan 

23 

25. 

25 
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2 

-4. 

s. 

7 

:a 

_9 

10 

11. 

12 

ig; 

14 

27,1[12 

Shan. we allow the happenstanee,,the state 

of mind of a little.girl,,  19 - whatever she was, 19 Or 

.20 at that time, her state of mind -.. 

-She 	"Yea)  the would be.  given immunity - f,  
And become a. prosecution witness if she said yea.°  

Then to that she would have the $25,a1301  the 

ibutunity-and all of that. 

• Should that be the criterion-of dotertining 
, 

-life ,or -death? JEie.&iiuse that was an'opportunity for- her 

to esCaPe these proceedings -and be where Linda Kasabian is 

.So- these are some of the things that perhaps 

we shOuld consider in -deciding whether .or not life or 

death should toe, given, because that 'l 	to be true. 

Be3ause Detective Me Gan is very, very available. 

15 
	 HQ 	 Aild who offered you what sounds 

16 
	 to me like some kind., of a lob? 

17 
	 Be 044  'Reoffered me. everything. 

When you say everything, what do 

19 
	 y.otz.raean by that2 

20: 
	 "A. 	In other worda,he offered me a 

21 	. Complete world.outaide of the bate if Y would 

tutu in evidence against .other people4 

23 
	 spa 	Did you steadfastly-refuse? 

Yes, I refused. 

HQ 	.perhaps you could tell us why. 

Because if l was at that house -- 

.18- 
Q 

25 

trA.  
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-,es,n,lt bring Wick anythipg,n  . 

•: 	Now,*  those are ,harsh liords it is true-s  and, our 

Orgy' advocacy of those words• at thity pOints_ since we on-'t 

',represent Leslie Van Houten; 'i.s becadse Or the root that 

vie are .advocating` that what she 	saying is the truth. 

. • !hat is why We utter those words to you now to 

"Which I Lonow,I was -- ".'t know that it was' 

.uty. -4,0, me, to be judge3f1 ace.ordinglys  and not for Mme 

:t0.' be cut 1pose'because X was tO turn .in eViddirde 

against other peoples:, 

" "I dmit see where -Justice lies in that., 

.donit see hOw it is fair;.►:" 

This is the state or mind of a ir3-.= who 

thit eowtitroott. 

.Sh-e is- testifying; she is.'testifying as to her 

true. state of lxittd4 

This is art index, this 'it "- indicative or the 

• 12 fact that - everYthipg that she is -saying here is truisz. 

1141, 	hes lie l  do you.feel. -sorrow' or 

.Shate or a sense of.  gUilt at "having participated 

In 'the -death Of Xra, La Bianca? 

'(Pause. j.  

*Let me_ gO ibne by or e'er  .17 

2- ' 

"DO you feel sorrowful about its  sorry; 

'*.hapPyT'  

'2 .orry is only a re-letter word; 
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'2Q 

22 

a 

24 

1. 

7,414 

try to discuss 

-we are. not here to cause any-  harm to Leslie 

van '11.Outenr  but the pUrpose is to see whether we cal use her 

wordS.  In deciding whether Mr. Manson sho.uld getlife Or. 

death. 

L7b 

  

• 

	

6 	 And there is a -girl that is speaking the truth. 

And out of the conteXt of these proceedings, in 

• -our OVA lives, how VAAY times nave we heard people saj, 

-  Isorryl w or,hays indicated a regret Mhich we know is 

Superfiatal, which "we know is something that is not in 

fact what they mean, 
T • 

	

12 
	 In the social graces peol:le say., I t  m sorry., 

x8 because-  ofone thing or another that may have occurred, 

	

14 	 ,tometinies a public official will say, "I vm 

sorry Zor what has ocaurred.fl  

You go down and you' go Sot here and, yogi want 

i7  to get a. certain document or something, and somebody bales 

a mistake, and they 	.you they are sorry, something of 

.that type, that  they have- -- they are very sorry, and so 

fortik. 

And are, they •sorry or 	they not sorry? ' 

The quest pm is, when she says it„ does she mean 

it? 

When She says it,t  She means exactly what she 

'says, That it is just: a five4.1etter mord. ill tar Aland* 

And so it to not lila the public official or 
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12 

. 18 

14 

16 

17 

- 18 

19 

21 

22 

24 

26 

27:0415 
TT...1.••••••••••,.. 

the aidtritt Attorney sayingi.. /Sorry, Susan AtItin0., you. 

	

-cbanged _lawyers, 	torryt 	are not going to allow you to 

:bane-` life cause you oh4nged 1a.-Wyers*.N  

• I alt 	 Siie4 to as- 

- :cover „as best / -can; yout feelings about 

what. you did f; . your. feelings now, bow you 
. 	. 
feel about it, and, / can only use Words. 

Mat can ± fee)l- it has 

ha.prenea. Ole IS gone.. 

'hat can dO/ mat c..rt,  I feel? 

	

QS 	Do you wish; that it hadnit 

4aWingdt 

	

;11A 	wish/' 	&aye/ wish. Any,-. 

thing to be done 'over anothe%' var. 

• -"that is a oolish thought. It never 

wl .*-Rzen•tbat igay. You oanit undo some--

thing that is dOrie. 

Itcl • Do you feel ashamed of what 

happened within youtSeitt 

	

"11, 	Ashamed? 

	

mq 	Yet0i asham04 

	

"A 	ASharned? 

	

tlq 	Yes. 

"A. . Mat is akharbed7 

	

HQ 	Do you have 4 feeling 	the( 

best way I can put other than to use that 
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*word itself -- 40 you .17aVa a. feeling of 
A 	yo:' mogul: if I wanted to bide:?' 

Nov  not to bide, but as i. you 

4 

•10 

'wanted to cry for what hatpened4: 

Cry? 

Itest  

'ILA 	For her death? 

"4 	vett. 

WA 	If I try 'for death:. it is for 

death. itseIfA 

sIthe Is not the only vetson who has 

12 
died. 

1141 toiad you to 1l. ust  boi4 do you. 

15: 
• 

• 17 

- 0- 

;9 

•20. 

22 

43  7 

'24 

25• 

26 

feel abOut now sitting in thd witness )pox?' 

•  ltik 	How X frau,? 

"I. 11±, feed: Ii:ke it happened. 

NCt 	ad. it is somsth1.n that we 

• up.; none o:f us, ,oan undo,. 1.0" that right?' 

' 	Do you, think .about it from tine 

to tithe/ 

)."41 	when I am 4= the .courtroom.. 

r- 	you tried to step thinking 

about it'. except when you were in the court." 

=Om?'" 

An 'objection. which- was ovaXrae4=0, 
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1-7a 

. -8 

g. 

fltgrim 'Wittms.ste  'What tip you ite.t.z4  dg X 

try to ttop?' 

'141 -donlt g'0ne4a11.-Ir thin% Gout things • 

"*.)14. are 040,44 Met*" 

• 

.15 

17 

21 

22 

23 

24  
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21 

• 22-

23 

25 

25 

27,-41-6 • 

  

   

' I 	 - 	Xs Leslie Van liouten telling us- the truth 

when she it testifying in that way? 
-21 

It is unusual., it Is 	ft 	it 48..certataY 

	

4 
	Ifit sure 'that none.. of I.% Aso uld agree with that state of 

6- 
 1i‘ind4-that she has, but she is- telling- us the truth.' That 

6 • 
is in fact her, state of mind, so we can rely upon what she 

t.ir~g used When you' coMpare, when you comas this 

heart-rending W youAg girl lila that making statements 

that.,-.there i no. question but what it tenatt. to  

10. 
tea; you Up,,- . hat. a young qiti in our society should have 

this. feeling.' 

	

12 
	 •. :I mean, X think we are ins agreement that this 

is xegrattablei that she should have thia• feeling:, • but: it 

:is the truth. • 

- 'She is telling. us -exactly. the .may she -460104 

And this, means that the girl car; be believed. 

There is fio. way, no Way that we can believe Linda 10,sabian 

•18 
.the way we ‘can believe her,. the way Wet can belieVe 

LeSlie.Van .Houten. 

Whew has the prosecution shown anything.- in 

•connectiori with Leslie Van Houten that Would be analogotts 

to Linda. 5iiasabiaula theft of the $54000? 

!here? 

'here is it 	connection with anything?' 

is this important? 

Well, that is what we have to decide and 
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certainly, certainly this girl is giving us 	is giving' us 

the- information that we can use in deciding this case on 

the penalty phase. 

13 

18. 

12 

.16 

17 

xs  

20; 

25 

36 
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18 • Page 24i102 is the kind, of truth that if she 

• Vas trying to. .protect charles- Manson she wouldAlt be 

uttering • these words • 

041 	t.e.slie.t .  you stated" -- this is 

shin 04aming her " "" "Leslie4 you stated 

.that Sadie/ 13obby leausoleill  and you went to 

the Hinman residence* 

S 

• 

10 

Yes. 

is that correct? 

'12 

15 

- 	16  

21, 

22. 

24 • 25.. 

I believe you stated that -Gary • 

. Hinman took a shot at oOmebody? 

"A " What? - 

"Q. ' you. satd that Gary Hinman took • 

a_ shot at somebody with 

"A 	yes.: . 

And you said 'right after that 

shot that Sadie hi.t-•Gary tinman over the head 

a gum. 

No, 'that is not what i said. 

"Q. • What did you say? 

I-  said that Charlie took his_ 

Awotcl. and cut Gary l's ear„'" 

istoWl  is she to U4.ng :t the 'Way it is4. 'or 

she Makin0 up •a story? 

She 7.4as there, according to this• testimony. 
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27,421 

      

      

      

The prosecution will say' X am stating a fact.. 

nut we can certainly infer? you can; make the: inferenge 

from this that she was there. And she is telling it the

y it was4; 

She is telling. nap she. is saying, 1/No.i that 

is not what Z Said,. 

nq 	'What did, you. say? 

"'A, 	"X said that Charlie took .his 

sword an cut ,Cary is ear .° 

She knows that Mr. .ainman is dead. She knoWa 

that that is nOt gbod in the context Of the se proceedings 

for An-Paco:1y to be there., let alone :to have committed sonar  

kind Of an. injury to the physiOal person of Gary Hinman... 

But we certainly must agree that what she is telling here 

s soirething Oat has the. ring of truth to it.. • 

And the proceedings that tm have here., in 

connection 	thitl lige or death,-  are proceedings that 

require the kind' of ititegrity., the kind of truthfulness that 

you get •frOrre a wit-nets Adio is not beholden to anybody 

Linda Yasabian, is beholden to the prosecution 

for all of -those benefits. There is no restraint on. Linda 

Xasabian As -Words. Nbthing. 	• 

..-can •we think of any 'restraint upon her? 

y 	should' not, say soviethirothat is be 1pful to 'tile 

osecution is viewpoint?' 

Here 	a girl that is beholden to nohod.y. 
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I said that. Charlie took his Sword and 

ont Gary's eat.n  

After that? 

11A 	Then .1 told Charlie that. I 

- would take Care of Viary as best I coati, and, 

fOr'him to go.  • 

fig 

okayi. 

What is in the hallwaY? 

"A 	In the Itticheu- with Me. Then .sloe 

left the kitchen and went running to:Wards-

Gary. 

wiz 

27k422 

Absolutely nobody. 

2 	
%Ake we have suggested, the Will probablYk 

after these proceedings.ate over,. .never Bee mr, manson in 

'het lifetitoe-4: • 

• 16 

14' 

8 

:20 

15 

1.9 

22. 

23 

21 

25 

NSoo  now, I believe you stated that Sadie 

then hit Gary- over the head with a gun; is that 

correct? 

"A 	said I didn't see it but she 

must haVe because he was knocked oUt in the 

living room. 

You say When Charlie and Bruce 

lagt.,•Gary went from the livin' room 	I an 

It= the, kitchen to the living room? • 

ft,A 	-Ile :Ivent flinto the, hallway with 

the' gun Still 'pointing. 

"Q , Where was sadie at that tine? 
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27,423 

1 

2 

3 

4 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

"A' 	Well, the may the bouse,is 

Situated is there is still a hallway. When 

you. leave the kitchen through the kitchen 

door, you go down a hallway which leads to 

the front door and then goes on up into the 

living roora.“ 

3 

8. 
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s. 

7 

/I 

12 

13 

14:  

27,04 
. • 

• Arid tea it a piatilre. DefendantSfl. 

A-seizieso pictilret-" The ,upper one here havin.4 the 

pi=ggy"  -OA 41e 1011 e 

Thin 0"t110.t. Qn. in this tettitnonY'of TAP Ate 

Van Zlouten. 

wg 	And where was Gary when you. 

first entered t•lio-  3.itrittg room? 

He way. ialling-on the fioor., 

Whore was 5  die? 

'.Near 

,INTas,ary bites ding at that time? 

*A. 	11iS ,ear 
-111:1 	Ithat:.abOtit his head where he was 

hit On 	the head? 

It •OotAd.  have been.'" 

this 	eating.  to Mr.. Manson-1s -cutting. of 

• aalt i n To ear. 
• • 	Dia:ypu a ego Ixleic into the 	' 

zoom to tee -parr '!atter that1n  " 

• That 1,*as -.atter 	had stabbed 

IA 	• I went in oyes When .I. beard a, 

lot. Ot noittp itniT-tn in there., strange Sounds:, 
..• 

X well* in, and I SO.-W., hiln,..dead or dying.- 3: dianft 

hOW• if be 3waS •dead or not e.*  

Xs: this. a 4:r3: trying to' protect Charles. 

Ma4Scin. :or i<s thitta -girl telling 138 what happened?.  .; 	• 

- 	19: 
. 	3 

24. 

21 

,2. 

• :2,6 
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2

2

2 

24 • 
-25 

  

27,425 

 

     

     

• 

C 

liOw.,  here ±s testimony at Page 24,111 which 

r would show that Linda Kasa,bian and I think we can infer 

it by her life -style and by the habit she had of taking 

LSD and consuming it the way it has been portrayed,  to us 
4. 

„arid :thank agait4 to ma-3 .her Oxeclibility synthetically 

.sostethingihat. it wasn-Iti  she told us-that i3he.*tily- took. LSD 
s• 

once in the whole time,  she was there at the ranchs  

. So1  thiS teStimpityis interesting to cOnnedtion 

witja determining' not only. Linda Wtsabiawfs credibility as 

such, but alsO Linda Kasabianis- •ability to perceive and 
ib. 

relate and bring to this courtroom whatever she saw 

- becauSe this' 'clearly shows tha.t.Linda Nasabien ingested. LSD 
12 

at the Critical times: that -N.4 are considering, 

At Pa..ge 
-11.41 	-0147-1.•, -noW,, did you ever see her 

15 	
take any drugs like LSD or Breed or Marijuana'? 

1.6. 	
X have been with har a -couple -of 

.17 	
Me have had 

*She has beep on a couple of acid trips 

with me *  

And would she take these drugs 

quite often? 

JrA 	Like X say, you know, .1i1yg at the 

ranch I was doing wha.teVer X was doing. 

"sometiiieS X wou3d come across' Linda; 

She could have _heap_ loaded, Z don ft know, or 
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It4 Well, preceding those two days, 

270.426 

2 

3 

4 

-17 

12 

13 

14 

16 

4? 

16. 

19 

:$ 

6.  

9 

2Q 

.'21 

.22 

• -23 

A4 

26 

'high on acid-; 	. 

don'tt knout how any times she did.. 

know she had an acid stash when she came 

with us, that Peop-le 'ware, you know, taking 

tabs: from noW and then.*  

We no from what Gypsy told us, from what 

Catherine Share has told us, that .Linda Vasebitatbrought 

to the .tanch'vhen she hrought. the. -$54 000,, she also. brought 

this acid vrith her, the tsp that we are speaking- of.. 

And she tells tts, tinda has. told -us, that she 

Only took it once in the whole time that she was at the 

ranch.. . 

Now, then,. 'we get to the reason that these 

events- at the Tate axed 	Bianca house occurred,, the reason 

that: Linda Itesabian could have been interrogated bit by 

the protecution., 

Okay, .did you talk about Bobby 

peautpleiie 

This ituat i'age 24.4112. 

"A 	on those tier):  days? 

beforeiugust 8th and August 9t114. 

Everyone -wag dilicubsitig Bobby 

Beausoleil. 

"Q. 	yes,-  but I 'want to direct your 

attentioh,to whether or not anda Zasebtan 

. mas-talking to you or , In your presence about 
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tt'A Wel  it vAtInIt U she did not 

11,Q,  Yes. 

4 

:5 

6,  

.§ 

16 

as 

19 

25 

10 

11 

12 

. 

14 

is 

".Bobby 33eausoleil. 

talked about it. 

4/Q. 	Did she talk about it? 

"A 	Did she? . 

Ye s . 

do any -more than I did., 

"Q 	You Bay twe.t 

°Did she partio.ipate in the 'conversation? 

Sure.  
114 	DO you reoall what she said. about 

'Bobby Beausoleil? 

• NA 	x4.. 

wg - • Did the say anything.  about trying 

to. get him -otit? 

We all said things about trying 

to get, him ot*i.. 

"Ci 	'When you said you 	you- are. : 

Linda resabia0 

"A 	..SUre--. 

"4 	Did. she talk about oobby seausole..ilk  

in jail:  Linda %csabiani • 

"A 	While. bobby Vail in jail did she 

talk abOut 14m 

"A 	• sore* 
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4 

5. 

• y.  

	

Q 	ow to ,get out brother out? 

	

H A, 	- ye,s4 	a.. share he ts in jail. 

I wonder pc}W we could :get 'him out:- t 

"Well, you 3,4low,y conversation, X cannot 

• pinpoint the words. 

cildaY, so now on August 9th you 

- -stated, she drove the automobile? 

	

"A 	'What date? 

	

.11C4 	August gthi 

	

"A 	is that the. second agile? 

	

HQ,. 	That is the tight of the La Itiancas 

	

"A 	Yes she drove ." 

-Now*  there is no question about what Linda 

was driving that car and but what Linda stopped in front of 

the house of Harold TPue4 

page 24,117: 

sow. X believe yOu said Linda 

:went into, the hoiise -with Tex. 

"A 	Linda left the car with Tex. 
*14 	Did you see her leave the car? 

"A 	'Yes." 

That , does not agree with what Linda has told 

uta, of course. 

The question is:: Is this testimony more 

reliableyand in connection with -determining the possible 

innocence o vit. Manson is this testi-mow 44.5fliaoarit, 

0 
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I 'Linda? 

Now, at Piage.-21-,121: 

We balm, on that rage, without readinq the 

details of it., "Whet was ft that you first too) LS011  

she says,, My father ca.taa up and we had a 

visit, and he toil be it was when, I was 15.11.  

004 there- is no question but what she is a 

Chronic user and abuser of LSD 

. 	Noir, Page,  24y 122 t 

-1L,Tow, directing your attention, 

then, to .the talsing _of LSD. Did you ever 

• take TASD in the presence of Linda Ita.sabian? 

"A 	yes. 

"Q 	On how many.occasions? 

"A 	A couple. 

"R 	And where were you when you 

took Lsr, in the presence a Linda Easablant 

"A 	At the ranch. 

"Ct 	Now, did Linda. Kasabian ever 

discuss Bobby Beausoleil 'with yam? Just.a 

discussion of Bobby Beau/Pole-JO ' 

yes. 

nq 	when was that? 

"A 	when we were at the ranch. 

"Qv 	What was said by you and what 

vas said by her? 

.2 

4 

6  

'7 

.8- 

..24 

.25 

2,6 
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11A 	Differgint kinds of conversations 

happened. about Bobbyt bow. good looking he was, 

what a nice Tna.n.he was 
• w 

4nd then after he got Arrested,. how 

27,430 

2: 

s. 

12. 

22,  

'Could we go about getting him- out,. that it 

was it right that he -*gas icrIloact lap*" 

-Thew '"And directing your attentiont  

then, to, the words "political piggy," 

"You saw theSe words at the- "Him= hOne; 

is that correct!? 

. 	wiNgsst 	saw sor(6.,  writings on tite 

wall. Later At= I found it was ipplitioal riggy.;-

didn'tt pay any attention at that tinva;," 

14 

180 
15 

,22 

`23 

:25 
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is 

• 

:17 

20. 

21 

.22 

23 

.24. 

25  

26- 
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And then: 

nq Now, directing your attention to Linda 

Icasabian, did you ever hear Linda Kasabian'use 

the word 'pig.;  r  speak and use the- word 'pig'? 

nA 	It wasn't a word that was widely 

used4 

"1 personally cannot remember her 

saying that word. 

"4 	At no time in .your 	since yOu. have. 

known .hex do you remember her using the word 
g ig  

41A, •The only time Linda and I would 

generally- speak would be about Bobby because Linda 

knew .1 was with Bobby."-  • 

She knew)  in the context of these proceedings, 

that if she wished to just 	Just get up there and lay 

it on for us to try 'to fool us;  or something like that, 

• she would say `that she heard her 1,i:se the word -"pig." 

- 	She' is telling us, if you look at it, read 

the detail of this evidence, this girl is giving us .  

evidence that is truthful. She is telling us the things 

that we can believe. 

Then she goes on to discuss: 

• NV `What suggestions; if any, did Linda 

Xasabian make to get Robby Beausoleil out of jail? 

She -didn't come -up with any herself.. 
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.9 

-different thoughts. combined -- a 

bung of different thoughts. 

• !Linda did not masterm.ind or plot any 

Walla thing....  

• ""q. 	 at a time when Linda Was present 

did you:, Sadie, Patricia and Linda together -discuss.  

...g-etting.)301,1:1 Deausole:il out cff jail? 

And isn't that perfectly 'reasonable? Isn4t.• 
• 
it- :reasonable that' someone 	Bobby Seausoleil 	isn't 

:fix 
it 

 teasanable he was in jail, .got arrested on August the 

doesn't 	seem shat pe-opie would 4iscuss some way of 

.13. getting him out-of jail? These fat-out„ people, these 

14 130011-1* :who are an .unusual type-'of people? 

. SO, they think of what happened to Gary' 

. 	have the evidence here. It is •clear that 'Susan Atkins 

-17,- wrote thii "political piggy. t' 	one person spealAs 

%EL the Other, and there is this contemplation Of this 

evidence 	there. 

So, What do they do? They gO ahead and:they 

juSt being upset or whatever they go out and they 

.16 

• 

24 

.26 

26 

do whatever they did in an atmosphere of acid. 

23: 

	

	 In other words, It-is not the kind of thing, 

certainly,. the way the Board of Directors of a large 

• corporation sit down and, I suppose,, plans next year s  

model. But in the Context of these PeopU, en-d is  the 
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18e-.3 eonte±t of Susan Atkins, who was the. driving force here, 

21 no .qUeStiort about itk  Susan .Atkins felt that whatever 

happened to Bobby Beausoleil was her :doings  that she had 

4 

	

	 ;Gary Hinman*  and.so it .generated into what 'happened. 

and the. tragedies ,  that we have before us. 

6 
	 Does that make more sense to us than this 

• 
	race war? 

8 
	 Is the - 'political piggyi"' is that the clue? 

Is that the clue to the -whole picture here? 

It certainly fits in.. it certainly fits in. 

with the motivation., It certainly fits in with the .  

motivation *bout Bobby Beausoleil. 

13 

10 

111 

lad. fls. 1-2  
. • 

14 

3.6 

17 

19: 

21 

22 

4.5  

26 
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2 

4 

6 

6 

Ilr 

4. 

9 

16' 

.19 

00;  

21 

P. 

24 

111/ 	' 25  

.20 

But'LindalCasabiatt„ We know what she told us 

when she came back here, anti the, interesting thing about - 

thiswhoIe situation ,t4 that Linda kas.abian, when she 

:testified, she tells us 	how did she put it *Re. you  

remember,-there was that aspect of her testimony, she 

wrote out to of these 'things 'for the prosecution, she 

-made:a sheaf of papers up, and she never ',mentioned Gary 

Hinman in that sheaf of papers that she vas. writing • fdr - 

the prosecution. 

You remember, there was the pulling out of a 

word about a murder. But she_ left out any allusion to 

Gary Itinman in those writtrigA. 

.:.-And the reason'She a d that is becaus.e  

-Xasabian is. a very clever 	She was gettius inkannity. 

She was getting immunity 'in these rate and La Bianca 

matters, and she didn't want to become too involved in. 

the Gary. Hinman matter.. 

• - She didn't evound upon that in her writing,. 

Reinember, we had to. kick out, there was- one 

word there where she used the word uMurderit  

Well, she didn't -- she could have,. I don't 

know if there is any reason. why she couldn't .have, but she 
. - 

could have written out all of this, that she knew about 

the Gary Ilinman. matter„, She could have written out 

everyth.ing that she testified to in this courtroom about 

the Gary Hinman. matter. But she didn't do that. 
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- And:what-  Suggestions,' if any, did. Linda 

i(asabian make to ,get Bobby Beausoleil ,out of. Jail? 
•. 

-"A 	She 	CO* up -with Any. h.ergelt, ll  

and 

And then: 

	

. 	 then, in these disenssions,- 

whether Linda stated' the -words Or not., what:  was 

what was the method that _:Was to be used. to get -

Bobby . BeauSoleil out .4 Ian? . 

. 	"A 	We •hadn' t Cottle to a' decisive 'method in 

whiCh. to get •hi.M. out.. 

"Vie had different thoughts." 

Leslie Van Boutin was a liar, if she 

was making something up; that would be a, Wonderfa -oppor- 

	

tunity for her to 	us- a. detailed..plan. 

Bt t. she is. 	us the way people on acid • 
think and act. They had different thoughts. 

Some kind .of a conversation or series. of 

conversations had taken plaCe, and Somehow or other, 

whatever the motivation was, they went to the Tate re Si-

deuce; and then went to".:the La Bianca residence., 

Because, you see, when a story is told that is 

.Must :a story and .  te is made up, it is pat, it doesnht 

hay.e: any-  loose ends to it. But when the truth is told, 

because of the lack of ability of people to remember 

detail there is a loose end here and ther-e. There is -a ..  

„ 27,434 
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loose end that you have when you don't rehearse a story 

time After time alter time, as: Linda Kasabian was 

rehearsed. 
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18e-I 

•  
This witness, Leslie Van Iouteu, took the 

witne.ss stand and told us what it Vag. She had never 

disctsse4 these matters with me before. And so she told 

it exactly the way it was: 

She says: 

"We halt' t come to a 'decisive method 

in :which to get him out. We had different: thought's. 

nq 	'All tight. 

you'state what the different 

thoughts were that were discussed in the presence 

of. Linda Xasabian? 

irA ,We could raise the bail; .we found out: 

later there was no- bail.. 

"We could get a good attorney to try 

to beat the case. 

"Or we could do copy-cat lallingt. 

"Q And this was discussed in the presence 

of Linda Kasabian? 

sure., ittida Kasabian was there. 

"4 All tight;  and in connection with the 

,matter ,copy-cat 	 'what were you goingto 
copy? 

• ".What was discusSed, as the example, 

that which would he copied? 

suppose -the NenUilig -on the wall the 
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6 

rtr hadn't really 'thought about that.i' 

Wm, in de'etdipg what the penalty shoalilbe,. 

we have other witnesses„, and we have tried to 1.166 

.Letlid Van.. Iloutert as an, example here, 

We Are not going to go through everybody.ts 

testi:401Y 'like this, but we think that Leslie Van Houten's 

testimony Li so help- a' in shedding A light ta. contection 

with these events thatwe have gone into detail on thAtt.' 
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But if we look at the Other testimony in., 

-here from people that are -- people that admittedly have 

lived together on' the Span Ranch. 

You take witnesses' like Cathy 'Gillis, Yoynne 

Fromme, Sandra Good, Catherine Share, and analyzing. their 

testimony we maybe thould be a, little careful that we 

don't 	because we don't like vhat they say, we should 

be careful - that we don't say because we don't like what 

they ,say that they .are therefore not telling the truth. 

You take a witness. like- Catherine 	she 

got on the witness stand. 

She knows. that Mr Hanson is in custody;. -she 

knows she is, before this- court. She is telling the truth 

Her feeing is, she says, she would kill to 

gpt a brother out of jail. 

She-is telling it the way it is:. 

Now, that does not mean tholfr, Manson had 

anything to do with these matters. You ,cannot substitute 

-- you .cannot substitute dislike for someone's vay of 

life or dislike fgr someone's thinking for proof, because 

this girl has some unusual ,concept of life does not mean—, 

does not mean that She cannot be believed as. to what she 

Says as to where Mr. 14110.SQ4 'wag with Stephanie, Schram on 

that night.. 

When Gypsy or Catherine Share get can the.. 

Witness stand and te1.. us wherel4r.lianson was, She- is 
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19-2 1 telling us the truth. 

It just. so happens., it just ad happens, and 

t may 'make scenario writers unhappy, and it May make 

people who produce some kind Of a play or something 

'unhappy,. but it just so happens that kr. .nton was tied 

up with s girl: on that night 	on. those nights that we 

are speaking Of here. - 

• The evidence is overwhelming to that effect. 

These girls, -these. girls have come here and 

they. 	they --; they haven't tried to...pull the wool over 

our - off.. They haven t:t .come-here 	they haven't cOMie 

here and said that their philosophy .q-.f 'life is -something 

different than it is. 

,They have come here and told us the harsh 

truth. They have come here ,and told.  us :what their-

felittig0 are 

And in telling us what their feelings .fare 

they eertain4 know that they are not saying things -that 

.ate pioasant:; 

But they have come :here and they have leveled 

'With: us. They haVe come. here, and if there is any perjury., 

we can rest &sabred that they will be prosecuted for Lt. 

.Their testimony is probably streamed by the 

District Attorney's office. immediately when these 

• transcripts come out. . 

-So when Catherine :nines states what she 
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States 4- I am. not going to go• through it word- for word, 

but when she states what she states about this period of 

time., -and she says that .she could have- been in that car,. 

just the happenstance of fate that she was not in that 

car, and went out to,  do whatever they did, that is undoubt. 

pay the 'way it happened. 

-That is' undoubtedly the way it happened. 

'There was no. big racial war plan.. 

'Bobby 13.eausoltii was arrested and these people 

wanted to: do .something about it and,  they started driving 

around the City .of Los Angeles and did what they did :and 

brought it to these events their addIeheaded ideas based 

on the fact that . they were ta'kint something., they were 

taking' this LSD, , • 

. Who- knows exactly the detail of the way it -

happened? An4 exactly 'why it happened? But. those were 

the _people that were thee-,..and. they got in the car and 

they did what they. did.. 

this.„ -again.)  is a matter -.4 it a matter 

o personal — is a Matter of personal type of integrity. 

It is unusual, it is strange., it is the land of 

thing that' we don't see, probably never will see again,. 

but they have an integrity,• an integrity in what they say 

that is nnimpeachable.. 

• If it was impeachable, the prosecution wOuld 

have brought people here to impeach it.. 
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a. 

 But the prosecution, the prosecution, has not 

done that. 

. 	Now, when we look at 1(r. Grogan, for instance, 

'Kr, Grogan testified here from the 'witness stand completely 

end :absolutely and unbelievable' type of person, =a very 

•6 :unusual/type of person.' 

7 
	 Is what 14r-. Grogan said soinething'that we can 

use in connection with• this' case? 

•It 	bit of testimony that -- I mean we 

1'0 -Certainly .can remeMber. We .can 'remember that Linda' 

Kasabian 	you remember kitA GrOgan testifying:  Concerning 

i2 the guri2 

.Now he was unusual_ because he is unusual in 

his demeanor on the ,witness stand:,. because he is:  unusual 

ag 	hiii m anner .4)t re-sponding to the. questions because he is 

16 Unusual in what he did: 

Dosa that mean that we should reject, we should 

1-$ rejectNlhat he said? 

Should a 'trial such a. this 	is.  'this supposed 

to be a popularity -contest? - - 

It is true that Li-nda Kasabian is a person 

who makes good appearance an the witness stand. But is 

that the criterion? 

Is the criterion to- be how good an actor or 

'4O 0 • 
	 actress you are, Or is the criterion to be how truthful 

2;4 -  you are? 

A, 
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That is the question that we have to resolve 

and the.  credibility of witnesses-: 

• if there is anything that is going to occur, 

that is, going to cause- us to believe that maybe 	maybe. 

Linda Kasabian is not telling us the truth:, -then tills .goes 

to thiS :aspect ,of what we have called possible innocence. 

low, looking at these exhibits pow, these 

exhibit=s :by these -doctors, for instance, they are rough 

Sketches:, Maybe-  they.ciOn':t mean a , lot.' 'Maybe. they ace 

some. 	'we. should not goitsideri. 

The fact of the matter is that the whole ,field 

of credibility„ the whole . field of ,determination of whether ,  

somebody is telling the truth or not is wrapped up in the 

subject matter of LSD.' 

Now, when 'somebody-comes to the courtroom and 

they have not been on LSD for some particular period-  of - 

time-,.' they may give an appearance on the witness stand of 

being :honest, forthright, and so forth. 

But these diagrams. are sort of -- sort. of, 

deacaptive,. they are sort of diagrammatic, because both =of.  
these doctors,  both of these doctors have told us. that,ISD 

does affect 'the mind, whether it is provable or whether it 

is tot provable, in terms. of Actual anaiysiii, both 

a these :doctors that made these particular diagrams 'out, 

tell. us that it does .affect the mind. 

now, does that mean that these people that have 
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I:94,4 • come here to testify.  -- these are Iniusual people 	does 

that mean-  'I don't know what the prosecution is going to 

say., but dOeS. that mean.. that we cannot believe Catherine 

.4, I -qinig.8,1  Sandra. Good, 'Lynne Fromme, Catherine Share because 

they have taken LSD? 

Does' that mean that we can't? Because if 

4 	 'cannot believe them,, we cannot -believe Linda Kasabians 

• There is no,  reason to expect any differtmoe-

between.,Linda Xasabian' t credibility and the credibility 

-of ;these people, because we :are now talking about retelling.  

events that have -occurred.; that have occurred in the past4  

we can rest assured that these girls who 

13' weknow. from the evidence here are lilting on 'Temple and 

' Broadway:*  right here on the corner, we can be very. v.ery 

. confident that those girls. are under' -police scrutiny like 

.xe. 24 .b.ours. a day: 

We can be very sure that 	girls are2coming 

here, -  and I don't 'know iithe prosecution -- what the 

.proseCution is going to Say aboutftheir credibility,. but 

-2.0 we can certainly believe that they are under police 	- 

-scrutiny. 

22 And so can we - can that we should reject 

their testimony? 

Certainly when they came to the witness stand 

and testified, there wei nothing, about their testimony that 

was. not to be believed accept -*'except for the fact that 
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what they said was unusual. 

Catherine GIVies for instance Making the 

statements' that she made. - 

but 'what can. we do, what else can we do? 

These are the people 	these are the people 

that were there on the scene at the Spahn Ranch. 

Now, Mr-, Manson ""k  Sr. Manson certainly IS 

friendly.  -with these people, but if they are .goingto use 

the philosophy of Mr. Manson as reflected by Gregg. Jakobson-, 

as reflected by  Mr. Watkins, We also have the right -to 

have Mr.- ManSon's Philosophi -as refl-ected by these 

Considered; that their reflection of what his philosophy 

is is- certainly more 13kely to be. true-  than the philosophy 

as reflected by Gregg Jakobson or Paul Watkins or people 

who•  are _oriented toward the prosecution viewpoint. 

• .The fact of the matter is that when they say 

'that fir. Manton believes that -each person,. that each 

person is responsible for his acts. or her acts;  and that 

this is the way Kr.-  Manson conducted himself,. and 'this LB 

his thinking:;  there is no reason -in .the world to -believe 

that is .-mot true.- 

And when Leslie. Van Houten tells us, as she 

told us from ;the -withess 'stand; 'when she- tells us- that she , 

told those things to Mr. Manson and' he in effect listened 

. to her. and in effect walked.away, this is the, way we can. 

believe -theit it happened as far -as her relating these 
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194144 	events to him.. 

• - 13ecause if we get to the .heart of what we- have 

been talking about, doing. in this courtroom, the only 

reason there is the. focus on 	lian,son is because he hag 

been dragged in here as a defendant: 

There were many other 'people at that Spehn 

Ranch, • 

*?? 
We cannot depend upon the fact that ,  because 

Linda Kasabigin says Something happened a certain way that 

happened that way , 	Other Words., 1f. we cannot 

depend upon Catherine Dillies and we cannot ,depend upon 

Sandra ,Good' and we cannot depend on those people:; ,and we 

cannot depend upon these girls (indicating) why can we. 

depend upon Linda Kasabian? 

It insults our intelligence to ask us to. 

depend 'on Linda Kasabian because she has been schooled for 

the job. 

, 	. - she was talked to, she was spoken to, she was 

rehearsed.. • 

' The Te4son .this is important in the penalty 

phase;  the reason we say that these two documents, these 

•rough sketches by these .-doctors have symbolic meaning In 

this trial is beam-se' of the e.ffect that LSD has had upon 

the _minds of these people. 

THE COURT.: We will act:burn at this time, Mr, Kanarek.. 

. Ladies and gentlemen„ do nQt C-013.-Verge with 
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1a-5 anyone or form or express any opinion regarding penalty 

until- that issue is finally submitted to you. 

The court is adjourned until MAY aim. yin  

Monday morn 

(Adj ournment taken . ) 
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